
 

 

THE SPRING SALES 
10TH – 12TH MARCH 2022 

HAMMER PRICES 
 

The Spring Sale 
Lots offered: 783, 80.82% sold 

 
The Newnham Street Sale 

Lots offered: 772, 91.71% sold 
 

CONSIGNMENTS INVITED FOR THE 
SUMMER SALES 5TH – 25TH APRIL 



Southams Spring Sales - Sold Lots Hammer Prices

Sporting Guns & Antique Arms [Main Sale - Live Auction]

Lot Description Low est High est Result
1 Wooden Mallard decoy, and one other duck decoy 30 50 70

2
Canvas and leather fleece lined gun slip by Holland & Holland, 
max. internal length 46 ins 50 70 90

3

A Walnut veneer pistol case with blue baize lined fitted 
interior, the lid with inset vacant brass plate, internal 
measures w. 9 ins x 1.5 ins x d.1¼ ins, with brass mounted 
steel cleaning rod, ebony handled turnscrew and pewter oil 
bottle 80 120 250

4
Leather action cover for German Mauser Gewehr 98 rifle

80 120 120
5 Boxed Smith & Wesson 12-piece gunstock chisel set 30 50 100

6
Wilkinson's of Pall Mall vintage leather sword bag case, 
c.1900, stamped C.L.W-J 40 60 50

7

British Army Officer's leather field service scabbard by Pearce 
& Sons, Leeds; together with a 1912 Pattern Cavalry trooper's 
stainless steel dress scabbard (2) 60 100 50

8
Three sheath knives: J. Nowill & Sons; William Rodgers; 
Taylor, Sheffield 60 100 50

9

Three walking sticks with brass pommels figured as jackal, 
eagle, and hound; together with four other walking sticks and 
riding crop 50 70 30

10
Canvas and leather game bag by Parsons & Son, together 
with three gun slips 20 30 45

12
Leather cartridge bag together with a Barbour wax fishing bag

30 50 40

14
Metal ammunition tin, with collection of Shooting Times 
1971/72 20 30 12

15
Shield mounted taxidermist's example of a Roe buck head

60 100 35
16 Set of Red Deer stag antlers 50 100 40

17
A good Parsons leather gun slip, fleece lined, max. internal 
length 43 ins 50 80 80

18
Quality Gunslips leather cartridge bag (for approx. 100 cases)

30 50 35

19
William Evans leather cartridge bag (for approx. 50 cases)

40 60 70

20
Copper and brass bag shaped pistol powder flask with 
suspension ring by G & J W Hawksley and one other 50 80 130

22

12 bore Brass capper decapper complete with Kynoch The 
Nitrone cartridge case together with a 20 bore steel roll turn 
over tool 30 50 20

23

16 bore Brass screw turn field capper decapper stamped W 
Bartram Patentee and with the Nimrod trade mark

40 80 40



25
Five various hand held capper decappers in steel, brass and 
nickel plate 30 50 70

26
12 bore Brass screw turn field capper decapper of W Bartram 
style 40 80 30

27
Nine various brass or nickel plated adjustable powder 
measures by James Dixon & Sons or G & J W Hawksley 50 100 45

28
Six miscellaneous brass and nickel plated hand loading tools 
by Bridgeport and others 30 60 50

29

Five various adjustable nickel plated powder measures by 
Bridgeport, U H Co. Connecticut and others

30 60 35
30 Twelve steel wad cutters from 12 bore to 1 ins 40 60 60

32

Copper and brass bag shaped powder flask with Sportsman 
and dog decoration stamped G & J W Hawksley

40 80 45

33
Copper and brass bag shaped powder flask with game scene 
decoration stamped G & J W Hawksley 40 80 28

35

Embossed leather shot flask with brass dispenser by J Plant, 
Sheffield, leather shot flask with suspension ring and nickel 
plated dispenser by G & J W Hawksley, leather shot flask with 
suspension ring and brass dispenser

30 50 20

37
Two framed and glazed sets of six cigarette cards depicting 
Game Birds and Terriers, 10 x 9 ins 20 30 18

39
Framed and glazed mono coloured print: Terriers and Cat, by 
Lucy A Leavers, 25 x 19 ins 25 50 25

40 Wooden pistol case with cleaning rod and keys 30 40 220

41
6x Hensoldt-Wetzlar Ziel-Dialyt period sniper scope with 
leather lens covers and carry case 80 120 110

42
Kahles Helia Super period rifle scope with leather lens covers

30 50 120

43
Leather covered vintage brass telescope in leather case

30 50 45
44 A vintage leather scope case and two leather holsters 30 50 40
45 .700 bullet mould 20 30 140
46 Two vintage three-way pistol flasks (1 spring a/f) 40 50 250

50
Vintage Winchester 5-X rifle scope with adjustable mounts 
and clear optics 150 200 220

51

Vintage Zenit-ES 35mm SLR Photo Sniper (USSR) in original 
steel transport case with pistol grip mount, additional lens, 
filters and accessories, leather sling and carry strap

50 100 50
52 A collection of modern and vintage whistles 50 100 90

55
Three copper and brass powder flasks, two by Bartram with 
embossed decoration and a plain one by Dixon 70 100 60

56
12 bore Combined brass loader and roll turn over machine by 
G & J W Hawksley 40 60 30

57
16 bore Combined green steel and brass loader and roll turn 
over machine by Jeffries, Norwich 30 50 40



58
Four leather shot flasks, one with embossed hunting scene 
decoration 40 60 40

59 Two 20 bore brass field capper decappers by Ward 40 60 35

60
Brass capper decapper by Lightwood & Sons No.4 Rimmed 
577(?) 30 50 30

61

Nine tins of vintage percussion caps comprising two Joyce 
No.25 (sealed); two Joyce No.26; Joyce musket (sealed); Eley 
Dynamit Nobel, and others 80 120 70

62
Three various 30mm cannon shell cases, stamped PDS; 
L14A;3 CX91; 035A 20 30 20

63 WW I brass 3 ins shell case dated 1917 20 30 15

64
Bausch & Lomb BALvar 24 vintage target rifle scope with 
adjustable mounting, in original box 200 300 320

65

Leather covered powder flask by James Dixon & Sons (spring 
a/f), the nozzle with increments for 2½-3½ drams, length 8¼ 
ins 30 50 40

66
A model cannon with 10 ins staged brass barrel, on a wheeled 
iron carriage 50 100 60

67
Seven vintage collectors gun powder tins by Dupont, Eley, 
Smokeless Diamond, etc 80 120 130

68 Four painted wooden duck decoys 30 50 50

69
8 powder measures together with a 12 bore capper/decapper 
stamped Patent 5535.1884 30 40 90

70 20 bore roll turnover 30 40 60
71 Four 12 bore roll turnovers inc. C & J.W Hawksley 40 60 28
72 8 bore roll turnover 30 50 340

73
Two framed and glazed pictures with game birds, by 
A.Thorburn and S. Trinder 20 40 35

74

British pattern 1876 Martini-Henry socket bayonet, 21½ ins 
triform blade with ordnance stamps and Nepalese (?) 
markings 40 60 40

75

Colichemarde type sword, 31 ins triform blade, brass hilt, 
wired grip (handle a/f); together with a pair of fencing foils 
(3) 60 100 100

76

Single edged short sword, 25 ins blade with deep fuller, 
ribbed ebonised handle, brass collar and lion's head pommel, 
in wooden sheath fashioned as a swordstick

50 80 80

77

Victorian 1892 Pattern Infantry Officer's sword, 32 ins single 
edged fullered and etched blade, ricasso with proof stud, 
brass hilt with VR cypher, wired shagreen grip, stepped brass 
pommel, in gilded brass scabbard 100 150 260

78

1915 Canadian MkII Ross rifle bayonet, 10 ins blade, pommel 
stamped ROSS RIFLE CO. QUEBEC PATENTED 1907 and 11/15 
to reverse with ordnance markings, in leather sheath dated 
1915 100 150 90

79
Oriental style knife in carved bamboo sheath with metal 
mounted bamboo grips. 30 50 40

81
Four Enfield No.4 MkII spike bayonets, each with metal 
scabbard 50 80 40



82

1897 Pattern British Infantry Officer's sword by Wilkinson, 32 
ins spear point blade with broad fuller, scroll etching to blade 
with ER cypher and Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers 
crest to reverse, ricasso numbered 82848, stainless steel 
basket hilt with Royal cypher and leather sword knot, wired 
shagreen grip, stainless steel nut pommel, in leather service 
scabbard

200 250 280

84

Japanese Katana, with 27 ins slightly curved blade with visible 
hamon and brass habaki, the tsuba with simple engraving, 
chord bound ray skin grip with brass mekugi, signed 
Kiyomiya/Toru Noguchi (Seki 1935), in black painted wooden 
saya with brass suspension ring 350 450 480

85

British Pattern 1796 light cavalry sabre, 33 ins single edged 
curved and fullered blade, stirrup hilt hand guard with wired 
leather grip, steel pommel 100 200 130

86
WWI(?) Czech Mauser bayonet and scabbard, together with 
two others, similar (3) 50 80 100

87
Remington P1913 bayonet and scabbard, and P1907 Enfield 
bayonet with scabbard (2) 40 60 80

88
Swiss M1918 bayonet, 11½ ins double edged blade, metal 
studded wood grips, steel scabbard 40 50 50

89

British 1796 Pattern light cavalry sabre by Thomas Gills 
(Birmingham), 32½ ins single edged and fullered curved blade 
inscribed Thos. Gills Warranted Never To Fail, stirrup hilt hand 
guard, in steel scabbard with suspension rings

100 200 440

90

A presentation Jambiya with highly decorated pierced and 
engraved gilt handle and sheath, 5½ ins blade, in a fitted case. 
The vendor states that it was given as a gift to their relation 
from the Omani Minister For Information & Youth Affairs in 
1979 200 250 200

91

Reproduction single handed broadsword, 31 ins double edged 
blade, brass hilt with decorative brass figure to pommel, in 
leather scabbard with sling 50 80 60

92 Quantity of military and other penknives 40 60 70
93 Ten various Victorinox 'Swiss Army' knives 30 50 60

94
Quantity of mostly Victorinox penknives (most with branding)

30 40 80

95
Quantity of various penknives by Victorinox and others, some 
branded 30 50 60

96 Quantity of vintage penknives 40 60 70
97 Quantity of various single-blade pocket knives 20 30 100

98
A wooden box containing quantity of modern and vintage 
penknives 30 50 50

99 Twelve various fruit knives, some with silver blades 30 40 22

100
A vintage Swedish barrel knife by Joh. Engstrom, dated 1874, 
and another similar (2) 30 50 60

102
.177 Daisy Model 1894 lever action air rifle, open sights, 
synthetic stock, nvn 75 90 80



103
.22 Webley Mark 3 under lever air rifle, open sights, tap 
loading, no.27152 80 120 80

105
.22 Milbro G25 break barrel air rifle, hooded blade foresight, 
adjustable rear sight, nvn 40 60 40

106
.22 Snow Peak B3-F under lever air rifle, hooded blade 
foresight, adjustable rear sight, no. V481668 30 50 25

107
.177 GAMO G-1200 Co2 repeater air rifle, pump action, open 
sights, no. 108289-97 75 90 80

109
.177 BSA Cadet break barrel air rifle, open sights, no. 
BC43073 40 60 50

110
.177 BSA Cadet Major break barrel air rifle, open sights, no. 
06096 70 90 70

111
.22 BSA Airsporter Mark 6 under lever air rifle, open sights, 
tap loading, no. GL11345 100 150 100

112
.177 BSA Airsporter Mark 2 under lever air rifle, open sights, 
tap loading, no. EE4519 (repair to stock at wrist) 90 120 90

114
.22 Crosman Model 140 under lever air rifle, open sights, no. 
C60 80 120 100

115
.22 BAM DB4 under lever air rifle, hooded foresight, 
adjustable rear sight, sling swivels, nvn 40 60 25

120
.177 Puma Innova under lever air rifle, black synthetic stock, 
boxed as new, no. A2148173 80 100 130

122
.22 Setra pump up air rifle, open sights, bolt action, no. 
G66006 70 90 100

123

6mm BB Novritsch SSG-10 airsoft rifle, black synthetic stock, 
with 3-9 x 50mm illuminated Mil-dot scope, 2 x magazines, 
bottle of BB's, in maker's foam lined case, no.3V29H, together 
with a boxed AC5000 chronograph 100 200 80

124

.177 Original (Diana) Mod 35 break barrel air rifle, tunnel and 
blade foresight with spare element, adjustable rear sight, no. 
116658 70 90 100

125

.22 BSA Airsporter Mk 4 under lever air rifle, open sights, tap 
loading, mounted 4 x 20 BSA scope, no. GL41360

80 120 100

126

.177 Air Arms Pro-Sport under lever air rifle, heavy barrel, 
scope grooves, Monte Carlo stock with recoil pad, no. 109

100 200 260

127

.22 Webley Raider 10 pcp bolt acton air rifle, multi shot with 
two 10 shot rotary magazines, mounted 3-9 x 40 Webley 
scope, pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 2117 with carry 
case (air reservoir a/f) 150 200 190

128

.177 Webley Mark 3 underlever air rifle, original sights, tap 
loading, inset webley logo to stock, no. F6481

80 120 130

129
.22 BSA Meteor break barrel air rifle, open sights, semi pistol 
grip stock, no. WE18889 40 60 45

130

.22 Diana Model 52 side lever air rifle, fitted moderator, 
mounted 8 x 56 Kassnar Beta 3 scope, Monte Carlo stock with 
recoil pad, no. 943375 100 150 220



131

.22 Webley mark 3 underlever air rifle, open sights, tap 
loading, beech stock with inset Webley logo, no. 25887

80 120 110

132

.177 BSA Lincoln Jeffries 'H' underlever air rifle c.1906, tap 
loading with open sights, pistol grip stock (split at wrist), steel 
butt plate, no. 2886 80 120 100

133

.177 Diana Mod. 20 break action air rifle, original sights, 
nickel finish (with wear), wood stock date stamped 10-29

40 60 40

134
.177 SB BSA Cadet break barrel air rifle (smooth bored), open 
sights, BSA impress to stock, no. B11183 30 50 22

135
.177 Markham 'The King' No.1 tin plate air rifle; .177 British 
copy of Haenel ModXV tin plate air rifle (2) 30 50 30

136

.22 BSA Meteor break barrel air rifle, hooded blade and ramp 
sights, boxed with 4x15 Bushnell and accessories, no. 
TH67008 70 90 90

137

.22 /.177 Beeman Sportsman RS3 Series break barrel air rifle, 
two barrels with fitted muzzle brakes, in carry case with 3-9 x 
32 Beeman scope, no. 01201339 100 150 110

139

.177 Original Mod.75 side lever target air rifle, tunnel front 
sight, adjustable aperture rear sight, adjustable trigger, pistol 
grip target stock with adjustable butt pad, no. 020044 in 
padded slip 150 250 160

140

.177 Walther LG30 PCP target air rifle, chrome barrel and 
frame, tunnel foresight, adjustable aperture rear sight, 
sidelever action, adjustable trigger, pistol grip with adjustable 
stock, no. 01530 in padded slip with adaptor

300 400 460

141

4.5mm/.177 Hammerli AR50 PCP target air rifle tunnel 
foresight, adjustable trigger, adjustable Connect II stock, no. 
04243, cased with Hammerli rear sight, adaptor, and 
handbook 300 400 380

142

.22 Webley Mark 3 underlever air rifle, open sights, tap 
loading, mounted 4 x 15 webley scope, inset Webley logo to 
stock, no. 49789 50 70 100

143
.22 Webley Falcon break barrel air rifle, open sights, for 
restoration 20 30 35

144
.22 Webley Service Mark II air rifle, blade and notch sights, 
folding aperture back sight, nvn 200 300 220

145

4.5mm Feinwerkbau 300S side lever target air rifle, tunnel 
front sight and adjustable back sight, pistol grip stock with 
adjustable butt pad, no. 192000 200 300 190

146

.22 Jackal Hi Power side lever air rifle, tap loading, mounted 3-
9 x 40 scope, pistol grip, sling swivels, no. 08971

50 70 130

147
.177 Norica Quick under lever air rifle, open sights, no. 44-IC-
17812-04 50 70 110

148
.22 BSA Airsporter under lever air rifle, open sights, tap 
loading, pistol grip stock, no. 60 100 90



149
.177 BSA Supersport break barrel air rifle, open sights, semi 
pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 23416 60 100 120

150
.177 Sharp Innova pump up air rifle, open sights, no. A366511

50 80 120

151
.177 Gamo CF-20 break barrel air rifle, open sights, boxed, no. 
2160888 40 60 60

152
.177 ASI Gamo Apache Cadet break barrel air rifle, open 
sights, no. 709622 30 40 40

153
.177 Crosman Raven break barrel air rifle - a/f for parts or 
repair 10 20 12

154

.22 SMK break barrel air rifle, tunnel and peg foresight 
adjustable rear sight, scope grooves, Monte Carlo stock

20 40 30

155
.22 BSA Supersport break barrel air rifle, open sights, no. 
DS72245 40 50 60

156

.22 Original Model 50 underlever air rifle, tap loading, 4 x 32 
Nikko Stirling Silver Crown scope, Monte Carlo stock with 
recoil pad, no. 243052 100 150 150

157
.22 BSA Airsporter under lever air rifle, open sights, beech 
stock with recoil pad, no. GL7295 70 100 90

158

.177 BSA Supersport break barrel air rifle, fitted moderator 
and open sights, 1.5-6 x 20 Nikko Stirling Diamond scope, 
Monte Carlo stock with recoil pad, no. AR08399

40 60 130

159

.22 BSA Airsporter underlever air rifle, original open sights, 
tap loading, half pistol grip stock with recoil pad and sling 
swivels, no. GJ1505 60 90 100

160

4.5mm Anschutz Super Air 2001 side-lever target air rifle, 
fitted Anschutz target sights, sliding breech loading, pistol 
grip target stock with adjustable comb and butt, no. 008407

400 500 380

161

.177 Crosman Nitro Venom Dusk break barrel air rifle, black 
synthetic stock with scope rail, boxed, with 3-9 x 32 scope, 
no. N11X00101 70 100 60

162

.177 Crosman Tac77 Elite break barrel air rifle, moderated 
barrel, rubberised cut out thumbhole stock, with 3-9 x 
32scope, no. 407DK2888 60 100 100

163
.177 Benjamin Wildfire PCP repeater air rifle, open sights, box 
magazine, in box, no. 917112337 40 60 40

164

.22 Benjamin Trail NP break barrel air rifle, moderated barrel, 
picatinny rail, black synthetic cut out thumbhole stock, boxed, 
with 3-9 x 40 scope and instructions, no. N10X00035

80 120 80

165

.22 Benjamin Trail Model 6 break barrel NP air rifle, 
moderated barrel, picatinny rail, wooden cut out thumbhole 
stock with recoil pad, boxed, with 3-9 x 40 scope, no. 
315DA1512 80 120 90



166

.22 Benjamin Marauder PCP air rifle, bolt action, 10-shot 
rotary magazine, pistol grip stock with raised comb, boxed 
with 4016 x 56 scope and filling adaptor, no. 215121647 This 
gun appears to have had very little use.

150 250 130

167

.177 Benjamin Armada PCP air rifle, moderated barrel with 
pic rail, bolt action, 10-shot rotary magazine, black tactical 
stock, 4-16 x 56 scope, boxed with bipod, fill adaptor and 
instructions, no. D17120469 The gun appears to have had 
very little use. 300 400 320

168

.22 Crosman Phantom MkII break barrel air rifle, moderated 
barrel, black synthetic pistol grip stock, boxed with 3-9 x 32 
scope, no. D18X01309 60 100 90

169
.22 BSA Meteor break barrel air rifle, open sights, no. T20955

40 60 60

170

.22 Webley Mark 3 under lever air rifle, blade foresight, tap 
loading, inset Webley trademark to stock, no. 35543

100 150 80

171

.22 BSA Super Ten pre charged bolt action air rifle, fitted 
moderator, rotary magazine, 3-9 x 50 Simmons scope, Monte 
Carlo stock, no. DP08823 200 300 200

172

4.5mm Original Model 75 side lever target air rifle, original 
target sights, pistol grip target stock with adjustable comb 
and butt pad, no. 025514 100 200 190

173

.177 Webley Osprey sidelever air rifle, original sights, tap 
loading, mounted 2.5 x 20 scope on adjustable rail, semi 
pistol grip stock with Webley recoil pad, no. 17037

80 120 90

174
5.5mm Jelly break barrel air rifle with open sights, no. 36565

30 50 22

175

.177 Diana Model 27 break barrel air rifle (action a/f), 
retaining some original finish throughout, half pistol grip 
wood stock with steel butt plate, nvn 30 50 40

176
.22 Haenel Mod 303 break barrel air rifle, open sights, 
camouflage stock, no. 563696 40 60 90

178 .177 BSA Meteor break barrel air rifle, no. NG23000 40 50 35
180 .22 BSA Meteor Mk1 break barrel air rifle, no.50302 35 45 35
181 .177 Milbro Diana Mod 16 air rifle, nvn 30 40 25

182
.177 Crosman Mod 1077 Co2 repeater air rifle, open sights, 
box magazine, nvn 30 40 40

183
.22 BSA Meteor break barrel air rifle with open sights (action 
a/f), no. TF41144 20 30 25

184

.177 BSA Cadet (first model, c.1946-8) break barrel air rifle 
with open sights, faint BSA impress to stock, no. B75854

30 50 22

185

.177 Air Arms S200 pre charged multi shot air rifle, fitted 
moderator, bolt action with rotary magazine, mounted 3-9 x 
40 Hawke Vantage scope, pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 
A209552 100 200 250

186 .22 SMK 20M break barrel air rifle, open sights, nvn 40 60 50



187
.22 SMK 19GR break barrel air rifle, moderated barrel, pistol 
grip stock, nvn 40 60 40

188
.22 Milbro Series 70 Mod 79 break barrel air rifle, open sights, 
pistol grip stock with chequering, nvn 40 60 40

189

.22 Brema Mod 35 break barrel air rifle, open sights, mounted 
4x20 scope, no. A06543 (missing trigger guard and end cap)

30 40 40

190
.22 BSA Supersport break barrel air rifle - for spares or repair, 
stock screws missing no. 15762 30 40 50

191 Two tin plate air rifles: Diana Mod 16 and 'Hector' 20 30 30

192

.22 Beeman Carnivore break barrel air rifle, moderated 
barrel, mounted 3-9 x 32 scope, synthetic camouflage semi 
pistol grip stock, no. 12060135 60 100 90

196

4.5mm Morini CM162MI pre-charged target air pistol, no. 
02581, in markers fitted case with weights, spare cylinder and 
instructions 150 250 360

197
.177 Webley Tempest air pistol, open sights, in holster, nvn

50 70 80

198
.177 Cometa 'Indian' top lever air pistol, open sights, boxed 
with accessories, no. 3376-08 40 60 70

199
.177 Diana break barrel air pistol, open sights, repaired crack 
to grip, nvn 50 70 22

200 .22 Webley Premier air pistol, no. 1949 80 100 80
201 .22 Webley Tempest air pistol, boxed, nvn 100 120 100

202
.177 Original Model 10 target air pistol, cased with instruction 
and tooling, no. 05379 200 250 220

203 .177 F.A.S Model 604 target air pistol, cased, no. 9733 80 120 120

204
.177 (BB) Crosman C41 Co2 air pistol, boxed with instructions, 
no. 09G02793 60 100 60

205 .177 Webley Senior air pistol, in original box, no. 1090 100 150 170
207 .177 Webley Junior air pistol, no. 776 70 90 70

208
.22 Crosman Medallist 1322 underlever air pistol, no. 
390515217 50 70 50

209 Dolla pop-out air pistol, steel frame, nvn 65 80 60

210
.177 Diana Model 2 air pistol, no. 556; Harrington GAT air 
pistol, nvn (2) 40 60 50

212 .177 Webley Mark I air pistol, no. 640 in wooden case 80 120 110

213
UHC BB pistol in wooden case, with approx. 4000 plastic BBs

20 30 35

214
.177 Webley air pistol Mark 1 (pre-war), wood grips with 
inset Webley logo, no. 43092 70 100 100

215
.22 Webley Senior air pistol (pre-war), chequered grips, no. 
S8615 70 90 80

216
.177 Limit tin plate & GAT die-cast push-barrel air pistols (2)

20 30 22

217
4.5mm Zastava GP-45 Co2 air pistol, open sights, boxed with 
accessories, no. 001114 50 70 60

218
4.5mm (BB) KL Hi-Capa Series airsoft pistol, boxed, nvn

50 80 35



219
4.5mm/.177 ANICS Beretta A-9000S Co2 air pistol, cased with 
3 magazines and filling probe, nvn 50 70 90

220 .22 Webley Nemesis air pistol, nvn 50 80 100

221
.177/4.5mm Sig Sauer X-Five Co2 air pistol, no. 12915039 
with quantity of .177 steel BBs 0 0 45

222
.177 Feinwerkbau Model 65 sidelever air pistol, open sights, 
target grip, no. 98944 in hard case 100 200 130

223

.177 Feinwerkbau Mod.P34 PCP air pistol, adjustable target 
trigger and grip, in maker's case with spare cylinder and valve, 
no. 612019 200 300 480

224 .177 Webley Senior air pistol, open sights, no. 548 80 120 130
225 .177 'The Gat' air pistol, boxed with darts 30 40 60

226
.177 Weihrauch HW44 pre charged air pistol, fitted silencer, 
rotary magazine, no. 700807 150 250 420

227

.177 Diana P5 Magnum break barrel air pistol, moderated 
barrel with open sights, black grips, no. 03304483

50 70 120
228 .177 Gamo PR-45 air pistol, cased, no. 612985 30 50 70

229

.177 Webley Alecto Mk.V air pistol, Hawke red dot sight, 
Weihrauch moderator, in foam lined transport case

60 90 110

230
.177 Victory CPS Co2 multi shot air rifle, fitted silencer, rotary 
magazine, detachable skeleton stock 40 60 90

231

.22 Webley Mark 1 air pistol, no. 48472; .177 Webley Mark 1 
air pistol, no. 17525; .22 Webley Senior air pistol, no. 583 (3)

100 150 80

232
.177 Webley Hurricane air pistol, in original box with pellet tin 
and instructions 80 100 130

234
5.5mm Weihrauch Sport HW45 air pistol, in original box with 
test target, no. 352064 100 150 170

235
.177 (smooth) Webley Junior air pistol, chequered grips, no. 
2646, in canvas holster 70 100 60

236

An early Haenel 4.5mm Model 27 or 28 break action air 
pistol, original open sights, the body marked Haenel Air Pistol 
Brit. Pat. No.277265, two piece wood grips with inset Haenel 
disc, nvn 300 400 270

237

.177 Walther LP Model 53 target air pistol, no. 027279, with 
spare sights and cocking aid, in wooden transport box

200 300 200

238
.177 Walther LP Model 3 break barrel target air pistol (seals 
a/f), no. 41484 in wooden transport box 100 200 100

239

.177 Hammerli Master Co2 target air pistol, no. 68894, boxed 
with tool roll, tin of match pellets and instructions

150 250 90
240 .177 Gamo target air pistol, no. 268376 50 80 45
241 4.5mm GAT air pistol 10 20 20
242 .177 Crosman SSP250 Co2 air pistol, in blister pack 30 50 60

243
.177 Colt (Umarex) Government 1911 A1 Co2 air pistol, cased 
with two rotary magazines and instructions 50 70 70

244 .177 Webley Typhoon air pistol, boxed 40 60 80



245

.177 Webley Typhoon air pistol, hooded blade foresight, 
adjustable rear sight, nvn (top lever catch a/f)

40 60 45
246 .22 Webley Premier air pistol, no.1010 80 100 80

247
.177 Hungarian break barrel air pistol with foresight, no. 
09184 30 40 20

248 .22 Webley Tempest air pistol, nvn (a/f - cracked) 30 50 40
249 .177 Chinese break barrel air pistol, open sights, nvn 40 60 22

250
.177 Diana Mod 2 air pistol, in reproduction box with 
acccessories 30 40 60

251

(S58) .310 BSA Cadet Martini action rifle, full sotcked single 
band barrel stamped Made By The Birmingham Small Arms 
Co. Ltd., blade and ramp sights, action stamped 
Commonwealth of Australia Vic 18603, breach etched 
Kangaroo, no. 45736 400 600 540

252

(S58) .230 L Francottes Patent rifle, Martini action, 26¾ ins 
full stocked double banded barrel stamped Made By The 
Birmingham Small Arms Co. Ltd., blade and ramp sights, 
action stamped Victorian Government and broad arrowhead, 
the stock impressed the same, steel butt plate, no. 3595

400 600 460

253

(S58) 1¾ ins bore Punt Gun by C Maybury, 75½ ins part 
stocked damascus barrel, Birmingham proof marks, Snider 
breech loading, with back action lock inscribed C Maybury 16 
St Mary's Square Birm'm, brass mounted articulated trigger, 
barrel mounted recoil sprung trunnion pin, S shaped should 
stock, 106 ins overall. 1800 2200 2,700

254

(S58) 1,5/8 ins bore Punt Gun, with 97½ ins part stocked two 
stage damascus barrel inscribed Fullered London (barrel 
makers 1803 - 1835), engraved tang and chamber, with back 
action tube lock inscribed Burnett Southampton, plaited 
leather lanyard trigger, brass mounted forend, leather capped 
butt, 116½ ins overall, with brass mounted wooden ramrod 
and brass covered steel worm

2000 3000 5,200

255

(S58) 4 bore back action sidelock non ejector by E C Green, 
43¾ ins brown damascus barrel inscribed Edwinson C Green 
High St Cheltenham Winner of the 2 First Prizes Field Gun 
Trials, Birmingham Nitro Proof, border engraved lock 
inscribed E C Green, cocking indicator, Jones rotary under 
lever opening, 13¾ ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, 
60¾ overall, 16lb 13ozs, no.3260

1200 1800 5,100



256

(S2) 6 bore hammer fowling piece by S J Coleman, 45¾ ins 
round brown damascus barrel with baluster breech inscribed 
S J Coleman, Ipswich, London nitro proof, plain back action 
lock inscribed S J Coleman, Jones rotary under lever opening, 
chequered forend with horn tip and lever catch, 14 ins pistol 
grip stock with chequered wrist and recoil pad, 13lb 1½ ozs, 
c.1883, nvn

1800 2500 1,800

257

(S58) 4 bore Percussion single fowling piece by Patrick, 44 ins 
round damascus half stocked barrel with baluster breech 
faintly inscribed Liverpool and inset with platinum lines, 
tapered wooden ramrod with brass mounts and worm, finely 
border and scroll engraved back action lock inscribed Patrick 
and hammer, engraved furniture with pineapple finial and 
grip safety, chequered forend with steel tip, well figured 
stock with chequered wrist and steel butt plate, 60 ins 
overall, 14lb 13oz.

2000 3000 1,900

258

(S58) 16 bore Percussion (drum and nipple conversion from 
flintock) single fowling piece, 43 ins round half stocked barrel, 
steel ramrod, steel lock stamped Tower, Crown GR, brass 
furniture with acorn finial, steel side plate and butt plate

150 250 100

259

(S58) 10 bore Percussion double fowling piece by Blanch, 41¾ 
ins octagonal damascus barrels with broad concave rib 
inscribed Blanch London, brass mounted ramrod with steel 
worm, scroll foliate and border engraved bar action side locks 
inscribed Blanch, engraved hammers and tang, guarded 
fences, scroll and border engraved furniture with pineapple 
finial, 14½ ins straight hand stock with chequered wrist, inset 
vacant silver lozenge, steel butt plate and sling eyes, 16lbs 6 
ozs

2500 3500 2,800

260

(S58) .577/.500 (NO. 2 Black Powder Express) Westley 
Richards 1871 Patent Falling Block Sporting Rifle, c.1871-75, 
with 28 ins round barrel, wide top flat with iron sights, 
inscribed Henry's Patent Rifling, Express For No.2 Case, 
mounted cleaning rod, scroll engraved action inscribed 
Westley Richards, Patent Express Rifle, 170 New Bond St 
London, side lever safety, chequered forend (small crack) 
with horn tip, figured stock with chequered wrist and steel 
butt plate, steel sling studs, no.339

1000 1500 800



261

(S58) 12 bore Percussion single sporting gun by Jacot, 30 ins 
damascus two stage half stocked barrel inscribed London, 
brass mounted ramrod with worm, scroll, border and game 
scene engraved stepped bar action lock inscribed W Jacot, 
engraved tang and furniture with globe finial, finely 
chequered forend with horn tip, figured stock with finely 
chequered wrist and inset silver oval, scroll and game 
engraved circular patch pocket, engraved steel butt plate, 
c.1847.

200 300 420

262

(S58) .360 No.5 or .380 hammer Rook Rifle, 25½ ins octagonal 
barrel with engine turned top flat, inscribed Wm Garden 
122½ Union St Aberdeen, .360 No.5 or .380, with pin fore 
sight and folding leaf rear sight, with side lever opening, 
chequered forend and wrist, 14¾ ins Prince of Wales stock 
with steel butt caps, barrel and action stamped 44956.

400 600 620

263

(S58) .300 hammer Rook Rifle, 25 ins octagonal barrel 
(Birmingham proof marks), with fixed iron sights, bronzed and 
blued action with side lever opening, chequered forend and 
wrist, 14¾ ins straight hand stock with vacant silver oval, 
barrel and action stamped 2229, trigger guard stamped 
22512. 400 500 520

264

(S58) .300 hammer Rook Rifle, 26 ins octagonal barrel 
inscribed J D Dougall Glasgow, (Birmingham proof marks), 
with bead foresight, folding leaf rear sight, engine turned top 
flat, border engraved action with side lever opening, 
chequered forend and wrist, 14¼ ins Prince of Wales stock 
with vacant silver oval, barrel stamped 3860.

400 600 520

265

(S58) .250 hammer Rook Rifle, 26 ins octagonal barrel 
inscribed Holland & Holland 98 New Bond St London and also 
Winners of The Field Rifle Trials, .250 Semi Smooth Bore, 
(London proof marks), with bead foresight, folding leaf rear 
sights, engine turned top flat, much colour to action with side 
lever opening, chequered forend and wrist, 14½ ins Prince of 
Wales stock with steel cap and butt plate, barrel stamped 
5186, trigger tang stamped 18721.

500 700 500

266

(S58) .297/250 hammer Rook Rifle, 26 ins octagonal barrel 
with engine turned top flat, inscribed J Dickson & Son 
Edinburgh .250, (Birmingham proof marks), with pin fore 
sight and folding leaf rear sight, blued action with side lever 
opening, chequered forend and wrist, 14¾ ins Prince of Wales 
stock with steel butt caps, barrel and action stamped 67191, 
trigger guard stamped 5217. This has a label stating that it is 
cased, but no case has been presented.

400 600 500



267

(S58) .300 hammer Rook Rifle, 26 ins round barrel inscribed I 
Hollis & Sons London, (Birmingham proof marks) with bead 
foresight and folding leaf rear sights, engine turned top flat, 
acanthus scroll engraved action with remains of colour, top 
lever opening, chequered forend with horn tip and chequered 
wrist, 14¾ ins well figured Prince of Wales stock with steel 
wrist cap, barrel and action stamped 1076.

500 700 740

268

(S58) .300 hammer Rook Rifle, 25 ins round barrel inscribed 
Westley Richards & Co, For .300 Cartridge, 1313, 
(Birmingham proof marks) with bead foresight and folding 
leaf rear sight, engine turned top flat, snap forward under 
lever opening, chequered forend and wrist, 14½ ins Prince of 
Wales stock with steel cap and butt plate, barrel stamped 
10334. 500 700 620

269

(S58) .750 Percussion musket with 33 ins full stocked sighted 
barrel, Turkish inscription, steel ramrod, steel lock with 
crescent moon inscription, brass furniture and butt plate steel 
sling swivels 150 250 210

270

(S58) 11mm Chassepot, bolt action rifle of the French 
military, 32 ins full stocked barrel with bayonet lug and 
cleaning rod, original blade and ramp sights, action stamped 
Manufature Imperiale, MLE 1866, steel sling swivels and butt 
plate, dated 1869, no.S3716

100 150 460

271

(S58) 14 bore percussion single sporting gun, 26½ ins barrel, 
half stocked with steel ramrod, steel lock, brass furniture, 
patch pocket and butt plate 50 80 140

272

(S58) 8 bore Percussion single sporting gun for T. Coates, 33½ 
ins brown damascus twist barrel (Birmingham proof, the 
underside stamped W. Richards 61 Old Hall St. Liverpool), the 
breech top with starburst decoration and inscribed T. Coates 
Carlisle, half stocked with wedge fastening, scroll engraved 
steel lock and hammer with some colour, steel trigger guard 
with pineapple finial, straight hand stock with long spur steel 
butt plate

400 600 580

273

(S58) .297/.230 English Rook & Rabbit rifle, 27 ins octagonal 
barrel with and engine turned top flat and blade and leaf 
sights marked 50-100-150, bare steel semi hammer action 
with side lever opening, 14½ ins Prince of Wales stock, nvn

400 600 350

274

(S58) 25 bore (.577) Snider Patent 3 band rifle by Thomas 
Turner, 36 ins fullstocked barrel (good bore) with blade and 
tangent sights, steel cleaning rod, the steel lock inscribed 
Thomas Turner Fisher Street Birmingham, the breech door 
stamped Snider Patent, straight stock with brass furniture 
and butt plate, no. 2932

500 800 500



275

(S58) .577 Enfield M1871 Snider Patent service rifle, 36 ins 
fullstocked three banded barrel, blade and tangent sights, 
steel cleaning rod, steel lock stamped Enfield with broad 
arrow, crown and V.R. cypher, brass furniture and butt plate, 
numerous ordnance stamps and markings throughout

400 600 320

277

(S58) 32 bore Flintlock single sporting gun, 36 ins barrel with 
steel ramrod, steel lock, brass furniture and butt plate

200 250 200

278

(S58) .577 Enfield P1853 Percussion rifled musket, 38½ ins 
barrel, fullstocked with three steel bands, steel cleaning rod, 
the steel lock (hammer broken) faintly marked 1857, brass 
furniture and butt plate - for parts or restoration

100 200 290

279
(S58) 10.4mm M1870/87 Italian Vetterli bolt action service 
rifle, no. KK2501 - for parts or restoration 80 120 220

280

(S58) 16 bore double percussion sporting gun by Samuel and 
Charles Smith (London), 27½ ins damascus barrels, the 
concave top rib indistinctly inscribed with maker's name and 
address, the breech with inset platinum lined inscription 
Smith's Patent, platinum breech plugs, half stocked with 
German silver mounts and pineapple finials, brass mounted 
wood ramrod, scroll engraved locks signed SamL & C Smith 
Princes St London (actions crisp), straight hand stock with 
long spur steel butt plate, no. 5806

300 500 280

350

(S58) A cased pair of 22 bore percussion duelling pistols by 
Chance & Sons, each with a 10 ins octagonal damascus twist 
sighted barrel, horn tipped half stock and with a horn tipped 
ebony ramrod (1 missing steel worm), the tapered steel locks 
(both with crisp actions, at full and half cock) neatly 
converted from flintlock and retaining their sprung frizzens 
now adapted to retain a percussion cap, border engraved and 
inscribed Chance & Sons with a slide safety, set triggers with 
an engraved scroll trigger guard and pineapple finial, 
chequered bag shaped butt, each measuring 16 ins overall, in 
their fitted mahogany case with brass catches and inset ring 
handle, accoutrements comprising copper and brass three-
way pistol flask, bullet mould, ebony handled nipple key, 
brass mounted rosewood cleaning rod and brush, percussion 
cap tin

4000 6000 2,800

351

(S58) 28 bore Percussion pocket pistol with 5 ins octagonal 
turn off barrel, faintly engraved boxlock action, scroll end 
trigger, finely chequered walnut bag shaped butt with inset 
silver lozenge 100 150 110



352

(S58) 32 bore Percussion pocket pistol with 4 ins octagonal 
barrel, captive ramrod, side hammer boxlock action,, 
hardwood bag shaped butt with inset vacant oval, 9 ins 
overall 80 120 150

353

(S58) 9mm Belgian pinfire double action revolver, 4 ins 
octagonal barrel, bead foresight, side mounted extractor, 
plain indistinctly inscribed six shot cylinder, side gate loading, 
wood grips, lanyard ring 80 120 130

354

(S58) 80 bore Continental pinfire hammer pistol, 4½ ins 
octagonal barrels, top mounted spring bayonet (a/f), boxlock 
action, concealed triggers, fluted wooden grips, steel butt cap 
with lanyard ring 150 250 150

355

(S58) 54 bore Percussion pocket pistol with 2½ ins octagonal 
turn off barrel, engraved boxlock action, concealed trigger, 
plated overall, walnut half round butt with carved oval butt 
cap, 7 ins overall 100 150 120

356

(S58) .32(rf) Single Action revolver by T.Bissell, 3½ ins 
octagonal sighted barrel, closed frame with 6 shot cylinder 
(action crisp), retaining most original nickel finish throughout 
and with scroll engraved decoration to frame and back strap, 
spur trigger, two piece chequered grips with engraved oval 
butt cap, 8¾ ins overall, no. 410

400 600 360

357

(S58) A cased pair of 40 bore Percussion travelling pistols, 4 
ins octagonal barrels inscribed Southall London, with gold line 
inlay, inset half round foresight, notch rear sight, captive steel 
ramrod, floral scroll engraved boxlock actions and hammers, 
slide safeties, flag and globe scroll engraved tangs, scroll 
engraved furniture, finely chequered half round hardwood 
butts with inset monogrammed silver ovals, 8½ ins overall, in 
an oak case with brass circle escutcheon, red baize fitted 
interior with maker's trade label, complete with ebony 
handled turnscrew, nipple key, cap dispenser, oil bottle, and 
two-way powder flask

800 1200 900

358

(S58) A cased pair of 40 bore Percussion double barrel 
travelling pistols, 4¼ ins octagonal barrels inscribed H Snowie 
Inverness, bead foresight on sunken rib, engraved muzzles, 
captive steel ramrods, floral scroll engraved boxlock actions 
and hammers, scroll engraved tangs and furniture with 
double triggers, finely chequered hardwood butts with 
engraved butt caps and patch pockets, inset silver lozenges, 9 
ins overall, in a mahogany case with brass escutcheon, fitted 
blue baize interior, with two-way pistol flask, nipple key, cap 
dispenser and oil bottle

800 1200 2,300



359

(S58) A cased 50 bore Flintlock tap action over and under 
travelling pistol, 2¾ ins round turnoff barrels, 2 ins spring 
loaded bayonet to lower barrel, brass boxlock action, border 
and Stand of Arms engraved, inscribed P Bond No 45 Cornhill 
London, slide safety, walnut slab sided butt, in an oak case 
with brass furniture, fitted blue baize lined interior with three-
way powder flask, turn screw, cleaning rod and oil bottle

500 800 1,200

360

(S58) A cased 40 bore Percussion belt pistol, 4½ ins octagonal 
damascus barrel inscribed Cogswell Strand London, inset half 
round foresight, notch rear sight, engraved muzzle,, captive 
steel ramrod, scroll engraved boxlock action, hammer, 
furniture and tang, side mounted belt hook, finely chequered 
walnut butt with German silver butt band and insert, vacant 
silver oval, 9½ ins overall, in a mahogany case with circular 
brass insert, maker's trade label, green baize fitted interior, 
Hawksley copper and brass powder flask, turnscrew, nipple 
key, brush and percussion caps

450 650 1,100

361

(S58) 100 bore Percussion pocket pistol, 1¾ ins over and 
under turn over turnoff barrels, acanthus scroll engraved 
boxlock action inscribed Hetherington Nottingham, with slide 
safety and concealed trigger, finely chequered walnut bag 
shaped butt with silver oval, 6 ins overall, in an oak case with 
inset brass escutcheon, red baize fitted interior, copper and 
brass pistol flask, turnscrew, nipple key, cleaning rod oil pot 
percussion caps and balls, maker's trade label

350 550 580

362

(S58) 40 bore Percussion (drum and nipple conversion from 
flintlock) 2¾ ins round turnoff barrel with hinged turn off 
lever, border and Stand of Arms engraved boxlock action 
inscribed P Bond 45 Cornhill London, engraved tang and 
sliding furniture, slab sided bag shaped butt, 8 ins overall

250 350 360

363

(S58) 50 bore Flintlock pocket pistol, i,5/8 ins turn off barrel 
with engraved muzzle, Birmingham proof marks, boxlock 
action engraved with furled flags, foliage and drums, 
inscribed H Nock London, slide safety, concealed trigger , 
walnut slab sided butt, 6 ins overall

300 400 250

364

(S58) 40 bore Double Percussion travelling pistol with 4 ins 
octagonal barrels, the rib inscribed Cogswell Strand London, 
engraved muzzles, top mounted spring bayonet (a/f), captive 
swivel ramrod, scroll engraved boxlock actions, hammers, 
tang, furniture and tang mounted bayonet release, finely 
chequered walnut bag shaped butt with vacant silver lozenge, 
9 ins overall

350 450 840



365

(S58) 50 bore Percussion belt or pocket pistol with 2,1/8 ins 
tun off barrel engraved with sunburst decoration, scroll 
engraved boxlock action inscribed D Egg, slide safety, 
concealed trigger, engraved hammer and belt hook, 
chequered butt with vacant silver lozenge and fluted butt 
cap, 6½ ins overall 200 300 420

366

(S58) 54 bore Flintlock Queen Anne travelling pistol, 2¼ ins 
turn off cannon barrel, border engraved boxlock action 
inscribed with a scroll banner and T Richards London, 
engraved furniture, slab sided walnut butt inset with filigree 
silver, 7¾ ins overall 250 350 400

367

(S58) Cased pair 50 bore pocket pistols with 1½ ins turn off 
rifled barrels, engraved muzzles, border and fern engraved 
boxlock round actions inscribed Hollis London, Birmingham 
proof marks, slide safeties, concealed triggers, finely 
chequered half round butts with vacant silver lozenges and 
brass lion mask butt caps in mahogany case with brass circle, 
red baize fitted interior with three way powder flask, double 
ended turnscrews, barrel key, case key, etc.

500 800 1,400

368

(S58) Cased 80 bore Percussion Webley Wedge Frame Double 
Action Closed Frame Revolver, 4¼ ins octagonal barrel with 
engraved muzzle, half round foresight, notch rear sight, 
engraved side mounted loader, acanthus engraved five shot 
cylinder, acanthus scroll engraved frame inscribed Patent No 
F770, finely chequered hardwood grips with shell and scroll 
engraved butt cap, in mahogany case with brass circle, blue 
baize lined fitted interior, copper and brass pistol flask, 
cleaning rod, nipple key and pricker, oil bottle, caps and cap 
box

800 1200 1,200

369

(S58) Cased pair 32 bore Percussion overcoat pistols, 6 ins 
brown damascus octagonal barrels inscribed H Smith 
Haymarket London, platinum line inlay, bead foresight, V 
notch rear sight to engraved tang, captive ramrod, border, 
stand of arms and scroll engraved bar lock actions with slide 
safeties, scroll engraved hammer and D shaped furniture, 
vacant silver oval, finely chequered half round butt with 
German solver pocket caps in a mahogany case with brass 
roundel, green baize fitted interior, ebony handled turnscrew 
and nipple key, cleaning rod, oil bottle, two way powder flask, 
caps and key,

800 1200 2,200



370

(S58) Cased pair of 25 bore Flintlock overcoat pistols, 4½ ins 
round brown full stocked barrels with sighting flat inscribed 
Tatham & Egg London, D shaped foresight and notch rear 
sight, gold touch holes, horn mounted tapered wood 
ramrods, stepped foliate and border engraved signed locks 
with roller frizzens and slide safeties, engraved tang, vacant 
silver lozenge, border and scroll engraved furniture 
numbered 1122. chequered half round butt with steel butt 
caps, 9 ins overall, in mahogany case with brass roundel, blue 
baize lined fitted interior, with three way powder flask, oil 
bottle, cleaning rod with worm, double ended turnscrews, 
key, etc.

800 1200 5,100

371

(S58) 80 bore Percussion Under Hammer Double Action 
Pepperbox pistol, six fluted 3 ins barrels, Birmingham proof 
marks, scroll and border engraved round boxlock action and 
straps inscribed J R Coopers Patent, ring trigger, walnut half 
round grips, 8 ins overall in mahogany case with brass 
roundel, blue baize lined fitted interior, with nipple key, 
turnscrew, cleaning rod, brass oil bottle an cap dispenser, 
rosewood cap box, copper and brass pistol powder flask, key, 
etc.

450 650 760

372

(S58) Cased pair of 50 bore Percussion Pocket Pistols, 2¾ ins 
octagonal turn off barrels inscribed Sterling Burnley, bead 
foresight, Birmingham proof marks, scroll foliate engraved 
boxlock action and tang with notch rear sight, concealed 
triggers, bag shaped walnut butts, 7½ ins overall, in oak case 
with brass roundel, green baize lined fitted interior with 
makers trade label, pistol powder flask, cleaning rod, ebony 
handled turnscrew and nipple key, cap dispenser, oil bottle, 
cap boxes and key

550 650 680

373

(S58) Cased pair of 120 bore Percussion muff pistols by Thos 
Westwood, 1½ ins turn off barrels, scroll and border 
engraved brass round boxlock actions inscribed Westwood 
London, slide safeties, concealed triggers, vacant silver shield 
escutcheon, finely chequered bag shaped butts with German 
silver lion mask butt caps, 5½ ins overall in mahogany case 
with brass roundel, red baize lined fitted interior with makers 
trade label, pistol powder flask, cap dispenser, nipple key and 
pricker, barrel key and case key, etc.

450 650 1,000



374

(S58) Cased 80 bore Percussion pocket pistol with 2 ins over 
and under turn over barresl engraved muzzles, acanthus 
scroll and border engraved round boxlock action inscribed 
Baker Thetford, with slide safety, concealed trigger, vacant 
silver oval, bag shaped walnut butt in oak case with brass 
roundel, red baize lined fitted interior, copper and brass 
pistol powder flask, cleaning rod, nipple key, oil bottle, cap 
box, case key, etc.

300 500 660

375

(S58) .31 Colt M1849 Pocket percussion revolver c.1860, 
octagonal barrel with captive rammer, 5 shot cylinder 
engraved with stagecoach scene and stamped Colts patent, 
brass trigger guard, wood grips, no. 174296 (matching 
throughout) 600 900 920

376

(S58) 50 bore Percussion pocket pistol by Griffiths, 1¾ ins 
turn off barrel with engraved borders to muzzle and breech, 
London proof marks, scroll and border engraved nickel 
finished round boxlock action inscribed Griffiths London, 
border engraved hammer with some colour, slide safety, 
concealed trigger, finely chequered half round walnut butt 
with engraved nickel finished butt cap and vacant silver oval

400 500 400

377

(S58) .28 (rf) Single shot pistol by Merwin & Bray, 3½ ins 
octagonal barrel with brass half round foresight, stamped 
Merwin & Bray New York, inset hammer, swing barrel 
opening, brass frame, spur trigger, walnut grips, nvn

350 450 360

378

(S58) .32 (rf) Remington New Model Pocket Revolver, 3½ ins 
octagonal barrel stamped with the manufacturers details, half 
round foresight with sighting groove to the top strap, 
articulated under barrel loader, plain nickel plated closed 
frame, Factory Cartridge Conversion five shot cylinder 
numbered 4012 with detachable back plate, spur trigger, 
smooth walnut grips, no.24472

400 500 400

383

(S58) .31 Percussion revolver by Manhattan Firearms, 5 ins 
octagonal barrel with blade sight, the top flat stamped 
Manhattan Fire Arms Mfg Co. New York, captive rammer, 
engraved cylinder depicting battle scenes and stamped 
PATENTED DEC 27.1859, brass trigger guard and back strap, 
two-piece wood grips, no. 5825

500 600 660

384

(S58) Schermuly Line Throwing Pistol, based on a Webley & 
Scott flare pistol, brass frame and barrel with steel extension, 
mahogany grips and extra Bakelite ribbed handle, London 
proof marks, stamped Schermuly's Pat No.503324/S6, 
no.5969 200 250 170



385

(S58) 9mm Belgian pinfire revolver, 4½ ins octagonal barrel, 
decorated 6 shot cylinder (action a/f), side gate loading with 
captive extractor, chequered two-piece grips with lanyard 
ring, 10 ins overall 80 120 130

386

(S58) 7mm Belgian pinfire double action revolver, 2½ ins 
barrel with triangular rib, 6 shot cylinder inscribed New 
England Pattern Pinfire 7mm 20 September 1876 (action a/f), 
side gate loading, folding trigger, retaining some nickel finish 
throughout, two piece ebony grips with backstrap and 
cartridge extractor, 6½ ins overall

60 100 90

401

(S1) .223 Remington Model 700 bolt action rifle, 25 ins fluted 
stainless steel barrel threaded for moderator, receiver 
mounted Weaver scope rail, Timney trigger, internal 
magazine, laminated thumbhole stock with cheek piece and 
recoil pad, sling swivels, no. RR90796H

200 250 340

402

(S1) .243 Howa 1500 bolt action rifle, 25 ins stainless steel 
barrel screw cut for moderator, stainless steel receiver with 
internal magazine and hinged floor plate, laminated 
thumbhole stock with cheek piece, recoil pad and sling swivel 
studs, no. B175169 200 250 200

403

(S1) .22 Heckler & Koch Model 270 semi automatic rifle, 19 
ins screw cut barrel (fitted Parker Hale moderator), 5 shot 
magazine, mounted 6 x 42 BSA scope, no. 2806

40 60 30

404

(S1) .22 Stevens 'Marksman' single shot underlever rifle, 20 
ins barrel with open sights, semi hammer action with sling 
swivel, straight hand stock, no. L75 30 50 40

406

(S1) .22 Anschutz Model 1415-1416 bolt action rifle, 22½ ins 
threaded barrel (Parker Hale moderator available), 10 shot 
magazine, mounted 4 x 40 Nikko Stirling Gold Crown scope, 
semi pistol grip stock with cheek piece, leather sling, no. 
1322238 60 90 60

407
(S1) .22 Voere semi automatic rifle, 17½ ins threaded barrel 
(capped), 10 shot magazine, no. 250632 20 30 10

409

(S1) .22 BSA Superten pcp air rifle, bolt action, 23½ ins 
moderated barrel, mounted 3-9 x 40 Apollo scope, rotary 
magazine, Monte Carlo stock, in carry case, no. DP02968

200 300 200

410

(S1) .243 (Win) Parker Hale bolt action rifle, 24½ ins barrel 
with raised blade and leaf sights, receiver with dovetail scope 
blocks, internal magazine, Monte Carlo stock with recoil pad, 
sling swivels, no. S-06648 70 100 50

412

(S1) 9mm Flobert Continental garden rifle, 24½ ins octagonal 
barrel, open sights, Warnant-type breech, double set triggers, 
scroll trigger guard, hooked crescent butt plate, sling swivels, 
nvn; with 38 x 9mm custom-made rounds

40 60 90



413

(S1) .22 BSA pump action rifle, 21½mins barrel, open sights, 
tube magazine, receiver stamped BSA Trademark, straight 
hand stock, no. 2722 50 80 55

414

(S1) .44-40 (win) Rossi lever action rifle, 20 ins steel barrel, 
open sights, tube magazine, steel receiver, straight hand 
stock, no. SN002046 with quantity of primed .44-40 brass 
cases and Lee die 200 300 200

416

(S1) .22 CZ 452-2E bolt action rifle, 25 ins screw cut barrel 
(capped), hooded blade and ramp sights, 5 shot magazine, 
half pistol grip stock, no. 601359 40 60 50

417

(S1) .40-65 (wcf) Winchester Model 1886, lever action, tube 
magazine, 26 ins octagonal barrel stamped Manufactured by 
the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., New Haven, Conn., 
U.S.A., with adjustable iron sights, steel-capped forestock, 
steel crescent shaped butt plate, c.1892, no.68881

1200 1800 1,700

418

(S1) .22(Wmr) Remington Model 597 Magnum semi 
automatic rifle, 19½ ins bull barrel screw cut for moderator 
(moderator available), 5 shot magazine, receiver mounted 
scope rail, laminate half pistol grip stock with sling swivel 
studs, no. 2980774M, with 155 x rifle cartridges by Federal 
and Remington 80 120 90

419

(S1) .22 Remington Model 597 semi automatic rifle, 19½ ins 
barrel with fitted moderator, 5 shot magazine, receiver cut 
with scope grooves, black composite stock with sling swivel 
studs, no. 2726684 50 60 20

420

(S1) .22(Hornet) CZ 527 Prestige bolt action rifle, 22 ins screw 
cut barrel with fitted moderator, box magazine, receiver cut 
with dovetail scope grooves, figured haldf pistol grip stock 
with recoil pad and sling swivels, no. 91998

80 120 150

421

(S1) .204(Ruger) CZ 527 Vatrmint bolt action rifle, 26 ins 
screw cut barrel (capped), box magazine, receiver cut with 
dovetail scope gerooves, straight grain half pistol grip stock 
with recoil pad and sling swivel studs, no. A040321

100 200 140

422

(S1) .243 Tikka M595 bolt action sporting rifle (L/H), 21½ ins 
screw cut barrel (capped, with moderator available), 3 shot 
box magazine, receiver mounted with two-piece Weaver rails, 
Monte Carlo stock with left-hand palm swell, recoil pad and 
sling swivels, no. 997718

200 250 240

423

(S1) 7x57mm Mauser Titan bolt action rifle (L/H), 24½ ins 
barrel, 5 shot box magazine, receiver mounted scope blocks, 
semi pistol grip stock with cheek piece, recoil pad and sling 
swivels, no. 100341 150 250 140



424

(S1) .17(Hmr) Anschutz Model 1517 bolt action rifle (L/H), 
22½ ins screw cut barrel with fitted moderator, 5 shot 
magazine, semi pistol grip stock with chequered panels and 
sling swivels, no. 3047395, with 174 x rifle cartridges

60 90 120

425

(S1) .22 CZ 452-2E American bolt action rifle (L/H), 20½ ins 
barrel, screw cut and with fitted moderator, 5 shot magazine, 
half pistol grip stock, sling swivels, no. A103298

30 50 80

427

(S1) .17(Hmr) Marlin Model 17VS bolt action rifle, 21 ins 
screw cut stainless steel barrel (SAK moderator available), 7 
shot box magazine, stainless steel receiver cut with scope 
grooves, laminate half pistol grip stock with recoil pad, 
leather sling, no. 97672552 80 120 140

428

(S1) 9mm Flobert Bernadelli Mod.CF9 semi automatic garden 
gun, 23 ins barrel, 5 shot magazine, green canvas sling, no. 
17428, with 135 x 9mm Flobert cartridges by Fiocchi

50 70 80

429

(S1) .308(Win) Tikka T3 bolt action rifle, 20½ ins screw cut 
barrel (Wildcat Predator 8 over-barrel moderator available), 3 
shot magazine, mounted 2.5-10 x 56 Weaver Classic Extreme 
scope, black synthetic stock with recoil pad and sling swivels, 
no. D43718 250 350 240

430

(S2) .22 CZ BRNO bolt action rifle, 18 ins screw cut barrel 
(Parker Hale moderator available), 5 shot magazine, mounted 
3-9 x 50 Tasco World Class scope, semi pistol grip stock, no. 
468479 50 80 50

433

(S1) .243(Win) Mauser M12 bolt action rifle, 20 ins fluted 
barrel threaded for moderator (Wildcat Evolution over-barrel 
moderator available), 5 shot box magazine, receiver mounted 
scope rail, black composite half pistol grip stock with Mauser 
synthetic cling, no. MC013294

300 400 500

434

(S1) .22 GSG-5 semi automatic rifle, screw cut barrel, two 
multi shot banana magazines, additional Weaver rails, black 
pistol grip stock, no. B024103 150 250 200

435

(S1) .22 CZ BRNO Model 2 bolt action rifle, 24½ ins barrel, 5 
shot magazine, mounted 4 x 32 Rhino scope, semi pistol grip 
stock with sling swivels, no. 228471 30 50 35

436

(S1) .243(Win) CZ BRNO 537 bolt action rifle, 16½ ins barrel 
(sights removed), box magazine, half pistol grip stock with 
cheek piece and recoil pad, no. 08418 70 100 50

437

(S1) .22(Hornet) BRNO ARMS Fox-Mod.2 bolt action rifle, 24½ 
ins barrel, 5 shot magazine, double set triggers, Monte Carlo 
stock (butt cap missing), no. 28535

40 60 70

438

(S1) .222(Rem) BRNO ARMS Fox-Mod.2 bolt action rifle, 22 
ins screw cut barrel, 5 shot magazine, double set triggers, 
Monte Carlo stock with cheek piece, webbing sling, no. 39675

50 70 70



439

(S1) .22 CZ Model 99 Precision bolt action rifle, 22½ ins screw 
cut barrel, 8 shot magazine, half pistol grip stock, no. 002528

30 50 20

440

(S1) .22 CZ 452 American bolt action rifle, 16 ins screw cut 
barrel (moderator available), 5 shot magazine, mounted 3-12 
x 56IR Nikko Stirling scope, Boyds custom laminate 
thumbhole stock with recoil pad, no. A372933

150 250 200

441

(S1) .243(Win) Ruger M77 Mark II bolt action rifle, 23 ins 
screw cut barrel, internal magazine with hinged floor plate, 
semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad and sling swivel studs, 
no. 782-61080 100 200 90

442

(S1) .22 BRNO Mod1 bolt action rifle, 23 ins barrel threaded 
for moderator, 5 shot magazine, mounted 3-9 x 40 BSA 
scope, half pistol grip stock with sling swivels, no. 69116

40 50 45

443

(S1) .22 Ruger 77/22 All-Weather bolt action rifle, 20 ins 
screw cut stainless steel barrel, receiver fitted Weaver rails, 
10 shot rotary magazine, black composite stock with Ruger 
logo and sling carriers, no. 701-46325

100 150 130

444

(S1) .22-250(Rem) Browning X-Bolt rifle, 20½ ins screw cut 
fluted stainless steel barrel, 3 shot magazine, mounted 
weaver scope rail, black synthetic stock with recoil pad and 
sling swivels studs, no. 52122ZZ354 150 250 100

445

(S1) .17(Hmr) Savage 93R17 bolt action rifle, 21 ins screw cut 
barrel (Aim Sport moderator available), 5 shot magazine, 
fitted bipod, black synthetic stock, no. 1402599

80 120 50

446

(S1) .577 Parker Hale Enfield black powder percussion rifle, 
32½ ins fullstocked and steel banded round barrel with blade 
and ramp sights, steel ramrod, steel lock with good colour 
and stamped 1858 Enfield, brass furniture and butt plate, no. 
3607 200 300 190

448

(S1) .22 BSA Supersport-Five bolt action rifle, 22 ins screw cut 
barrel with Parker Hale moderator, open sights, mounted 
4x32 scope, 5 shot magazine, pistol grip stock, no. T3664SB

30 50 28

449

(S1) .22 Erma M1 carbine semi automatic, 18 ins barrel with 
open sights, 10 shot magazine, steel butt plate, no. 104639

100 200 80

450

(S1) .22 Webley Patriot break barrel air rifle, original open 
adjustable sights, semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, 
mounted 6 x 40 Bushnell scope, no. 843037 40 60 40

452

(S1) .22 CZ BRNO mod 2 bolt action rifle, 24 in barrel, screw 
cut with moderator available, 5 shot magazine, blade and 
ramp sights, half pistol grip stock with sling swivels, no. 
199491 40 60 50



453

(S1) .22 Remington Fieldmaster Model 572 pump action rifle, 
24 ins barrel with Parker Hale moderator, blade and v-notch 
sights, tube magazine, 6 x 40 scope, half pistol grip stock with 
gloss finish, no. 1916024 40 60 40

454

(S1) .22 Marlin, lever take down action, 24 ins round barrel, 
original iron sights, tube magazine, polished receiver 
inscribed Marlin Safe, wrist mounted folding aperture sight, 
no.215508 300 400 460

456

(S1) .243 (win) Browning A-Bolt, bolt action rifle, 22 ins barrel 
threaded for moderator, hinged box magazine, black 
synthetic stock, swivel studs, no.04036ZX351

80 120 100

457

(S1) .243(Win) Tikka T3 bolt action rifle, stainless steel barrel 
with fitted over barrel moderator, picatinny scope rail, black 
synthetic stock, swivel studs, no.051718

100 150 210

458

(S1) .243 (win) Browning A-Bolt, bolt action rifle, 22 ins barrel 
threaded for moderator, (no magazine), scope blocks, black 
synthetic stock, swivel studs, no.02429ZX351

80 120 100

459

(S1) .243 Steyr Mannlicher Scout, bolt action rifle, (No 
magazine), 20 ins fluted barrel threaded for moderator (over 
barrel moderator and cover available), pop up fore and 
aperture rear sights, built in picatinny scope rail, black 
synthetic stock with hand stop, sling swivels, no.SC1060449

60 80 130

460

(S1) 6.5 x 55 SE Sauer 101, bolt action, box magazine, 21 ins 
barrel threaded for moderator, fitted scope blocks, black 
synthetic stock,swivel studs, no.A004941 100 150 160

462

(S1) .17(Hmr) CZ 452 American bolt action rifle, 20½ ins barrel 
with fitted moderator, 5 shot magazine, half pistol grip stock 
with recoil pad, no. A158178 50 70 60

463

(S1) .270(Win) Parker Hale Safari bolt action rifle, 23 ins screw 
cut barrel, internal magazine with hinged floor plate, receiver 
mounted 1 ins quick release scope rings, Prince of Wales 
stock with cheek piece and recoil pad, no. Z-28086

50 100 130

464

(S1) .243(Win) CZ BRNO ZK-601 bolt action rifle, 24 ins barrel, 
internal magazine, mounted 6 x 56 Nikko Stirling Gold Crown 
scope, Monte Carlo stock with recoil pad, leather sling, no. 
48276 80 120 90

465

(S1) .264 Sako L61R bolt action rifle, 25 ins screw cut barrel 
(Wildcat Predator 8 over-barrel moderator available), internal 
magazine, Monte Carlo stock, leather sling, no. 35814

200 300 210

466

(S1) The barrel action and bolt of an 8mm(?) Mauser rifle, the 
barrel at 24 ins, with raised engine turned rib and signed 
Albrecht Kind Berlin, no. 25733 & 6547 RFD Sale only

50 100 50



467

(S1) .22 Anschutz 1415-1416 bolt action rifle, 22½ ins screw 
cut barrel (capped), 5 shot magazine, pistol grip stock with 
adjustable butt pad, sling swivels, no. 1355208

40 70 60

468

(S1) .17(Hmr) CZ 452 American bolt action rifle, 22 ins barrel 
fitted with SAK moderator, 5 shot magazine, 3.5-10 x 40 
Simmons Whitetail scope, half pistol grip stock with sling 
swivel studs, no. A087827 80 120 70

469

(S1) .243 Sabatti Mercury bolt action rifle, 23 ins screw cut 
barrel, internal magazine with hinged floor plate, 3-9 x 40 
Tasco Titan scope, Monte Carlo stock with recoil pad, leather 
sling, no. R42741 100 150 80

470

(S1) .22 CZ 452-2E bolt action rifle, 17 ins barrel fitted with 
Parker hale moderator, 8 shot magazine, 3-12 x 50 Weaver 
scope, semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, RWS leather 
sling, no. A425974 80 120 60

472

(S1) .243 CZ 550 bolt action rifle, 24 ins screw cut barrel, 5 
shot box magazine, 3-9 x 40 Edgar Bros. scope, Monte Carlo 
stock with recoil pad, no. B7252 70 100 80

473

(S1) .22 Ruger 10/22 semi automatic carbine, 19 ins stainless 
steel barrel with fitted moderator, 10 shot rotary magazine, 3-
9 x 40 Leupold VX-II scope, black composite stock with Ruger 
logo, no. 246-03767 100 150 90

474

(S1) .17(Hmr) CZ 452 American bolt action rifle, 17 ins barrel 
with fitted moderator, 5 shot magazine, mounted 4-16 x 50IR 
Pao scope, half pistol grip stock with recoil pad and webbing 
sling, no. A716155 80 120 60

475

(S1) .22 Remington Model 572 Fieldmaster pump action rifle, 
24 ins barrel with original sights, tube magazine, black 
receiver with mounted 3-9 x 40 Apolo Gold Star scope, half 
pistol grip stock, no. 1761155 40 60 50

476

(S1) .22 BSA Model 12 martini action target rifle, 28½ ins 
barrel, tunnel front sight, adjustable aperture folding rear 
peep sight, receiver with good original finish, straight stock, 
webbing sling, no. 35467 100 150 130

477

(S1) .22 Barnett Ten-X target rifle, 28½ ins 'lightweight' target 
barrel, tunnel front sight and adjustable back sight, 
underlever bolt action, pistol grip stock, webbing sling, no. 
248 100 200 170

478

(S1) .22 Anschutz match 54 bolt action target rifle, 27 ins 
heavy barrel, Anschutz match sights, fully adjustable pistol 
grip thumbhole stock, no. 179405X 100 200 160

479

(S1) .22 Winchester Model 52 bolt action 5 shot target rifle, 
28 ins heavy barrel, tunnel front sight and Wittek MFG Co. 
adjustable rear sight, additional dovetail scope blocks, 
original Winchester magazine, pistol grip stock with sling 
swivels, no. 55630B 100 200 260



480

(S1) .22 Enfield 1894 martini action rifle (WW. Greener 
conversion from .303 for N.R.A.), 27½ ins barrel with tunnel 
and ramp sights, additional folding rear peep sight by 
Cogswell & Harrison, straight hand stock, no. N3451

100 150 70

481

(S1) .303 (converted) Steyr M1893 bolt action long range 
(back position) target rifle, custom modified stock with Alex 
Martin hooded front sight and folding tangent rear sight, no. 
3974 100 200 180

482

(S1) 7.62mm Swing SIN 71 M5 bolt action target rifle, 30 ins 
stainless steel barrel by Border Barrels, adjustable match 
sights, pistol grip target stock with adjustable comb and butt, 
no. 1405 150 250 380

485

(S1) .22 Anschutz Model 54 Super Match bolt action target 
rifle, 28 ins heavy barrel with tunnel front sight and 
adjustable aperture rear sight and with dovetail scope 
mounts, thumbhole pistol grip stock - adjustable and with 
accessories, no. 17230, in foam lined aluminium flight case

150 250 170

486

(S1) .22 Anschutz Model 1411/13 Match 54 bolt action target 
rifle, 27½ ins heavy barrel with dovetail sight mounts, pistol 
grip target stock, no. 49634 70 100 100

487

(S1) .22-250 Remington 700 bolt action rifle, 27 ins barrel 
screw cut for moderator, black receiver with weaver mounts 
(not fitted), internal magazine with hinged floor plate, 
composite stock with recoil pad and sling swivel studs, no. 
G6375039. The gun appears to be unused

150 250 230

488

(S1) .243(Win) Remington 700 bolt action rifle, 27 ins barrel 
screw cut for moderator, black receiver with weaver mounts 
(not fitted), internal magazine with hinged floor plate, 
composite stock with recoil pad and sling swivel studs, no. 
E6433264. The gun appears to be unused

150 250 290

489

(S1) .222 Zastava bolt action sporting rifle, 20¾ ins barrel with 
hooded blade and leaf sights, receiver fitted with Zrak mini 
scope mount, internal magazine with hinged floor plate, 
Monte Carlo stock with sling swivel studs, no. 25394

70 100 110

490

(S1) .577 Parker Hale Enfield M1858 percussion musket, 32 
ins round barrel, three-quarter stocked with two steel bands 
(ramrod missing), blade and tangent sights, steel lock with 
good colour, brass furniture and butt plate, no. 5063

200 250 130



491

(S1) Of historic interest: A .220 Vintage BSA bolt action single 
shot rifle, 23¾ ins barrel with original blade front sight and 
adjustable v-notch rear sight, half pistol grip stock with good 
patina bearing the U.V.F. (Ulster Volunteer Force) stamp 'For 
God And Ulster' on the right side, and stamped Braddell Estb 
1911 Belfast on the left side, period webbing sling, no. 20636

50 80 210

492

(S1) .22 Webley (GSG) Xocet bolt action rifle, 19 ins screw cut 
barrel with carbon fibre outer (capped), 8 shot magazine, 
receiver mounted scope rail, black synthetic pistol grip stock 
with recoil pad, no. A773416, with spare magazine and 
instructions 50 80 35

493

(S1) .243(Win) Parker Hale bolt action sporting rifle, 21 ins 
screw cut barrel, Mauser action with receiver mounted 
weaver scope rail, internal magazine, laminate Monte Carlo 
stock with sling swivel studs, no. 053

70 100 70

494

(S1) .22 Webley & Scott 1022 semi automatic rifle, 18½ ins 
screw cut barrel (capped), Butler Creek hi-cap rotary 
magazine, wood stock wit steel butt plate, no. A1581284, 
boxed as new 50 80 40

495

(S1) .22 Daystate Air Ranger pre-charged air rifle, fitted 
moderator, thumbhole pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 
0518 150 250 180

496

(S1) .22 BSA Martini International MkIII target rifle, 26½ ins 
heavy barrel, Parker Hale target sights with three additional 
dovetail sight/scope mounts, pistol grip stock, no. UF1406

100 150 190

497

(S1) .22 Anschutz Match 1403 bolt action rifle, 25 ins barrel 
with tunnel front sight, pistol grip target stock, no. 1274886

50 80 35

498

(S1) .22 Walther Model 1 semi automatic/bolt action rifle, 24 
ins barrel with raised blade and ramp sights, 8 shot magazine, 
half pistol grip stock with chequered hand and Walther butt 
plate, sling swivels, no. 37863 50 100 150

499

(S1) .22 Walther Model 1 semi automatic/bolt action rifle, 24 
ins barrel (sights removed), dovetail 4 point quick detach 
scope mounts, 8 shot magazine, half pistol grip stock with 
sling swivels, no. 38022 40 60 30

500

(S1) .22(Wmr) CZ 452-2E ZKM American bolt action rifle, 21 
ins barrel with fitted over-barrel moderator, 5 shot magazine, 
mounted 3-9 x 50IR Hawke Eclipse scope, figured half pistol 
grip stock with gloss finish, fitted bipod, no. A374687

100 150 100

501

(S1) .222(Rem) Weihrauch HW60 J bolt action rifle, 23 ins 
barrel with blade and leaf sights, 4 shot box magazine, 
Weaver CK4 scope, Monte Carlo stock with cheek piece and 
recoil pad, webbing sling, no. 26069 100 150 130



502

(S1) .22 CZ 452 bolt action rifle, 20 ins screw cut barrel fitted 
with SAK moderator, 5 shot magazine, black synthetic pistol 
grip stock with cheek piece, webbing sling, no. A138857. The 
gun appears to have had little use

50 80 100

503

(S1) .22(short) Winchester Model 90 pump action take-down 
rifle, 24 ins octagonal barrel, tube magazine, tunnel front 
sight and folding rear peep sight, bare steel receiver, straight 
stock with crescent butt plate, no. 848286

50 100 420

504

(S1) .22 Westley Richards martini action rifle, 23½ ins barrel 
threaded for moderator (capped), cut down dovatail scope 
mounts, the receiver stamped Westley Richards & Co. London 
beneath trademark triangle, highly figured stock, no. 9057

70 100 90

505

(S1) .22 Ruger 10/22 semi automatic carbine, 18 ins threaded 
barrel with Parker Hale moderator fitted, open sights, 10 shot 
rotary magazine, half pistol grip stock, sling swivels, no. 241-
61902 40 60 40

506
(S1) .22(Wmr) Krieghoff conversion insert (converts 12 bore 
barrel), 17 ins, no. 162272 30 50 40

507

(S1) .17 Remington 700 bolt action rifle, 25 ins screw cut 
barrel, internal magazine with hinged floor plate, gloss 
finished Monte Carlo stock, sling swivel studs, no. G6345976

100 200 140

508

(S1) .22-250 Sako M591 bolt action rifle, 23 ins screw cut 
barrel with Hausken Hunter moderator fitted, receiver with 
file cut dovetail scope flats, internal magazine with hinged 
floor plate, Monte Carlo stock with recoil pad, no. 830443

200 300 100

510

(S1) .22 Ruger 10/22 semi automatic carbine, 19½ ins screw 
cut barrel, blade and leaf sights with receiver mounted 
weaver scope rail. 10 shot rotary magazine, half pistol grip 
stock with recoil pad, no. 233-55612 50 70 30

513

(S1) .22 Anschutz Model 525 semi automatic rifle, 23 ins 
screw cut barrel (moderator available), open sights, 8 shot 
magazine, semi pistol grip stock with L&H Saddlery leather 
sling, no. 150029 20 40 20

514

(S1) .22 Krico bolt action rifle, 19½ ins barrel with hooded 
blade and v-notch sights, 5 shot magazine, mounted 3-9 x 50 
Bushnell scope, full Monte Carlo stutzen stock, sling swivels, 
no. 370744 80 120 90

515

(S1) .17 Hornet CZ 527 American bolt action rifle, 21 ins barrel 
with flash suppressor, 5 shot magazine, receiver mounted 
weaver scope rail, half pistol grip stock with recoil pad and 
sling swivel studs, no. C389995 - boxed as new with 
instructions 200 300 250



516

(S1) .243(Win) CZ 557 bolt action rifle (no magazine), 21 ins 
barrel screw cut for moderator (capped), receiver cut with 
scope mount grooves, half pistol grip stock with chequered 
panels, sling swivels, no. C133525 - boxed as new with 
instructions 400 500 260

517

(S1) .308 Sako 85S bolt action rifle, 21 ins stainless steel 
barrel screw cut for moderator, 5 shot magazine, mounted 3-
12 x 56 Nickel Supra Gerhardt scope, black synthetic semi 
pistol grip stock with recoil pad, fitted Harris bipod and Quake 
webbing sling, no. 327032 300 400 340

518

(S1) 6.5mm (CM) Ruger American bolt action rifle, 23 ins 
barrel screw cut for moderator, 10 shot box magazine, 
receiver mounted weaver scope rail, MDT Oryx custom pistol 
grip stock (original Ruger composite stock and 3 shot 
magazine present), no. 699-71289

400 600 400

519

(S1) .222(Rem) CZ 527, bolt action, five shot magazine, 23½ 
ins barrel threaded for moderator (T8 over barrel moderator 
available), Monte Carlo stock, camo webbing sling, 2.5-10 x 
42 Tasco scope, no.93975 140 180 140

520

(S1) .22 CZ 452-2E ZKM bolt action rifle, 20½ ins heavy barrel 
with fitted moderator, 5 shot magazine, mounted 3-9 x 50 
AGS scope, semi pistol grip stock with sling swivel studs, no. 
740162 100 150 100

523

(S1) .22 Tyrol Mod 5522 bolt action/semi automatic rifle, 23 
ins sighted barrel, 10 shot magazine, pistol grip stock with 
sling swivels (butt pad missing), no. 80458

10 20 20

526

(S1) .338(Win Mag) Howa Model 1500 bolt action rifle, 24 ins 
screw cut barrel fitted with AimSport moderator, receiver 
fitted with Weaver scope mounts, both barrel and receiver 
with Cerakote type finish, internal magazine with hinged floor 
plate, synthetic pistol grip stock with Kryptec Camo print, 
rubber recoil pad and sling swivels, no. B297963

300 400 300

529

(S1) .308 (Win) Savage Model 110 bolt action rifle, 22 ins 
barrel, internal magazine, mounted 4 x 40 WA Optima scope, 
semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. F106758

100 200 100

532

(S1) .243 (Win) Sauer Model 80 bolt action rifle, 22 ins barrel 
threaded for moderator (capped), polished receiver marker 
Sauer 80 with original 3 shot magazine, fitted 25mm scope 
rings, Monte Carlo stock with cheek piece and recoil pad, 
bipod and synthetic camo sling, no. E6737

150 250 360

534

(S1) .22 Ruger 10/22, semi automatic, ten shot rotary 
magazine, 20 ins heavy barrel, scope rail, laminated stock, 
sling swivels, no.251-75623 100 150 90



537

(S1) .222 Remington 700 bolt action rifle, 22 ins barrel screw 
cut for moderator, internal magazine, mounted 6.5-20 x 50 
Simmons Whitetail scope, Monte Carlo stock with gloss finish, 
no. G6430999 200 300 160

538

(S1) .22 CZ BRNO Model 2 bolt action rifle, 24 ins barrel with 
hooded blade and ramp sights, 5 & 10 shot magazines, 3-9 x 
56 Walther scope, half pistol grip stock, leather sling, no. 
20043 40 60 30

539

(S1) .243(Win) Howa 1500 bolt action rifle, 23 ins screw cut 
barrel (capped), 4 shot AI box magazine, receiver mounter 
weaver scope rail with 25mm rings, black synthetic pistol grip 
stock with recoil pad, sling swivels, no. B473985

150 250 100

540

(S1) .22 Anschutz Modell Match 54 bolt action target rifle, 27 
ins heavy target barrel, Anschutz target sights with additional 
dovetail sight/scope blocks, adjustable position bipod, pistol 
grip target stock with adjustable butt, no. 60644, in foam 
lined hard plastic transport case

100 150 170

541

(S1) .22 W.W. Greener martini action single shot rifle, 22 ins 
heavy barrel threaded for moderator, fitted dovetail scope 
mounts, receiver with good finish and faintly stamped with 
maker's name, well figured pistol grip stock with cheek piece, 
sling swivels, no. 011931

100 150 80

542

(S1) .22 Anschutz Super-Match Mod.1913 bolt action target 
rifle, 27 ins heavy barrel, Anschutz target sights, pistol grip 
target stock with adjustable comb and butt plate, cased, no. 
243126 100 200 150

543

(S1) 7.62x51mm Swing SIN 71 M4 bolt action target rifle, 28 
ins heavy barrel, Swenson Precision target sights, pistol grip 
target stock with adjustable comb, cased, no. 981

150 250 250

544

(S1) .22 Walther KK200 bolt action target rifle, 29 ins heavy 
barrel, Walther target sights, pistol grip adjustable target 
stock, in maker's case with accessories, no. 011396

150 250 420

546

(S1) .22 BSA Super 10 bolt action pre charged air rifle, 
moderated barrel, multi shot rotary magazine, adjustable 
trigger, ergonomic stock with cheek piece and recoil pad, 
sling studs, mounted 2.5-10 x 42 Hawke scope, no. DP09399

80 100 90

565

(S1) .635 Flintlock Dragoon pistol, 11½ ins stainless steel 
barrel (London black powder proof), fullstocked with brass 
mounted wood ramrod, steel lock marked Edge 1757 with GR 
and crown cypher, brass furniture with long spur butt cap, 
nvn, 19½ ins overall 100 200 110



566

(S1) .36 Uberti Colt pocket revolver, 5½ ins sighted octagonal 
barrel, engraved 5 shot cylinder, steel frame with colour, 
brass trigger guard and back strap, wood grips, no. 136783 
with instruction manual 70 100 50

567

(S1) .44 Uberti Colt Army percussion black powder revolver, 8 
ins barrel with blued finish, captive rammer, engraved 6 shot 
cylinder, brass trigger guard, wood grips, no. A64454

80 120 60

568

(S1) .44 Pietta 1858 Remington percussion black powder 
revolver, 8 ins octagonal barrel with open sights, captive 
rammer, black 6 shot cylinder, brass trigger guard, wood 
grips, no. 065654 50 80 30

569

(S1) .36 Navy Arms Co. (Italian) black powder revolver, 6¼ ins 
octagonal sighted barrel, captive rammer, 6 shot cylinder, 
steel frame, brass trigger guard, wood grips, no. 7168

70 100 22

570

(S1) .45 Ardessa 'W. Parker' black powder percussion target 
pistol, 10 ins octagonal stainless steel barrel with open sights, 
steel lock, double set triggers, laminate stock, no. 14-13-
056841-97 50 80 35

571
(S1) Webley - Schermuly 1½ ins signal pistol, no. H24206

80 120 80

574

(S1) 1 ins flare pistol by Webley & Scott, flared brass barrel 
and frame, wood grips with lanyard ring, no. 61250

100 150 110

576

(S1) .45 Armi Sport 'Rochatte' black powder percussion target 
pistol, 10 ins sighted barrel, steel lock with good colour, set 
trigger, chequered grip, no. R215 70 100 60

577

(S1) .45 Italian percussion target pistol, 9 ins half stocked 
stainless steel barrel (black powder proof), the lock stamped 
Rochatte and with set trigger, chequered grip, no. 0772

70 100 50

578
(S1) 1 ins flare pistol, with swamped alloy barrel and frame, 
wood grips with lanyard ring, no. BE27503 40 60 30

579

(S1) WW1 1 ins flare pistol by Wolseley dated 1917, brass 
barrel and frame with wood grips and lanyard ring, no. 11469

100 150 110

581

(S5/S2) .410 Walking stick shotgun by J. Wilson, 24½ ins 
barrel, London nitro proof, 2½ ins chamber, leather covered 
body with brass collar and button trigger, horn handle, length 
overall 33½ ins, no. 110 200 300 380

585

(S5/S2) .410 Belgian walking stock shotgun, brown painted 
outer, concealed trigger, horn crook handle, no. 730

100 200 50

587

(S5/S1) .410 single shot pistol by Cogswell & Harrison, 10 ins 
fullstocked part octagonal nitro proof barrel, good finish 
throughout, side lever opening, chequered hand-saw grip, no. 
17942 100 200 50



588

(S5) .38 Smith & Wesson 6 shot United States Navy Civilian 
Police Corp. issue double action revolver, 4 ins sighted barrel, 
fluted cylinder, retaining good original finish throughout, 
chequered wood grips, the back strap stamped U.S.N.C.P.C., 
no. 757069 200 400 400

589

(S5) 9mm Luger P.08 semi automatic pistol, dated 1941 (byf 
contract), 4 ins sighted barrel, Waffen stamps, 8 shot 
magazine, chequered wood grips, most original blued finish 
retained throughout, no. 108 800 1000 860

590
(S5) .32(Acp) Colt M1903 semi automatic pistol, good original 
finish throughout, 8 shot magazine, no. 98783 400 600 440

591

(S5) .44 Smith & Wesson New Model No.3 .44 Russian S & W 
Special, single action revolver, 6 ins barrel with solid rib 
stamped Smith & Wesson Springfield Mass USA, half moon 
foresight, rear sight is mounted on the rear latch, fluted six 
shot cylinder, top break opening, nickel plated overall, hard 
black rubber grips (some cracks), no.4631

600 1000 500

592

(S5) 11mm MAS MLE 1873, six shot double action closed 
frame revolver, 4½ ins two stage barrel, fluted cylinder, side 
mounted extractor, side gate loading, chequered hardwood 
grips, steel butt cap with lanyard ring, no.F29204

100 200 220

593

(S5/S1) .410 hammer Belgian double pistol, 9½ ins barrels, 
under stud opening, finger scroll furniture, finely chequered 
half round hardwood butt, 15 ins overall, nvn

100 200 130

594

(S5) 11mm MAS MLE 1873, six shot double action closed 
frame revolver, 4½ ins two stage barrel inscribed S.1911; Mle 
1873; F43619; plain cylinder with serial number and proof 
marks; Mre d'Armes, St. Etienne to frame, side mounted 
extractor, side gate loading, chequered hardwood grips, steel 
butt cap with lanyard ring, no.F43619

100 200 200

595
(S5) WWII 9mm Walther P38 semi automatic pistol, with two 
magazines, boxed, no. 6046 400 600 580

596

(S5) .41 Colt M1877 double action revolver, 5½ ins round 
barrel with blade sight, fluted 6 shot cylinder, side gate 
loading with captive extractor, nickel finish throughout, two 
piece wood grips with inset Colt logo, nvn

200 300 250

597

(S5) .45 (Acp) Smith & Wesson, model 'Mk2 hand ejector' 
double action revolver, converted from .455, with 6½ ins 
sighted barrel, fluted swing-out cylinder for use with clips, 
matt finished frame and chequered walnut grips with later 
'Pachmayr' grip-filler, no. 7159 200 300 250

598

(S5) .450/.455 Webley MkVI commercial 6 shot double action 
revolver, sighted barrel, fluted cylinder, chequered grips with 
lanyard ring, no. 092 200 300 480



599
(S5) .45 (Acp) Hispano-Argentina (HAFDASA) 'Ballester-
Molina' 1911 semi automatic pistol, no. 110500 100 200 100

600

(S5) 9mm(Para) Beretta Model 92 Combat semi automatic 
pistol, no. G70563Z, in original fitted transport case with 
instructions and three magazines 200 300 460

601

(S1) 276 x .22 rifle cartridges incl. 100 x Canadian Industries 
Ltd. In original packet, in vintage ammunition tin; together 
with .22 Parker Hale moderator

30 40 18

602
(S1) 500 x .22 RWS High-Velocity HP 40gr rifle cartridges

30 40 50

603
(S1) 500 x .22 RWS High-Velocity HP 40gr rifle cartridges

30 40 50

604
(S1) 500 x .22 RWS High-Velocity HP 40gr rifle cartridges

30 40 50

605
(S1) .22(Mag) RWS Magnum SP Field Line 40gr rifle cartridges

30 50 80

606
(S1) 120 x .22(Hornet) RWS 46gr soft point rifle cartridges

40 50 45

607
(S1) 140 x .223(Rem) Sako Gamehead 55gr soft point rifle 
cartridges 40 60 100

608
(S1) 140 x .223(Rem) Sako Gamehead 55gr soft point rifle 
cartridges 40 60 100

609 (S1) 140 x .223(Rem) Norma V-Max 50gr rifle cartridges 40 60 120

610
(S1) 140 x .222(Rem) Norma Professional Hunter 50gr rifle 
cartridges 40 60 130

611

(S1) 100 x .22-250 rifle cartridges comprising: 60 x Winchester 
50gr Ballistic Silvertip; 40 x Remington 55gr Express

30 50 60

612
(S1) 1000 x .22 Remington Subsonic hollow point rifle 
cartridges 40 60 65

613 (S1) 1000 x .22 Fiocchi High Velocity rifle cartridges 40 60 60

614
(S1) 1000 x Fiocchi rifle cartridges comprising: 500 x Subsonic; 
500 x High Velocity 40 50 65

615 (S1) 1000 x Fiocchi Standard Velocity rifle cartridges 40 50 55
616 (S1) 1000 x Fiocchi Standard Velocity rifle cartridges 40 50 55

617
(S1) 80 x .243(Win) RWS 100gr Ultimate Performance soft 
point rifle cartridges 30 50 50

618
(S1) 80 x .243(Win) RWS 100gr Ultimate Performance soft 
point rifle cartridges 30 50 70

619
(S1) 80 x 6.5x55mm Norma Oryx 156gr soft point rifle 
cartridges 30 50 65

620
(S2) 12 bore to .410 chamber adapter by Webley & Scott, 3 
ins chamber 30 50 50

621

(S2) 50 x 12 bore Rio 20 Super Game 32 cartridges, 58 x 12 
bore Kent Velocity cartridges, 34 x .410 Lyalvale cartridges, 
leather cartridge belt and blue canvas bag 30 40 35

622

(S2) Approx. 200 x 12 bore mixed cartridges to include Hull 
Comp X 7.5 shot 28gr, Gamebore Black Powder 6 shot 28gr,

30 50 35



623
(S2) 250 x 12 bore Hull Comp X 7.5 shot 28gr cartridges in box

30 50 50

624
(S2) 500 x 12 bore Eley Hawk VIP Sporting 28g No.7½ shot 
cartridges 60 90 90

625
(S2) 250 x 12 bore Lyalvale Express High Velocity 24g fibre 
wad cartridges 40 50 70

626
(S2) 500 x 12 bore Lyalvale Express Supreme Game 32g No.6 
shot fibre wad cartridges 60 90 120

627
(S2) 500 x 12 bore Lyalvale Express Supreme Game 32g No.5 
shot fibre wad cartridges 60 90 140

628
(S2) 500 x 28 bore Lyalvale Express 25g No.6 shot fibre wad 
cartridges 80 100 120

629
(S2) 500 x 20 bore Lyalvale Supreme Twenty 28g No.8 shot 
fibre wad cartridges 90 120 110

630
(S2) 500 x 20 bore Lyalvale Supreme Twenty 28g No.7½ shot 
plastic wad cartridges 80 100 110

631
(S2) Approx. 200 x 12 bore mixed cartridges in ammunition 
box, inc. Fiocchi and Gamebore 30 50 45

632
(S2) 175 x 12 bore Imperial Game cartridges by Hull, 28gr, no. 
6 shot 0 0 40

652

(S2) 12 bore boxlock non ejector by AYA, 26 ins chopper lump 
barrels, ic & ic, 70mm chambers, border engraved action with 
full colour, disc strikers, 14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 
462509 40 60 35

653

(S2) 20 bore Armas boxlock non ejector, 26 ins barrels, cyl & 
ic, hob cut rib with bead sight, 70mm chambers, action with 
some good colour and disc strikers, 14,7/8 ins straight stock 
with recoil pad, no. 27040 80 120 60

654

(S2) 12 bore CZ BRNO sidelock ejector, 28 ins barrels, ic & ½, 
machine cut rib with bead sight, 2¾ ins chambers, polished 
black action with concealed third bite, 14¾ ins prince of 
Wales stock with carved cheek piece and recoil pad, no. 
50395 70 100 35

655

(S2) 12 bore AYA boxlock non ejector, 26 ins chopper lump 
barrels, ¼ & ¾, border engraved action with full colour and 
disc strikers, 14½ ins well finished straight hand stock, no. 
531265 40 60 30

656

(S2) 20 bore Stevens Fox Model B single-trigger boxlock non 
ejector, 28 ins barrels, ¼ & ¾, raised ventilated rib, 2¾ ins 
chambers, treble grip action banner stamped Fox, beaver tail 
forend, 13½ ins half pistol grip stock, no. ISAD

50 80 30

657

(S2) 12 bore Pietta Navy Arms Co. percussion double sporting 
gun, 28 ins barrels (black powder only), brass mounted wood 
ramrod with worm, engraved hammers and locks with good 
colour, 14 ins straight hand stock with steel butt plate, no. 
N5334 100 200 80



658

(S2) An unusual 12 bore Italian semi hammer non ejector, 28 
ins barrels, ½ & full, engine turned top rib, polished action 
with gold coloured hammers, underlever and triggers, 14½ 
ins half pistol grip stock, no. 9525

50 80 60

660

(S2) 16 bore boxlock ejector by J. P. Sauer & Sohn, 28 ins 
barrels, engine turned concave top rib with bead sight, 70mm 
chambers, scallop backed action with cross bolt, clipped 
fences and cocking indicators, 14½ ins Prince of Wales stock 
with cheek piece, no. 40720 100 200 200

661

(S2) 12 bore AYA No.1 sidelock ejector, 26 ins chopper lump 
barrels, ¼ & ½, concave rib inscribed maker's name, 70mm 
chambers, disc set strikers, highly engraved scroll and foliate 
sidelocks with cocking indicators, hand detachable locks, well 
figured 14¾ ins straight hand stock, no. 518636, in Brady 
fitted case with cleaning rod and accessories

800 1200 900

662

(S2) 12 bore double hammer gun by W.W.Greener (circa 1875-
1887), 30 ins barrels (recent re-proof), cyl & cyl, concave rib 
inscribed W.W.Greener 68 Haymarket London, 65mm 
chambers, rebounding hammers, percussion fences, border 
engraved locks with maker's name, ebony tipped forend, 
Jones Patent rotary under lever opening, 13½ ins straight 
hand stock, no. 27564, in case

400 500 480

663

(S2) 28 bore boxlock non ejector by Cole & Son, 28 ins barrels 
(recent reproof), the concave top rib with bead sight and 
inscribed Cole & Son 21 Pembrooke Road Portsmouth, 2½ ins 
chambers, border engraved action inscribed with maker's 
name, 13½ ins figured straight hand stock with extension, 
vacant oval, no. 47178

100 200 250

664

(S2) 12 bore boxlock ejector by Charles Osborne, 28 ins 
barrels, ¼ & ¾, the concave top rib inscribed Chas. Osborne & 
Co. London, 65mm chambers, fine banner and scroll 
engraved treble grip action signed by maker and retaining 
trace colour, 15½ ins well figured straight hand stock (2 ins 
extension) with vacant silver oval, no. 79521

300 400 180

665

(S2) 12 bore boxlock ejector by Thomas Bland & Sons, 30 ins 
barrels, ½ & ½, the top rib inscribed Thomas Bland & Sons 4 & 
5 King William Street West Strand London WC2, 2½ ins 
chambers, plain border engraved action with maker's name 
and near full colour, 14¾ ins straight hand stock, no. 18062

100 150 140



666

(S2) A duo of 12 bore boxlock ejector shotguns by Cogswell & 
Harrison, each with 26 ins barrels, bored approx. cyl & ½ 
choke, inscribed Cogswell & Harrison Ltd. 168 Piccadilly 
London and with 'Regency' in gold letters, bold acanthus 
scroll and banner engraved scallop backed actions signed by 
maker, gold coloured triggers, well figured 14¾ ins straight 
hand stocks, no's. 80175 & 80228. The vendor states that the 
guns were given as a gift one, each to he and his brother by 
their father who worked for Cogswell & Harrison at the time

400 600 1,800

667

(S2) 12 bore Parker Hale 600 boxlock ejector, 27¾ ins barrels, 
ic & ½, 70mm chambers, engraved and polished treble grip 
action with disc strikers, 14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 
156374, original box 70 100 20

668

(S2) 12 bore boxlock ejector by Parker Hale, 27½ ins chopper 
lump barrels, ¼ & ¾, 70mm chambers, engraved and polished 
action with concealed third bite, 14¼ ins straight hand stock, 
no. 158401 50 80 50

669

(S2) 12 bore single-trigger sidelock ejector by Boss & Co., 25 
ins chopper lump barrels, inscribed Boss & Co. 13/14 Cork 
Street London W.1., ¼ & ¼, file cut tapered Churchill rib with 
bead sight, 2¾ ins chambers, fine bouquet and scroll 
engraved sidelocks signed Boss & Co. and with gold line 
cocking indicators, the underside inscribed Boss's patent No. 
22894, engraved rolled-edge trigger guard, well figured 14½ 
ins half pistol grip stock with vacant gold oval, recoil pad, no. 
9384, in a lightweight leather motor case with maker's trade 
label. A copy of the original order receipt is present, detailing 
the gun as supplied in San Francisco, December 1966

4000 6000 7,900

670

(S2) 12 bore Gorosabel Blackpoint De Luxe single-trigger 
sidelock ejector, 25 ins chopper lump barrels, ¼ & ½, Churchill 
rib, 70mm chambers, scroll and bouquet engraved hand-
detachable locks, disc strikers, 14½ ins straight hand stock 
with vacant oval, no. PG112135

150 250 50

672

(S2) 12 bore boxlock ejector by T.C. Martin, 28 ins sleeved 
barrels, ic & ½, engine turned rib with maker's name, 2½ ins 
chambers, bouquet and scroll engraved treble grip action, 
13¾ ins straight hand stock, cased with cleaning tools, no. 
19345 50 80 30

673

(S2) 12 bore Pedersoli double percussion black powder 
shotgun, 28 ins barrels, wood ramrod, steel furniture with 
engraved locks and hammers, straight stock with steel butt 
plate, no. 5645 70 100 80



676

(S2) 12 bore boxlock non ejector by W. W. Greener (Grade F 
20), 28 ins sleeved barrels, ic & full, concave top rib inscribed 
with maker's name and address, 2¾ ins chambers, banner 
engraved action with maker's name, cross bolt and patent 
side safety, 15¾ ins extended straight hand stock, no. 56814

50 80 45

677
(S2) .410 Sabel boxlock non ejector, 26 ins barrels, 76mm 
chambers, black action, 12 ins stock, no. 72079 70 100 100

678

(S2) 12 bore back action sidelock non ejector by G. E. Bond, 
28 ins sleeved barrels, cyl & ic, 2½ ins chambers, scroll 
engraved body and locks with gold line cocking indicators, 14 
ins straight hand stock with vacant silver oval, no. 1870

100 200 70

679

(S2) 12 bore Murcott's Patent sidelock non ejector c.1875-87, 
28 ins sleeved barrels, ¼ & ½, 2½ ins chambers, the action 
and locks profusely engraved with scroll and border 
decoration, push-forward underlever opening, the back strap 
safety with Locked indicated in gold letters, 14 ins half pistol 
grip stock with horn butt cap, no. 29734

100 200 230

680

(S2) 12 bore boxlock ejector by Sabel, 30 ins barrels, ¼ & ½, 
concave rib, 3 ins chambers, game scene engraved action, 14 
ins Prince of Wales stock, no. PG112316

30 50 60

681

(S2) 28 bore double hammer gun by Gallyon & Sons, 28 ins 
nitro proof barrels (sleeved) with 70mm chambers, scroll and 
banner engraved round body and back action locks, 
rebounding hammers, top lever opening, 16 ins well figured 
straight hand stock (14 ins + extension), no. 10073

500 700 620

683

(S2) 12 bore Webley & Scott boxlock ejector, 26 ins barrels 
inscribed Webley & Scott Birmingham, ¼ & full, 2¾ ins 
chambers, scroll and border engraved action with maker's 
name and showing good original colour, 15¼ ins straight hand 
stock with vacant oval and recoil pad, no. 132835

300 400 200

684

(S2) 12 bore boxlock non ejector by T. Horsley, 30 ins nitro 
proof barrels, ic & ¾, concave rib (loose), 2½ ins chambers, 
scroll engraved action signed T. Horsley & Sons and retaining 
some original colour, 14 ins straight hand stock, no. 3977

30 40 70

685

(S2) 16 bore German boxlock non ejector, 29½ ins barrels, 
sighted concave engine turned rib, bare steel treble grip 
action with some colour, crossbolt locking, 14 ins half pistol 
grip stock with cheek piece, sling swivels, no. 10057

50 80 25

686

(S2) 12 bore AYA boxlock non ejector, 28 ins chopper lump 
barrels, ic & full, 70mm chambers, engraved action with some 
colour, 14¾ ins straight hand stock, no. 132221

30 50 45



687

(S2) 12 bore BSA boxlock ejector 'W' prefix WWII RAF training 
shotgun, 28 ins barrels, ic & ¼, concave rib with bead sight, 
2½ ins chambers, bare steel action with crossbolt, 15¼ ins 
(extended) half pistol grip stock, no. W849

100 200 300

688

(S2) 10 bore Zabala LP71 boxlock non ejector, 32 ins barrels, 
raised hob cut rib with bead sights, 89mm chambers, 
engraved black action with disc strikers, 14¾ ins semi pistol 
grip stock with recoil pad, no. 286540

150 250 100

689

(S2) 32 bore Pieper double hammer gun, 29 ins barrels 
(recent nitro reproof), 65mm chambers, raised file cut 
concave rib with bead sight, steel locks with naive engraving, 
rebounding hammers, top lever opening, 13¾ ins half pistol 
grip stock (with leather cover extension to 14¾ ins), no. 
96188 150 250 150

690

(S2) .410 Belgian double hammer gun, 29½ ins barrels, 65mm 
chambers, folding sidelever action, 14½ ins straight stock with 
steel butt plate, no. 2330 50 70 45

691

(S2) 1½ ins Percussion bank gun, 37½ ins two stage barrel 
(black powder proof for 26drm black powder, 8oz shot), half 
stocked with steel lock, half pistol grip stock with steel butt 
plate, 56½ ins overall, nvn 100 200 110

692

(S2) 12 bore sidelock ejector by Charles Boswell, 30 ins brown 
damascus barrels, ¼ & ¾, recent reproof with 65mm 
chambers, concave top rib inscribed Charles Boswell Maker 
126 Strand London W.C., scroll and border engraved treble 
grip action with maker's name and cocking indicators, 
arcaded fences, 13¾ ins figured straight hand stock with 
vacant oval, no. 13348 400 600 400

693

(S2) 12 bore Webley & Scott single-trigger boxlock ejector, 26 
ins barrels stamped Webley & Scott Birmingham, ¼ & full, 2¾ 
ins chambers, engraved action with maker's name and near 
full colour, 14¼ ins half pistol grip stock, no. 135266

350 450 280

694

(S2) 12 bore double hammer gun by Boss & Co., 28 ins nitro 
proof discreetly sleeved barrels (by J. Roberts & Son, London 
c.1986), ¼ & ¼, the broad concave top rib inscribed 1 Boss & 
Co. 75 St. James's Street London and with bead fore sight, 2½ 
ins chambers, scroll and border engraved round body with 
Jones patent rotary underlever, acanthus scroll engraved 
back action locks signed Boss & Co., engraved rebounding 
hammers over carved percussion fences, 14¾ ins well figured 
straight hand stock (repaired at wrist) with steel butt plate, 
no. 2435 The gun was originally completed in July 1866 with 
30 ins barrels for Lord G. Manners. A copy of the original 
ledger is provided.

1000 1500 1,000



695

(S2) 16 bore Belgian double hammer gun by E. Pieper, 29 ins 
barrels with engine turned top rib, bead and folding leaf 
sights, the locks with naive engraving and some colour, 
rebounding hammers, top lever opening with cross bolt, 14 
ins semi pistol grip stock with cheek piece, sling swivels, no. 
66714 100 200 120

698

(S2) 20 bore boxlock non ejector by Laurona, 27½ ins barrels, 
¾ & full, raised file cut rib, 70mm chambers, engraved 
baluster treble grip action with some colour, disc strikers, 14 
ins straight hand stock, no.72120

80 120 80

699

(S2) 12 bore BSA boxlock non ejector, 28 ins barrels, ¼ & full, 
concave rib, 2¾ ins chambers, plain steel action stamped BSA 
and trademark, 14 ins straight hand stock, no. 1425

20 40 20

702

(S2) .410 Belgian boxlock non ejector, 28 ins barrels (nitro 
reproof), engine turned top rib with bead sight, 2½ ins 
chambers, plain black action with crossbolt, 14½ ins straight 
hand stock, no. 2242 200 250 170

703

(S2) .410 Spanish boxlock non ejector, 26 ins barrels, raised 
sighted rib, 3 ins chambers, engraved action with full colour, 
13½ ins straight hand stock, no. 175926

100 150 160

705

(S2) 12 bore Gunmark Kestrel boxlock ejector, 27½ ins 
barrels, ic & ½, concave rib, 70mm chambers, game scene 
engraved action, 14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 353132

30 50 25

708

(S2) 12 bore sidelock ejector by W.C. Carswell, 27 ins chopper 
lump barrels, ¼ & ½, the concave top rib inscribed W.C. 
CARSWELL LTD. 4A CHAPEL ST LIVERPOOL, 2½ ins chambers, 
fine scroll bouquet and border engraved action with 
concealed third bite bearing maker's name, broad leaf 
engraved fences, 14¾ ins figured straight hand stock with 
vacant silver oval, nvn

500 700 340

709

(S2) 12 bore boxlock ejector by W.R. Leeson, 28 ins barrels, ¼ 
& ic, concave top rib inscribed maker's name and address, 
2½ins chambers, acanthus scroll and border engraved action 
with maker's name, 14½ ins highly figured semi pistol grip 
stock with recoil pad, no. 1859

150 250 100

710

(S2) 12 bore AYA boxlock ejector, 26 ins chopper lump 
barrels, ¼ & ½, 70mm chambers, engraved action with some 
colour, 14¼ ins straight hand stock, no. 546655 50 70 60



711

(S2) 12 bore boxlock ejector by P. Webley & Son, 28 ins 
sleeved barrels, ¼ & full, the top rib inscribed P. Webley & 
Sons 78 Shaftesbury Avenue London and with dolls head 
extension, 2½ ins chambers, fine border and scroll engraved 
action with maker's name, the top lever marked Webley 
Patent, 14½ ins half pistol grip stock with horn butt cap, nvn

100 200 60

712

(S2) 16 bore Continental boxlock non ejector by Anton Pegam 
(Austria), 27½ ins barrels, tapered engine turned rib with 
brass bead sight, deep acanthus scroll and game scene 
engraved scoop-backed action with cross bolt, clipped fences 
with cocking indicator studs, 13¾ ins figured Prince of Wales 
stock with cheek piece, no. 235337

80 120 100

713

(S2) 28 bore English double hammer gun, 28 ins nitro proof 
barrels, concave top rib, 2½ ins chambers, border and scroll 
engraved round body, engraved back action locks with 
rebounding hammers, top lever opening, 14¼ ins straight 
grain half pistol grip stock with vacant silver oval, no. 60983

400 600 380

715

(S2) 12 bore Webley & Scott boxlock ejector, 28 ins barrels, ½ 
& ¾, tapered concave rib with bead sight, 2¾ ins chambers, 
scroll and border engraved action with trace colour and 
signed Webley & Scott, 14½ ins straight hand stock with 
vacant oval, no. 130901 200 300 150

716

(S2) 12 bore Winchester Super Grade M/23 XTR single-trigger 
boxlock ejector, 28 ins barrels, ic & ½, raised file cut 
ventilated rib with bead sight marked Super Grade, 3 ins 
magnum chambers, engraved polished action, beaver tail 
forend,14¾ ins half pistol grip stock with rubber recoil pad, 
no. PWK006306 300 400 380

717

(S2) 12 bore Italian Armi San Marco boxlock non ejector, 27½ 
ins barrels, full & full, game rib with bead sight, 2½ ins 
chambers, border engraved scallop backed action with 
crossbolt and retaining some colour, 14½ ins figured straight 
hand stock, no. 8644 30 50 20

718

(S2) 12 bore sidelock ejector by Harrison & Hussey, 26 ins 
chopper lump barrels inscribed Harrison & Hussey 7 Bury 
street St. James's London England, ¼ & ½, tapered concave 
top rib with bead sight, 2½ ins chambers, bouquet scroll and 
banner engraved action retaining some original colour, gold 
line cocking indicators, well figured straight hand stock, 15¼ 
ins with (2¾ ins) extension, vacant gold oval, no. 3067

600 800 720

719

(S2) 12 bore sidelock ejector Black Sabel De Luxe, 27 ins 
chopper lump barrels, ic & ¼, concave tapered top rib, 70mm 
chambers, polished scroll and border engraved action with 
cocking indicators and disc strikers, hand detachable locks, 14 
ins straight hand stock with vacant oval, no. PG74370

100 200 50



723
Leather and wooden gun case, fitted interior for 30 ins 
barrels, with cleaning rod and accessories 50 70 30

725

Leather bound green canvas gun case, baize lined interior for 
30 ins barrels, with cleaning rod, and Cogswell & Harrison 
trade label 70 90 70

726

A good oak and leather gun case, blue baize lined fitted 
interior for 29 ins barrels, with Hawksley oil bottle, and 
Cogswell & Harrison trade label 300 400 300

727
Leather gun case, red baize lined fitted interior for 28 ins 
barrels, with Wm Richards trade label 80 120 50

728

Leather bound canvas gun case, blue baize lined fitted 
interior for 30 ins barrels, with Army & Navy trade label

50 80 60

730

Oak and leather gun case with brass corners and roundel, 
blue baize lined fitted interior for 30 ins barrels

200 300 200

731

Tan leather and wooden gun case, leather interior fitted for 
31 ins barrels, with key, with Grant & Sons reproduction trade 
label 40 60 60

732
Gunmark brown vinyl case, fitted interior for 30 ins barrels, 
with key 40 60 50

741
Hamilton Rifle slipstand in Jack Pyke English Oak Camouflage, 
new 30 50 35

742 Hamilton deluxe rifle slip stand in sandstone, new 30 50 35
743 Two vintage gun transport cases 20 30 10

744

A leather double gun case with reinforced corners, claret 
baize line fitted interior for two shotguns each with 30 ins 
barrels, Thomas Bland & Sons trade label 100 200 180

746

A good canvas and leather gun case with claret baize lined 
fitted interior for 28½ ins barrels, George Gibbs trade label

40 60 70

747

A lightweight canvas gun case with green baize part fitted 
interior for 30 ins barrels, Westley Richards & Co. trade label

50 70 45

748
Brady canvas and leather gun case with green baize lined 
fitted interior for 26½ ins barrels 40 60 50

749

Canvas and leather gun case with brass corners, part fitted 
interior for 31 ins barrels, Lloyd & Son trade label

40 60 25

750

A lightweight leather gun case with claret baize lined fitted 
interior for 31 ins barrels, Westley Richards & Co. trade label

50 80 120

751

(S2) .410 AYA Cosmos semi hammer, 28¼ ins sighted barrel, 
76mm chamber, 14½ ins stock with recoil pad, no. 350705

30 40 30

753

(S2) 12 bore Greener GP, 29½ ins barrel with bead sight, ¾ 
choke, 2½ ins chamber, 14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 3150

50 80 50

754
(S2) .410 Webley & Scott bolt action, 25½ ins barrel, 15 ins 
stock, no. 49046 20 30 20



756

(S2) 9mm Anschutz bolt action, 24 ins barrel with open sights, 
half pistol grip stock with sling swivels, no. 553061

20 30 20

757

(S2) 12 bore Greener GP, 25½ ins barrel, ¾ choke, bead sight, 
2¾ ins chamber, 14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 55418

60 90 50

758

(S2) .410 (.303 conversion) English martini action, 25½ ins 
barrel, 2½ ins chamber, 14½ ins straight stock with steel butt 
plate, no. 25 40 60 110

759

(S2) .410 Webley & Scott bolt action, 25½ ins barrel, 2½ ins 
chamber, half pistol grip stock (butt cap a/f), no. 36305

20 30 25

761

(S2) .410 Webley & Scott bolt action, 25½ ins barrel, 2½ ins 
chamber, 14¼ ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 28504

30 40 30

762

(S2) .410 Italian single, 28½ ins fully moderated barrel, 76mm 
chamber, folding black action, 14 ins semi pistol grip stock, 
no. 0155006 50 80 120

763

(S2) 12 bore Greener GP, 31½ ins barrel with bead sight, ¾ 
choke, martini action, 14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 63275

80 120 70

764

(S2) .410 semi hammer, English, 26¾ ins part-octagonal barrel 
(former .290 Rook & Rabbit rifle), engraved sidelever action , 
horn tipped forend, 14½ ins Prince of Wales stock, no. 7827

80 120 45

765

(S2) .22(Smooth) Enfield 1875 martini action (former military 
training rifle - converted for the N.R.A by W. W. Greener), 
29½ ins fullstocked steel banded barrel (cleaning rod missing), 
raised blade front sight with additional BSA rear peep sight 
(mid sight partially removed), straight stock with steel butt 
plate, no. 4669

100 200 220

766
(S2) No.3 bore (9mm) Webley & Scott bolt action, 25 ins 
barrel with bead sight, 13½ ins stock, no. 7892 20 30 30

767
(S2) .22(Shot) Victor bolt action, 24 ins sighted barrel, 13½ ins 
stock with brass butt plate, nvn 20 30 30

768
(S2) .410 Baikal single, 26½ ins barrel, 76mm chamber, half 
pistol grip stock, no. A16929 20 30 25

769

(S2) An early .410 Webley & Scott bolt action, 25½ ins barrel, 
2½ ins chamber, 14 ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 9136

30 40 18

770

(S2) .410 English single barrel, 25¾ ins barrel, 2½ ins chamber, 
folding action with some colour, 14½ ins straight stock with 
chequering to wrist, no. 282 30 50 50

771

(S2) 12 bore Gunsport Hushpower single, 29 ins fully 
moderated barrel, black folding action, 14 ins stock, no. 
AO4886 50 70 110

772

(S2) .410 Webley & Scott bolt action, 25½ ins barrel with bead 
sight, 2½ ins chamber, 14 ins stock, no. 25581

30 40 20



773
(S2) 12 bore Greener GP, 29½ ins barrel, ¾ choke with bead 
sight, 2½ ins chamber, 14½ ins stock, no. 13936 60 90 60

774

(S2) .410 hammerless single barrel by Hughes & Sons, 27½ ins 
barrel, engine turned top flat signed Robert Hughes & Sons 
Birmingham, 2½ ins chamber, engine turned border and infill 
engraved action, top lever opening, horn tipped forend, 12½ 
ins figured Prince of Wales stock, nvn

70 100 70

776

(S2) .410 Cooey model 84 semi hammer, 26 ins sighted 
barrel, 3 ins chamber, 14¼ ins half pistol grip stock, leather 
sling, no. 113023 30 40 20

777

(S2) .410 Astra Vanguard semi hammer ejector, 27½ ins 
sighted barrel, action with good colour, ambidextrous top 
lever opening, 14½ ins stock, no. 40523

40 50 40

778
(S2) .410 Norica, bolt action, three shot, 24 ins barrel, 13½ ins 
semi pistol grip stock, no.144553 50 80 50

779

(S1) .410 (7mm conversion) Mauser Model 1907 bolt action, 
24½ ins barrel with bead and ramp sights, 2½ ins chamber, 
multi shot internal magazine, sporterised stock (previous 
wrist repair) with steel butt plate, no. 2479/39370

40 60 25

801

(S2) 12 bore Winchester Ranger Model 120 pump action, 3 
shot (RM89), 28 ins multi choke barrel (cyl), ventilated rib, 3 
ins magnum chamber, plain black receiver, 14 ins pistol grip 
stock with recoil pad, no. L1332025

100 200 100

802

(S2) 20 bore Tomahawk 1200 semi automatic, 3 shot, 25 ins 
multi choke barrel (1 choke), steel shot proof, ventilated rib, 
76mm chamber, black receiver, 14 ins pistol grip stock with 
recoil pad, no. 03 100 150 150

803

(S2) .410 Mossberg pump action (3 shot), 24 ins barrel, 
ventilated rib, 76mm chamber, black receiver, 14 ins semi 
pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. T281681 200 250 260

804

(S2) 12 bore Browning Field Model pump action, 3 shot, 28 
ins ½ choke barrel, raised file cut rib with bead sight, 76mm 
chamber, plain action with good blued finish, semi pistol grip 
stock, 14¼ ins with recoil pad, sling swivels, no. 16189RP152

150 200 320

805

(S2) 12 bore Remington 1100 semi automatic (L/H), 3 shot, 28 
ins barrel, ¼ choke, ventilated rib with bead sight, 2¾ ins 
chambers, receiver stamped with scroll decoration and with 
blued finish, 14 ins semi pistol grip stock, no. N851870V

60 100 50

806

(S2) 12 bore Winchester Super-X 3 semi automatic, 3 shot, 28 
ins steel shot proof multi choke barrel (ic choke fitted), raised 
ventilated rib, 89mm chamber, Mossy Oak camo print 
throughout, 14¾ ins half pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 
11HZY01329 150 200 200



807

(S2) 12 bore Hatsan Escort magnum semi automatic, 3 shot, 
28 ins steel shot proof multi choke barrel (5 chokes with key), 
ventilated rib, 76mm chamber, Mossy Oak 'Break Up' cammo 
print throughout, 14½ ins half pistol grip stock with recoil pad 
(and spare spacers), no. 164848

100 200 90

808

(S2) 12 bore Hatsan Escort Magnum semi automatic, 3 shot, 
28 ins steel shot proof multi choke barrel (7 chokes), raised 
ventilated rib, 76mm chamber, Mossy Oak camo print 
throughout, 14½ ins half pistol grip stock with recoil pad (with 
extensions), no. 199738 100 200 90

809

(S2) 12 Franchi semi automatic, 3 shot, 32 ins full choke 
barrel, ventilated rib, 76mm chamber, black receiver, 14½ ins 
half pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 157496

70 100 80

810

(S2) 12 bore Winchester Super-X Model 1 semi automatic, 3 
shot, 24½ ins barrel with fixed stainless muzzle break, 
ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chamber, black receiver, 14¾ ins well 
figured half pistol grip stock with Winchester butt cap, no. 
M47567 100 200 70

811

(S2) 20 bore Hatsan Escort Magnum, 3 shot, 26 ins multi 
choke barrel (cyl external choke fitted), steel shot proof, 
black receiver, pink & black camo print throughout, 13 ins 
half pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 629247

100 150 100

812

(S2) 12 bore Franchi 'Eldorado Special' semi automatic, 3 
shot, 27 ins ½ choke barrel, sighted and ventilated rib, 2¾ ins 
chamber, relief engraved receiver, 14 ins figured stock, no. 
D22661 70 100 60

817

(S2) 12 bore Midland Gun Co. semi automatic, 3 shot, 28 ins 
multi choke steel shot proof barrel (5 chokes with fitting key), 
76mm chamber, black receiver, 14½ ins pistol grip stock with 
recoil pad, no. 12141 70 100 50

818

(S2) 12 bore Hatsan Escort Luxano semi automatic, 3 shot, 28 
ins multi choke barrel (¼ choke fitted), steel shot proof, 
76mm chamber, black and gold wash receiver decorated with 
scrolls, 14 ins figured pistol grip stock with inset recoil pad, 
no. 186857 100 150 80

819

(S2) 12 bore Remington 11-87 Premier Skeet semi automatic, 
3 shot, 25½ ins multichoke barrel (¼ choke fitted), engine 
turned rib with bead sights, 2¾ ins chamber, black receiver, 
14 ins figured half pistol grip stock, no. PC059639

100 150 100

820

(S2) 12 bore Browning Twelvette semi automatic, 2 shot, 27½ 
ins barrel, full choke, 70mm chamber, engraved contrasting 
alloy receiver, 14½ ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, 
no. A19879 80 120 60



821

(S2) 12 bore Hatsan Escort Magnum, 27½ ins multi choke 
barrel (¾ choke fitted), steel shot proof, 76mm chamber, 14¾ 
ins stock with recoil pad, Mossy oak camo print throughout, 
no. 120624 100 150 70

822

(S2) 12 bore Remington 1100 semi automatic, 3 shot, 27½ ins 
barrel, ½ choke, ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chamber, black 
receiver, 14 ins figured stock with gloss finish, no. N116217V

80 120 60

824

(S1) 12 bore Nikko M-1000, semi automatic, four shot, 27½ 
ins multi choke barrel (extended ic & M chokes) ventilated 
rib, 2¾ ins chamber, black receiver, 14 ins pistol grip stock, 
no. J-25703 (FAC) 50 80 25

826

(S1) 12 bore Franchi Hunter semi automatic, multi shot, 28 
ins barrel, ½ choke, 70mm chamber, receiver engraved with 
Waterfowl, 14 ins half pistol grip stock, no. D78925 (FAC)

40 60 10

830

(S2) 12 bore Beretta Model A301 semi automatic, 3 shot, 28 
ins barrel with Polychoke, ventilated rib, 14¼ ins semi pistol 
grip stock, no. G25153E 100 150 60

831

(S2) 12 bore Squires Bingham Model 30 pump action, 3 shot 
(RM 90), 28 ins barrel, cyl choke, 2¾ ins chamber, black 
receiver, 14 ins semi pistol grip stock, no. A356142

70 100 35

832

(S2) 12 bore Armsan A612 semi automatic, 3 shot, 28 ins 
multi choke barrel, steel shot proof with 3 ins chamber, 
ventilated rib, matt black action, 14½ ins stock with recoil 
pad, custom motorsport themed print throughout, no. 
15A60680 80 120 100

900

(S2) 12 bore Webley & Scott 912 over and under, ejector, 30 
ins ventilated multi choke barrels, steel shot proof, 76mm 
chambers, black action signed Webley & Scott, single 
selective trigger, 14¾ ins half pistol grip stock with custom 
Wolf themed wrap, no. TR14KA12535

100 200 130

902

(S2) 12 bore Lanber Sporting-Lux over and under, ejector, 30 
ins multi choke barrels (Teague skeet chokes fitted), steel 
shot proof with 76mm chambers, broad file cut ventilated rib, 
etch-engraved action with single trigger, barrel selection, 14½ 
ins pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 13-03-00856-09-12-
76 200 250 210

904

(S2) 12 bore CZ BRNO Model ZH301/2 over and under two 
barrel set, 1st set: 27½ ins, ¾ & ic, ventilated rib, 2¾ ins 
chambers; 2nd set: 26 ins skeet barrels, ventilated rib, 2¾ ins 
chambers, relief engraved action with sliding cross bolt 
locking, 14¾ ins half pistol grip stock, no. 324266 (3-201392; 
3-111012) 100 150 100

906

(S2) 12 bore Baikal over and under, ejector, 27½ ins barrels, ¼ 
& ic, file cut ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, 15½ ins semi 
pistol grip stock, no. 20333 30 50 30



911

(S2) 12 bore Rizzini over and under, ejector, 28 ins ventilated 
barrels, ¾ & ½, broad file cut ventilated rib with bead sights, 
70mm chambers, etch scroll engraved sideplated action, 
single trigger, 14 ins half pistol grip stock with right palm 
swell and recoil pad, no. 34308

60 90 50

912

(S2) 12 bore Lanber over and under, ejector, 29½ ins multi 
choke barrels (5 chokes), ventilated file cut rib, 70mm 
chambers, scroll and bouquet engraved action, single 
selective trigger, 14 ins half pistol grip stock with recoil pad, 
no. 363715 70 100 100

913

(S2) .410 Italian over and under, 28 ins barrels with ventilated 
rib, 76mm chamber, 14 ins half pistol grip stock, no. 528113

60 100 80

914

(S2) 12 bore Lanber over and under, ejector, 27½ ins multi 
choke barrels (5 chokes with fitting key), broad ventilated rib, 
70mm chambers, bouquet and scroll engraved polished 
action, single selective trigger, 14¼ ins half pistol grip stock 
with recoil pad, no. 363289 70 100 110

916

(S2) 12 bore Beretta S687 over and under, ejector, 28 ins 
ventilated multi choke barrels (¼ & cyl fitted), broad 
ventilated hob cut rib with front sight, 70mm chambers, 
engraved polished action depicting Duck and Pheasant in 
flight, single selective trigger, 14½ ins figured half pistol grip 
stock with recoil pad, no. E81213B

600 800 600

917

(S2) 20 bore Winchester Pigeon grade XTR 'Featherweight' 
over and under, ejector, 25½ ins ventilated barrels, ½ & ic, 
ventilated rib with bead sights, 3 ins chambers, engraved 
polished action with single selective trigger, 13½ ins straight 
hand stock with foam cheek piece and recoil pad, no. 
PK270861 400 600 440

923

(S2) 12 bore Miroku over and under, ejector, 28 ins barrels, ½ 
& ic, file cut ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers, border and 
foliate engraved action, disc set strikers, single selective 
trigger, 14 ins semi pistol grip stock, in maker's box, no. 
388423 250 350 340

924

(S2) 12 bore Nikko Shadow Trap over and under, ejector, 
290190 ins barrels, ¾ & ½, ½ ins broad stacked rib, 2¾ ins 
chambers, border and scroll engraved matt finished action, 
14½ ins Prince of Wales stock with gloss finish and recoil pad, 
no. S799913 250 350 300

925

(S2) 12 bore Browning Citori over and under, ejector, 30 ins 
barrels (top barrel full choke, lower barrel multi choke, ½ 
choke fitted), broad file cut ventilated rib with white bead 
sights, 2¾ ins chambers, polished action with acanthus scrolls, 
single selective trigger, 14¼ ins pistol grip stock with recoil 
pad, no. 24805PV 350 450 320



927

(S2) 12 bore Beretta S686 Special over and under, ejector, 28 
ins barrels, ic & ic, narrow file cut rib with bead sight, scroll 
and foliate engraved polished action signed P. Beretta, single 
selective trigger, 14¼ ins half pistol grip stock with Beretta 
butt cap, no. D12114B 400 600 340

928

(S2) 12 bore Browning B25 Game custom over and under , 
ejector, 27½ ins barrels, ½ & ¼, tapered file cut ventilated rib 
with bead sight, 2¾ ins chambers, side plated action engraved 
with deep acanthus scrolls and depicting Pheasant, 
Woodcock and Partridge, single selective trigger with 
engraved trigger guard, 15¼ ins highly figured Roach belly 
stock with leather covered recoil pad, no. 4462S72

3500 4500 3,500

929

(S2) 12 bore Browning (FN) B25 Evolution 2 over and under, 
30 ins barrels, ¾ & ½, broad file cut sighted and ventilated rib, 
2¾ ins chambers, polished black action with gold line inlay 
and marked Evolution 2, the underside with Olympic rings in 
gold above Browning, manual ejector lock-out, adjustable 
single selective trigger, highly figured stock and forend, half 
pistol grip with recoil pad, no. 325NMO1672, in maker's fitted 
leather case with two piece brass mounted cleaning rod, 
leather brush pouch, plated oil bottle and a pair of snap caps

1000 1500 1,300

930

(S2) 12 bore Rizzini V3 Sporting over and under, ejector, 30 
ins multi choke barrels (5 external chokes with key), steel 
shot proof with 76mm chambers, file cut ventilated rib with 
red line sight, matt black action with Rizzini and V3 logos, 
selective single trigger, 14½ ins pistol grip stock with gloss 
finish and recoil pad, no. 99505, in maker's foam lined 
transport case with user instructions and soft covers - as new

900 1200 720

931

(S2) 12 bore Silma M-80 over and under, ejector, 30 ins multi 
choke barrels (5 chokes with key), steel shot proof, broad file 
cut rib, 70mm chambers, etch engraved polished action, 
single trigger with barrel selector, 14¾ ins half pistol grip 
stock with recoil pad, no. 150894, boxed as new with 
instructions 200 300 190

932

(S2) 12 bore Franchi Sporting SL over and under, ejector, 30 
ins ventilated multi choke barrels (5 chokes with key), broad 
file cut ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, border engraved 
polished action, single trigger with barrel selector, 14½ ins 
pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 6003930, in maker's 
fitted hard plastic case with instructions

250 350 290



933

(S2) 12 bore Cogswell & Harrison Windsor over and under, 
ejector, 30 ins steel shot proof multi choke barrels (5 external 
chokes), file cut ventilated rib, 76mm chambers, scroll and 
bouquet engraved action signed Windsor, single selective 
trigger, 14½ ins pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 285865, 
as new in maker's fitted case with soft covers and instructions

400 600 340

935

(S2) 12 bore Rizzini over and under, ejector, 30 ins ventilated 
barrels, ¾ & ¼, broad ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, border 
engraved black action, single selective trigger in gold, 14 ins 
half pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 26193

100 150 60

936

(S2) 12 bore Winchester Pigeon Grade XTR over and under, 
ejector, 27 ins skeet choke barrels, file cut ventilated rib with 
white bead sights, 2¾ ins chambers, acanthus scroll and 
border engraved action with satin finish, single selective 
trigger, 14¾ ins half pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 
PK427981 200 250 230

938

(S2) 12 bore Browning B1 over and under, ejector, 27½ ins 
barrels, ½ & ¼, broad file cut ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers, 
polished scroll engraved action with single selective trigger in 
gold, 14¼ ins well figured half pistol grip stock with Browning 
butt cap, no. 55368S75 900 1200 900

940

(S2) 12 bore Bettinsoli Skeet over and under, ejector, 27 ins 
ventilated barrels, ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, scoop 
backed alloy action with satin finish, 15 ins half pistol grip 
stock with r/h palm swell and inset recoil pad, no. 35419

70 100 50

941

(S2) 12 bore Browning B1 over and under, 27½ ins barrels, ½ 
& ¼, tapered file cut ventilated rib with brass bead sight, 2¾ 
ins chambers, scroll engraved polished action with single 
selective trigger, 14½ ins roach-belly stock with FN butt cap, 
no. 863RNO5244 in maker's fitted vinyl gun case

500 700 620

942

(S2) Winchester 101 Three Barrel Skeet Set over and under 
ejector shotgun, 20 bore, 28 bore & .410 barrels each 28 ins 
with a file cut ventilated rib and brass bead sights, the 20 and 
28 bore barrels have 2¾ ins chambers, the .410 has 2½ ins 
chambers and each with their own forend, engraved action 
with single selective trigger, 13¾ ins Prince of Wales stock 
(butt cap missing), no. K235133, in maker's fitted vinyl case

800 1200 800

943

(S2) 16 bore Chapui-Armes Super-Orion over and under, 
ejector, 30 ins steel shot proof barrels, ¾ & ¾ choke, tapered 
file cut solid rib, 70mm chambers, fine acanthus scroll and 
game scene round body action, single trigger, well figured 
Prince of Wales stock, 15 ins with wood butt cap, no. 62465 
in maker's fitted transport case

1500 1800 1,400



944

(S2) 12 bore Miroku Model 6000GF III, ¾ & ½, ventilated rib, 
2¾ ins chambers, Acanthus scroll and border engraved action, 
single selective trigger, chequered tulip shaped forend, 
14,3/8 ins semi pistol grip stock, no.88412PY

120 180 160

947

(S2) 12 bore Winchester 101 XTR 'Water Fowl' over and 
under, ejector, 30½ ins ventilated barrels, cyl & cyl, cross-cut 
ventilated rib with bead sights, 3 ins chambers, acanthus 
scroll engraved polished action depicting Duck and Geese in 
flight, single selective trigger, 14 ins Prince of Wales stock 
with recoil pad, no. K532628E

200 250 160

948

(S2) 12 bore Lanber over and under, ejector, 29½ ins 
ventilated multi choke barrels (¾ & ¼ chokes fitted), file cut 
raised rib, 70mm chambers, engraved action with single 
selective trigger, 14½ ins half pistol grip stock with recoil pad, 
no. 285554 80 120 50

949

(S2) 12 bore Miroku 3800 Grade II over and under, ejector, 30 
ins barrels, ½ & ¼, broad rib, 2¾ ins chambers, engraved and 
polished action with single selective trigger, 14 ins half pistol 
grip stock with recoil pad, no. 33236PYTG2

150 250 220

950

(S2) 12 bore Rizzini over and under, ejector, 28 ins ventilated 
barrels, ¾ & ½, ½ ins file cut rib, 70mm chambers, engraved 
sideplated action with SST, 14¼ ins stock with recoil pad, no. 
49761 70 100 60

953

(S2) 12 bore Rizzini over and under, ejector, 28 ins ventilated 
barrels with broad file cut rib, full & ½, 70mm chambers, side 
plated action with SST, 14 ins half pistol grip stock with recoil 
pad, no. 30899 60 90 40

960

(S2) 12 bore Lanber Expulsor over and under, ejector, 28 ins 
multi choke barrels (5 chokes with key), file cut raised 
ventilated rib with red line sight, 76mm chambers, engraved 
polished action with satin finish and signed Lanber, single 
selective trigger, 14½ ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil 
pad, no. 130306231 200 250 260

961

(S2) 20 bore Bettinsoli Omega over and under, ejector, 27½ 
ins ventilated multi choke barrels (5 chokes with fitting key), 
steel shot proof, file cut ventilated rib with red line sight, 
76mm chambers, polished action depicting game birds, single 
selective trigger with engraved rolled-edge trigger guard, 14½ 
ins half pistol grip straight grain stock with rubber recoil pad, 
no. 258643, in foam lined transport case with instructions

300 400 420

962

(S2) 12 bore Browning over and under, ejector, 26 ins barrels, 
¾ & ¼, narrow file cut ventilated rib with bead sight, 2¾ ins 
chambers, engraved polished action with single selective 
trigger, 14¾ ins half pistol grip stock, no. 40166MM

200 300 230



963

(S2) 12 bore Miroku over and under, ejector, 28 ins barrels, 
full & ¼, ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers, black action, SST, 
14½ ins half pistol grip stock, no. 718618

100 200 130

965

(S2) 12 bore AYA MD2 over and under, ejector, 30 ins barrels, 
¾ & ¼, file cut ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, plain black 
action, selective single trigger, 15 ins well figured pistol grip 
stock with rubber butt pad, cased, no. 161-98. The gun 
appears to have had very little use.

800 1000 680

966

(S2) 12 bore AYA MD2 over and under, ejector, 28 ins 
ventilated barrels, ½ & ¼, file cut rib, 70mm chambers, plain 
black action, selective single trigger, 15 ins pistol grip stock, 
boxed, no. 159-98 n.b - forend wood missing

400 500 300

967

(S2) 12 bore Lincoln over and under, ejector, 29¾ ins 
ventilated barrels, full & ½, with an additional set of 25¾ ins 
barrels, ¼ & ¼, both with a broad file cut ventilated rib and 
70mm chambers, relief-etched engraved action, SST, 14¼ ins 
half pistol grip stock, no. 21794

100 150 50

970

(S2) 12 bore Beretta S56E over and under, ejector, 28 ins 
barrels, full & ½, hob cut ventilated rib with bead sight, 70mm 
chambers, banner and scroll engraved black action, SST, 14 
ins straight hand stock with gloss finish, no. P70127

200 300 200

972

(S2) 12 bore Browning (FN) over and under, ejector, 28 ins 
barrels, ½ & ¼, file cut ventilated rib with bead sight, 2¾ ins 
chambers, polished P. Lallemand engraved action depicting 
Duck and Partridge in flight, single selective trigger, well 
figured half pistol grip stock, 15 ins with ebonite extension, 
no. 251PR24171 500 700 440

973

(S2) 12 bore Beretta S686 Special over and under, ejector, 28 
ins multi choke barrels (¼ & ic fitted), slimline file cut rib with 
bead sight, 70mm chambers, polished action with bouquet 
and scroll engraving, single selective trigger with auto safety, 
14¼ ins half pistol grip stock, no. E03521B

400 600 420

977

(S2) 12 bore Winchester 101 XTR over and under, ejector (top 
ejector spring a/f), 28 ins ventilated multi choke barrels (ic & 
mod external chokes fitted), ventilated hob cut rib with bead 
sight, 3 ins magnum chambers, engraved action signed 
Winchester, SST, 14½ ins half pistol grip stock with recoil pad, 
no. K441777

70 100 50

978

(S2) 20 bore Rizzini over and under, ejector, 26 ins barrels, ic 
& ic, ventilated file cut rib, 76mm chambers, relief scroll 
engraved action with game scenes, single trigger with barrel 
selector, 14½ ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 10308

200 250 200



979

(S2) 28 bore Browning Citori over and under, ejector, 28 ins 
multi choke barrels (full &¼ chokes fitted), ventilated rib with 
bead sight, 2¾ ins chambers, acanthus scroll and game bird 
engraved action, single selective trigger, 14½ ins half pistol 
grip stock with Browning butt cap, no. 34618MR131

300 500 380

980

(S2) 12 bore Rizzini over and under, ejector, 28 ins ventilated 
barrels, full & ½, broad file cut sighted rib, 70mm chambers, 
engraved and polished side-plated action, SST, 13¾ ins semi 
pistol grip stock with r/h palm swell, no. 53916

70 100 50

981

(S2) 12 bore Lanber Expulsor Magnum over and under, 
ejector, 30 ins multi choke barrels (½ & ¼ fitted), ventilated 
rib, 76mm chambers, engraved action with SST, 14½ ins semi 
pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 130307673

70 100 100

983

(S2) 12 bore Nikko Shadow over and under, ejector, 27½ ins 
skeet barrels, ½ ins ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers, engraved 
polished action, single selective trigger, 14½ ins gloss finished 
Prince of Wales stock with recoil pad, no. S799586

100 200 50

988

(S2) 12 bore Parker Hale, over and under, ejector, 27 ins 
barrels, ¾ & ¼, ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers, polished scroll 
and border engraved action, single selective trigger, 14¾ ins 
semi pistol grip stock, no.K462920

100 200 60

989

(S2) 12 bore Mauser Mod73/E over and under, ejector, 27¾ 
ins barrels, full & ½, file cut ventilated rib, engraved action 
with matt silver finish, cross bolt locking, single trigger, 14½ 
ins half pistol grip straight grain stock with recoil pad, no. 
039462 60 90 45

994

(S2) 12 bore Medallist Trap over and under, ejector, 30 ins 
barrels, ¾ & ½, file cut ventilated rib with bead sights, 70mm 
chambers, relief acanthus scroll engraved action, SST, 14¾ ins 
straight grain half pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 135331

100 200 60

996

(S2) 20 bore Italian over and under, 28 ins barrels, ¾ & cyl, 
ventilated rib, 76mm chambers, single trigger, 14 ins half 
pistol grip stock, no. 519953 50 80 60

998

(S2) 12 bore Miroku 3800 over and under, ejector, 28 ins 
barrels (recent steel shot proof), ic & ic, engine turned 
ventilated rib with white bead sights, 70mm chambers, 
engraved black action with original finish, single selective 
trigger, 14½ ins figured half pistol grip stock with recoil pad, 
no. 2231035 250 350 300



999

(S2) 12 bore Beretta S687 EELL Diamond Pigeon over and 
under, ejector, 25 ins barrels, ¼ & ic, file cut ventilated rib 
with bead sight, 76mm chambers, and additional set of 28 ins 
barrels, ½ & ¼, also with a file cut ventilated rib and 76mm 
chambers, border and scroll engraved action signed P. 
Beretta, the engraved side plates depicting Woodcock and 
Duck in flight over water, single trigger with barrel selection, 
highly figured 14½ ins stock, half pistol grip with vacant oval 
and wood butt cap, no. M09949B

2000 3000 2,100

1000

(S2) 12 bore Perazzi MX8 over and under, ejector, 30 ins 
barrels, ¼ & ¼, tapered file cut ventilated rib with bead sight, 
70mm chambers, black action with single trigger and 
retaining most original finish, 15 ins half pistol grip straight 
grain stock with adjustable comb and Kick-Eez recoil pad, no. 
99842, in maker's fitted transport case with spare firing pins 
and springs 2500 3500 2,500

The Newnham Street Sale [Timed Onlin-only Auction]
Lot Description Low est High est Result

1001
9MM Sterling MK III Sub Machine Gun with 34 rds magazine, 
no. KR3772 - Deactivated with EU certificate 250 350 460

1002

WWI .455 Webley Mark VI service revolver, no. 161532 
(Deactivated with EU certificate), with leather holster by L.B. 
Crout Ltd, dated 1915 250 350 352

1003

.38-55 Winchester M1894 'Chief Crazy Horse' 
commemorative lever action rifle, 23½ ins round barrel with 
tube magazine, engraved action Sioux tribe scenes with full 
colour, well figured wood with brass stud decoration and 
satin finish, no. CCH110 - Deactivated with EU certificate

250 450 262

1005

.32(Wcf) Winchester Model 1892 lever action carbine, 19½ 
ins round barrel, tube magazine, straight stock with steel 
crescent butt plate, no. 548791 - Deactivated with EU 
certificate 250 350 404

1014

Flintlock Blunderbuss with 13½ ins fullstocked barrel, steel 
ramrod, steel lock stamped Manton, brass furniture and butt 
plate - Deactivated with EU certificate

150 250 126

1015

.320 Daisy martini action carbine, 22½ ins octagonal barrel 
with engine turned top flat, blade and leaf sights, scroll and 
border engraved action and back strap retaining some 
original finish, semi pistol grip stock with steel butt plate, no. 
2745 - Deactivated with EU certificate

150 250 16

1016
5.5mm AC Brocock 6 shot single action revolver, no. R4883 - 
Deactivated with EU certificate 100 200 42

1017
.22 AC Uberti Colt 6 shot single action revolver, no. AC2996 - 
Deactivated with EU certificate 100 150 122



1019

.22rf Quackenbush, bolt action swing breech rifle, 18 ins 
barrel, iron open sights, 13½ ins stock with crescent steel butt 
plate - Deactivated with EU certificate

100 200 50
1020 Six various sheath knives 30 40 22

1021
Bowie knife with sheath, 6 ins blade, brass cross guard, brass 
studded slab grips 20 40 32

1022 Collins & Co. Legitmus machete no. 1250, dated 1940 20 30 26

1023

Martini Henry Yataghan sword bayonet, 22¾ ins single edged 
and fullered blade, metal studded chequered grips

30 50 42

1024
Ten various pocket knives with horn and wooden handles, 
modern & vintage 30 40 12

1025
Ten various military issue and other vintage pocket knives

30 40 24
1026 Ten various single-blade pocket knives 20 30 34

1027
Ten various military issue and other vintage pocket knives

30 40 26

1028

Bowie knife by J. Nowill & Sons, 6½ ins blade, bound leather 
grips in leather sheath, and another Bowie knife, 5½ ins blade 
with horn handle (2) 30 40 20

1029

German Scout knife, 4¼ ins single edged blade stamped 
Monarch and Solingen, chequered grips with inset fleur-de-
lys, black painted metal sheath 30 50 26

1030

4.5mm G10 repeating air pistol, Daisy lever action BB air rifle, 
Black Widow catapult, two tubs of BBs and three various 
knives 40 50 62

1031
4.5mm Colt (Umarex) SAA.45 Co2 air pistol (gunmetal finish), 
boxed with instructions 40 60 48

1032
4.5mm Colt (Umarex) SAA.45 Co2 air pistol (blued finish), 
boxed with instructions 40 60 48

1033

4.5mm Smith & Wesson (Umarex) Model 586 (6 ins) Co2 air 
pistol, in foam lined carry case with instructions

50 70 72

1034
.177 Heckler & Koch (Umarex) MP5K-PDW Co2 air gun, boxed 
with instructions 50 80 88

1035
.22 Weihrauch HW 45 Black Star air pistol, boxed as new with 
instructions 80 120 170

1036
4.5mm Gamo GP-20 Combat Co2 air pistol, boxed with 
instructions 20 40 30

1037
4.5mm Gamo PT-85 Blowback semi automatic Co2 air pistol, 
boxed with instructions 40 60 24

1038

4.5mm Gamo PT-85 Tactical Blowback long barrel semi 
automatic Co2 air pistol, boxed with scope, torch, red-dot 
sight and instructions 50 80 52

1039 Three replica Colt revolvers by Denix, each boxed 40 60 30

1040
Two replica .45 Colt Single Action Army revolvers by Kolser, 
each boxed 30 50 38

1041
Replica Smith & Wesson New Model revolver by Denix, boxed

30 50 10



1042
Replica Colt Dragoon percussion revolver by Denix, boxed

30 50 10
1043 Two replica revolvers by Denix & Kolser, each boxed 30 50 4

1044
9mm Bruni ME Ranger 1873 Colt Single Action Army blank 
firing revolver, boxed 30 50 32

1045
8mm Bruni 96 semi automatic blank firing pistol, and another 
[unknown] Colt type blank firing revolver (2) 30 50 106

1046 Three replica revolvers 30 40 14
1047 Replica Enfield three-band musket by Denix, boxed 30 50 42

1048
Two Replica Winchester M1866 Saddle Ring Carbines, grey & 
bronze finish, by Denix 40 60 34

1049
Replica M1892 'John Wayne' Winchester lever action carbine 
by Denix, boxed 40 60 42

1050 Replica Saddle Ring Carbine and Rolling Block rifle (2) 30 40 20
1051 Replica revolver-rifle and flintlock musket (2) 20 40 14
1052 Replica German Flintlock-Axe pistol by Denix, boxed 20 30 10

1053
5.5mm SMK break barrel air rifle, open sights with camo 
painted stock 30 40 36

1054 4.5mm Gamo 361-S break barrel air rifle 20 40 18

1055

5.5mm Original Model 50E underlever air rifle, open sights, 
tap loading, half pistol grip stock n.b. surface corrosion

30 40 74

1056

5.5mm Kral AI 155-S break barrel air rifle, open sights with 3-
9 x 40 PAO mil-dot scope, black synthetic stock with recoil 
pad, no. H36391, in padded gun slip with quantity of pellets 
and lock 40 60 68

1057
.177 SMK Syntarg break barrel air rifle, 4 x 20 scope, synthetic 
skeleton stock 30 50 32

1058
.22 Crosman 2250B Co2 bolt action air rifle with Crosman 4 x 
15 scope, skeleton stock 30 50 82

1059
4.5mm Swiss Arms underlever air rifle, open sights, boxed

30 40 36
1060 Ratbag & Remington canvas air gun slips (2) 10 20 16

1098

Two 8mm blank firing revolvers by Pietta: 1851 Colt and 1858 
Remington New Model Army, in and oak presentation box 
with quantity of blanks 50 100 132

1099
6mm Webley Sports Starting Pistol with 6 shot bar magazine

20 30 28

1100
.25/8mmK Gun Toys Brigadier Mod.95 starter pistol, nvn

40 60 22
1101 (S1) .243(Win) Wildcat Predator 8 moderator 40 60 114

1102
(S1) .308 Wildcat Predator 8 moderator (RFD Sale Only)

30 50 72

1103

(S1) .22 CZ452-2E bolt action rifle, 15 ins screw cut barrel 
(moderator available), receiver cut with scope grooves (sights 
removed), 5 shot magazine, half pistol grip stock with sling, 
no. 830008 30 40 22



1104

(S1) .22-250 Remington Model 700 bolt action rifle, 25 ins 
barrel (sights removed), internal magazine, black synthetic 
stock with cheek piece and recoil pad, sling swivel studs, no. 
E6892429 60 100 82

1105

(S1) .22 Ruger 10/22 semi automatic carbine, 19 ins barrel 
threaded for moderator (moderator available), BX-25 
magazine, black synthetic stock, no. 232-45771 30 50 32

1106

(S1) Three rifles: .22 Armscor bolt action, 23 ins screw cut 
barrel, 10 shot magazine, no. A890660; .22 Remington 
Fieldmaster pump action, 24 ins screw cut barrel, tube 
magazine, no. 1729524; .22 Ruger 10/22 semi automatic, 19 
ins screw cut barrel, magazine absent, no. 236-21735 (3)

20 40 34

1108

(S2) Two 12 bore Midland Gun Co. over and under, ejector 
shotguns, 27 & 27½ ins barrels, 70mm chambers, engraved 
actions with single triggers, each with a 14 ins half pistol grip 
stock, no's. 99191 & 14215 (2)

50 100 60

1110

(S2) 12 bore Spanish master boxlock ejector, 27¾ ins chopper 
lump barrels, ic & ½, game rib with bead sight, 70mm 
chambers, polished steel treble grip action, 14½ ins straight 
hand stock, no. 101695 30 50 32

1111

(S2) Two double hammer guns: 12 bore G. E. Lewis with 29¾ 
ins barrels (black powder proof), ¼ & ¼, back action locks 
with rebounding hammers, rotary underlever opening, 14½ 
ins straight hand stock with steel butt plate, no. 8797; 16 
bore Belgian, 29½ ins barrels signed Oette Gebr Hamberg, 
back action locks, top lever opening with cross bolt, 14 ins 
half pistol grip stock with cheek piece, sling swivels, no. 1792 
(2) 60 100 78

1112

(S1) .223(Rem) CZ 527 American bolt action rifle, 22½ ins 
screw cut barrel (pitting to exterior), 3 shot magazine, half 
pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. B0224; .22 Voere semi 
automatic rifle, 21 ins barrel, 8 shot magazine, 4 x 32 Nikko 
Stirling Special scope, no. 155164 (2)

50 100 22

1113

(S1) .243(Win) CZ 601 ZKK bolt action rifle, 21 ins screw cut 
barrel, internal magazine with hinged floor plate, 30mm 
scope rings, half pistol grip stock, no. 59349 40 60 30

1114
(S1) .30-06 Mauser M-03 barrel, 20¾ ins, screw cut for 
moderator, no. M004502 100 200 50

1116

(S1) .223 (rem) Howa Model 1500, bolt action rifle, internal 
box magazine, 23½ ins heavy barrel threaded for moderator, 
Timney trigger, fitted picatinny rail, no.B374887

30 50 202



1117

(S1) .308 Steyr Mannlicher Tactical Scout, bolt action rifle in 
full camo, (no magazine), 19 ins barrel threaded for 
moderator, (over barrel moderator available, pop up blade 
and aperture sights, built in picatinny style scope rail, hand 
stop rail, sling swivels, no.SC1005394

70 100 182

1118

(S1) .222 CZ 527, bolt action rifle, (no magazine), 23½ ins 
barrel, raised pipe foresight (no rear sight), scope blocks, 
Monte Carlo stock, no.61511 100 150 110

1122

(S1) .22 CZ 452-2E bolt action rifle, 24½ ins barrel with SAK 
moderator, 5 shot magazine, 3-9 x 40 Simmons Pro Sport 
scope, half pistol grip stock, no. 779007 40 60 22

1123

(S1) .22 Anschutz 1450 bolt action rifle, 19 ins barrel with 
Parker Hale moderator, 5 shot magazine, no. 1104729

20 40 2

1124

(S1) .22 CZ 452 bolt action rifle, 24 ins barrel with Parker hale 
moderator fitted, 5 shot magazine, 6 x 45WA Nikko Stirling 
Platinum scope, semi pistol grip stock with leather sling, no. 
730569 40 60 50

1125

(S1) .22 Anschutz 1411 Match 54 bolt action target rifle, 27½ 
ins heavy barrel (surface corosion), pistol grip target stock, 
no. 43142 40 60 40

1128

(S1) .22 Marlin Model 70 semi automatic rifle, 18 ins sighted 
barrel, 5 shot magazine, mounted 4 x 32 Bushmaster scope, 
no. 14478831 50 70 22

1129

(S1) .17(Hmr) CZ 452-2E bolt action rifle, 22 ins barrel with 
fitted moderator, mounted 6-24 x 44 scope, semi pistol grip 
stock with recoil pad, no. A166443 (no magazine)

50 70 52

1130

(S1) .17(Hmr) CZ 452-2E bolt action rifle, 22 ins heavy barrel 
with fitted moderator, 5 shot magazine, semi pistol grip stock 
with recoil pad, no. A421813 50 70 52

1131

(S1) .17(Hmr) CZ 452-2E bolt action rifle, 21 ins heavy barrel, 
threaded for moderator, 5 shot magazine, semi pistol grip 
stock with recoil pad, no. 842512 50 70 42

1132

(S1) .22 Anschutz bolt action rifle, 14 ins barrel with fitted 
Parker Hale moderator, mounted 3-9 x 45 scope, 10 shot 
magazine, semi pistol grip stock with sling swivels, no. 
1437675 40 60 44

1133

(S1) .22 CZ bolt action rifle, 25 ins barrel with fitted 
moderator, hooded blade foresight, mounted 3-9 x 40 scope, 
5 shot magazine, pistol grip stock with sling, no. 379808

50 70 24

1134

(S1) .22 CZ bolt action rifle, 25 ins screw cut barrel, mounted 
4 x 40 scope, pistol grip stock with leather sling, no. 418852 
(no magazine) 40 60 20

1135

(S1) 12 bore Beretta Mod A 302 semi automatic, multi shot, 
27 ins barrel, ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, engraved black 
receiver with maker's name, 14 ins pistol grip stock, no. 
G20090E 50 70 68



1251

(S2) 12 bore Spanish Master boxlock non ejector, 28 ins 
barrels, plain steel action, 14¼ ins stock with recoil pad, no. 
101898; 12 bore Gunmark Kestrel non ejector, 27½ ins 
barrels, banner and scroll engraved action, 14¾ ins stock, no. 
277832 (2) 30 50 12

1252

(S2) 12 bore Army & Navy boxlock non ejector, 28 ins barrels, 
cyl & ½, scroll and border engraved treble grip action with 
maker's name, 14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 60095; 12 
bore English boxlock non ejector, 25¾ ins sleeved barrels, 
border engraved treble grip action, 14½ ins half pistol grip 
stock, no. 21110 (2) 30 50 42

1256

(S2) 12 bore Lanber over and under, 27½ ins barrels, ½ & ¼, 
ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, engraved action, single 
trigger with barrel selection, 14¼ ins half pistol grip stock with 
recoil pad, no. 132690 30 50 4

1257

(S2) 12 bore B. Rizzini over and under, ejector, 27½ ins 
ventilated barrels, ½ & ic, broad ventilated rib, 70mm 
chambers, border engraved action, single selective trigger, 
14½ ins pistol grip stock with right-hand palm swell and recoil 
pad, no. 3431; 12 bore Lanber over and under, ejector, 27½ 
ins multi choke barrels (¼ & cyl fitted), ventilated rib, 70mm 
chambers, single trigger with barrel selector, 14½ ins stock 
with recoil pad, no. 299938 (2)

60 100 32

1258

(S2) 12 bore Lanber over and under, ejector, 29½ ins multi 
choke barrels (5 chokes), ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, 
single selective trigger, 14½ ins semi pistol grip stock with 
recoil pad, no. 359977; 12 bore Rizzini over and under, 
ejector, 27 ins ventilated barrels, ¼ & ic, hob cut rib, 70mm 
chambers, engraved sideplated action, 14¼ ins semi pistol 
grip stock with recoil pad, no. 40826 (2)

60 100 184

1260

(S2) Two 12 bore Belgian boxlock non-ejectors: 26 ins barrels, 
ic & ¼, 70mm chambers, engraved action, 14½ ins straight 
hand stock, no. 9340; 27½ ins barrels by St Etienne, ½ & ¾, 
70mm chambers, action with some colour and under lever 
opening, 14½ ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 24899 (2)

40 60 48

1262

(S2) Two 12 bore Lanber over and under ejectors: 27¾ ins 
multi choke barrels, (¼ fitted), file cut ventilated rib, 70mm 
chambers, wild fowl engraved action, single selective trigger, 
15 ins pistol grip stock, no. 253861; 27½ ins multi choke 
ventilated barrels (5 chokes with fitting key), raised rib, 
70mm chambers, bouquet and acanthus scroll engraved 
action, single selective trigger, 14½ ins pistol grip stock, no. 
296521 (2)

100 150 68



1264

(S2) 12 bore Armitalia S. Hunter 80 boxlock ejector, 27½ ins 
barrels, ¼ & ¾, 70mm chambers, etch-engraved polished 
action, 14½ ins straight hand stock, no. DS25200

40 60 12

1266

(S2) 12 bore Rizzini over and under, ejector, 26 ins skeet 
choke barrels, broad rib, 70mm chambers, side-plated action, 
SST, 14 ins stock with recoil pad, no. 37939; 12 bore Century 
over and under, 28 ins barrels, 14½ ins stock, no. 33411 (2)

50 80 12

1267

(S2) .410 Webley & Scott bolt action, 25½ ins barrel, 14½ ins 
stock, no. 54003; .410 Anschutz bolt action, 25½ ins barrel, 3 
ins chamber, 14 ins stock, no. 288268; .410 bolt action 
Grange Gun, 24½ ins barrel, 13½ ins stock, no. 50 (3)

30 60 36

1268

(S2) 12 bore boxlock ejector by AYA, 28 ins chopper lump 
barrels, ¼ & ¾, game rib, 70mm chambers, border engraved 
action with full colour, disc strikers, 14¾ ins straight hand 
stock, no.519131 50 100 82

1269

(S2) 12 bore Borghesi, over and under, 28 ins barrels, full & ¾, 
ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, border and bouquet 
decorated action, 14,3/8 ins straight hand stock including 
recoil pad, no.4012 30 40 30

1273

(S2) 28 bore (converted from a .230 Rook Rifle) hammer by 
Gallyon, 28¼ ins octagonal barrel stamped Gallyon & Sons 
Cambridge, side lever opening, chequered horn tipped 
forend, 14½ ins Prince of Wales stock, no.496

50 100 64

1276

(S2) 12 bore Remington 3200, over and under, ejector, 30 ins 
vented barrels, full & full, raised ventilated rib, 2¾ ins 
chambers, scroll and pointer engraved black action, single 
selective trigger, 14½ ins pistol grip stock including recoil pad, 
no.19192 80 120 90

1277

(S1) 12 bore Remington 1100, semi automatic, 5 shot, 25½ 
ins ½ choke barrel, ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chamber, black 
receiver, 14 ins pistol grip stock, no.218680V

50 100 58

1281

(S2) 12 bore Rizzini over and under, ejector, 26 ins skeet 
choked ventilated barrels, broad ventilated rib, 70mm 
chambers, relief engraved side plated action with SST, 14¼ ins 
straight grain half pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 31817

60 90 22

1282

(S2) 12 bore Laurona sidelock ejector, 26 ins barrels, ¼ & ½, 
Churchill rib, 70mm chambers, game scene engraved treble 
grip action with cocking indicators and concealed third bite, 
disc strikers, 14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 191112

80 120 82

1283

(S2) Two 12 bore Baikal over and under, single trigger, ejector 
shotguns, each with 27¾ ins barrels, no's. X00088 & 9181871 
(2) 50 100 6



1285

(S2) 12 bore Remington Model 1100, semi automatic, three 
shot, 28 ins ½ choke barrel (recent proof), ventilated rib, 2¾ 
ins chamber, engraved black receiver, 14,5/8 ins pistol grip 
stock with recoil pad, no.L399580V

100 150 80

1286

(S2) 12 bore Miroku over and under, ejector, 28 ins barrels, ½ 
& ¼, engine turned ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers, black 
action signed B.C. Miroku, single selective trigger, 14½ ins 
semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 705114

100 200 12

1287

(S2) 12 bore Beretta S56E over and under, ejector, 28 ins 
barrels, full & ¾, engine turned ventilated rib, 70mm 
chambers, engraved action with maker's name, 14 ins semi 
pistol grip stock, no. 05677 100 150 30

1289

(S2) 12 bore sidelock ejector by Ugartechea, 27¾ ins barrels, 
¼ & ½, concave rib with bead sight, 70mm chambers, scroll 
and border engraved treble grip action, 15 ins straight hand 
stock, no. 72232 200 250 56

1290

(S2) 12 bore BSA boxlock non ejector, 30 ins barrels, ic & ¾, 
70mm chambers, black action with maker's mark, 14 ins 
straight hand stock, no. 33206; 12 bore Belgian boxlock non 
ejector, 27½ ins barrels, ¼ & ½, 70mm chambers, engraved 
treble grip action, 15 ins stock, no. 18575 (2)

40 60 42

1296

(S2) 12 bore Beretta Mod. A 302 semi automatic, 3 shot, 27½ 
ins barrel, ½ choke, engine turned ventilated rib, 70mm 
chamber, engraved black receiver, 14 ins pistol grip stock, no. 
G11933E 100 150 24

1297

(S2) 12 bore AYA boxlock non ejector, 28 ins barrels, ½ & full, 
70mm chambers, 14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 196010; 12 
bore AYA boxlock non ejector, 28 ins barrels, ic & ic, 70mm 
chambers, 14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 257600 (2)

30 50 24

1298

(S2) 12 bore AYA Yeoman boxlock non ejector, 28 ins barrels, 
¼ & full, engine turned rib, 70mm chambers, 14½ ins straight 
hand stock, no. 414519; 12 bore AYA Yeoman boxlock non 
ejector, 28 ins barrels, ¼ & full, engine turned rib, 70mm 
chambers, 14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 369662 (2)

30 50 4

1301

(S2) 12 bore Bettinsoli over and under, ejector, 30 ins 
ventilated barrels, full & ¾, file cut ventilated rib with bead 
sight, 70mm chambers, scroll and bouquet engraved action, 
selective single trigger, 14½ ins pistol grip stock with recoil 
pad, no. 35106 70 100 50



1302

(S2) 20 bore italian over and under, ejector, 27½ ins 
ventilated barrels, ½ & ¼, 76mm chambers, single trigger, 14 
ins pistol grip stock, no. 120476; 20 bore Revo Premium 
Game over and under, 28 ins multi choke barrels (ic & cyl 
fitted), 76mm chambers, selective single trigger, 14 ins pistol 
grip stock, no. 200150 (2)

100 200 202

1304

(S2) Seven 12 bore over and under shotguns: Marocchi, 28 ins 
barrels, no. 29647; Lanber, 27½ ins barrels, no. 287716; 
Lanber, 29½ barrels, no. 286735; Sabatti, 27 ins barrels, no. 
34663; Sarasketa, 28 ins barrels, no. R4120; Baikal, 28¼ ins 
barrels, no. CN 4996; Fabarm, 30 ins barrels, no. 76532 (7)

70 100 102

1305

(S2) 12 bore Brevette pump action, 3 shot, 28 ins barrel, ½ 
choke, 70mm chamber, black receiver, 14 ins pistol grip 
stock, no. 119112 30 40 32

1306

(S2) .410 Belgian semi hammer, 29 ins part octagonal barrel, 
folding side lever action, 14 ins straight hand stock with steel 
butt plate, nvn 30 40 12

1307

(S2) 12 bore Cogswell & Harrison Windsor over and under, 
ejector, 30 ins steel shot proof multi choke barrels (5 external 
chokes), file cut ventilated rib, 76mm chambers, scroll and 
bouquet engraved action signed Windsor, single selective 
trigger, 14½ ins pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 292430, 
as new in maker's fitted case with soft covers and instructions

400 600 318

1309

(S2) 12 bore double hammer gun by Gough & Son, 30 ins 
nitro proof barrels, ¼ & ½, top rib inscribed Gough & Son 
Birmingham, 2½ ins chambers, lever action a/f, rebounding 
hammers, 1 ins semi pistol grip stock with vacant oval, no. 
26717 40 60 188

1311

(S2) .410 BSA single, 24¼ ins barrel, 76mm chamber, folding 
action, 13½ ins stock (repaired crack), no. 028167

30 40 4

1312

(S2) 16 bore FN boxlock non ejector, 27 ins barrels, 65mm 
chambers, black action with concealed third bite, 15 ins 
straight hand stock with recoil pad, no. 3002; 12 bore boxlock 
non ejector by Joseph Bourne & Son, 28 ins barrels, cyl & ½, 
concave rib inscribed maker's name, 2½ ins chambers, plain 
steel action, 14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 53926 (2)

40 60 32

1313

(S2) 12 bore Remington 11-87 Premier semi automatic, 3 
shot, 27½ ins multi choke barrel, engine turned ventilated rib, 
76mm chamber, black receiver with banner and scroll 
engraving, 14 ins half pistol grip stock with gloss finish and 
recoil pad, no. PC582248

100 150 62

1351

Large box of assorted gun spares incl. scope, swivels, springs, 
trigger guards, triggers, sights, powder flasks etc.

50 70 72



1352
Box containing Lightwood chamber gauges: 18.2mm - 
19.1mm 30 40 32

1353
Two parker Hale wooden handle screwdrivers, and two 
chequering tools 30 40 44

1354 Boxed Tasco Shot Saver bore sight #30/35E 30 40 30

1356
Bisley Deluxe 0-60mm spotting scope with tripod and pair of 
ear defenders 40 50 40

1358 Texas Star' spinning target 40 60 62
1359 5 x sprung steel 'skittle' targets with pegs 30 40 38
1360 5 x sprung steel 'skittle' targets with pegs 30 40 32
1361 Boxed 6-gun folding rack 30 40 56
1362 6-gun folding rack 30 40 58
1363 Tetra gun cleaning kit and 2 padded gun slips 20 30 28
1364 Two air rifle moderators 10 20 12

1365
Three rifle magazines: .22(Wmr)/.17(Hmr) Anschutz 5 shot; 
.22 Remington 597 5 shot; .22 for CZ 5 shot 20 30 22

1366 Padded gun slip by Browning 20 30 24

1367

Box of various gun accessories inc. BSA scope, bipods, Bianchi 
Ranger holster, Benelli recoil adaptor, ear defenders, primed 
Fiocchi 12 bore plastic cases, 12 bore plastic wads etc.

40 60 40

1368

Quantity of Shooting Times magazines (1967-1970), with 6 
books on shooting to incl. Shotgun Marksmanship

20 30 2

1369
(S2) Webley & Scott 12 bore to .410 adapter with 3 ins 
chamber 30 40 30

1370 7 x air gun pellet catchers 20 30 10

1371
Tin containing Swarovski sights and headphones for 
assistance with sight impaired shooting 100 150 112

1372
Anschutz rifle rest, and 2 left-handed shooting gloves, size L

30 50 18
1374 6 x 32 AGS scope, boxed 20 30 24

1375

Small tray of mixed reloading and shooting equipment inc. 
Lee cutter and lock stud, FMA flashlight clamps, caseholders 
etc. 20 30 34

1376

Box of mixed shooting accessories to inc. slings, Jack Pyle 
pouches and barrel cover, gun lock, Birdmaster hand flingers, 
shoe covers, etc. 20 30 30

1377 Box of Nikko Stirling rifle scope mounts 20 40 28
1378 6 x Lee Enfield No.4 unfinished stocks 30 50 58
1379 Large bag of approx. 20 3XM1 shooting sticks 40 60 62

1381
Three gun slips, gun cleaning kits, and a Shakespeare fishing 
bag 20 30 24

1382
D142 Night Vision scope in carry case with riser mounts

30 50 92
1383 Parker Hale P14/P17 rear target sight 80 120 112
1384 Sten Gun sight adjustor 30 50 14
1385 SMLE sighting aid 30 40 10
1386 A1 L96A1 rear back up sight 80 120 62
1387 K98 cleaning kit in metal tin 30 50 10



1388 Night vision unit with adaptors and carry case 30 40 20
1389 Four walking sticks with figured handles 30 50 24
1390 Three various gun slips and a game bag 20 40 12
1391 2 leather shot flasks, and horn powder flask 20 30 38
1392 Bowman clay trap 30 40 4

1395

3 boxes of various pigeon decoys inc. 3 x rubber, full body, 
half body, NRA Fud decoys, pegs etc. together with various 
pigeon flappers, cradles, floaters, and pigeon whirley with 
battery and arms 30 60 52

1396 Popup hide in carry bag 30 50 32
1397 Four camouflage nets and hide net 20 40 32
1399 Garden gun stock with ejector slide and bolt 20 40 10

1400
Seven various framed and glazed coloured prints of country 
sports, animals, etc. 30 50 4

1401
Tweed shooting coat, size M, and tweed shooting waistcoat, 
size M (2) 50 70 42

1402
8 bore leather cartridge belt, with reproduction folding knife

30 40 18
1403 4 x YUASA 12V batteries 10 20 28

1404
Two Brady hand sewn 12 bore leather cartridge belts - as new

20 30 52

1405
Three Brady canvas and leather 12 bore cartridge belts - as 
new 20 30 40

1406
A good quality tan leather fleece lined gun slip by Parsons & 
Son, max. internal length 49 ins 50 80 98

1407
Hamilton Rifle slipstand in Jack Pyke English Oak Camouflage, 
new 30 40 32

1408 Hamilton deluxe rifle slip stand in sandstone, new 30 40 40

1409

20 bore Brady canvas and leather cartridge belt, together 
with two Brady 16 bore hand sewn leather cartridge belts - as 
new (3) 20 30 38

1410 Two Brady 12 bore hand sewn leather cartridge belts 20 30 42

1411
Hamilton Rifle slipstand in Jack Pyke English Oak Camouflage, 
new 30 40 48

1412 Hamilton Deluxe rifle slipstand in sandstone, new 30 40 32

1413
Leg o' mutton leather gun case, 2 slips, and cartridge belt

30 40 20

1414
Three Master Lock gun locks, with keys - new in blister pack

10 20 16
1415 3-9 x 40 Hawke Vantage scope with mounts 20 30 24

1416
Five various air rifle scopes, two air rifle moderators, bipod, 
part chronograph and quantity of Co2 capsules 30 50 66

1417

Boxed Weaver Split King pivot mount, 4x40 Nikko Stirling 
Silver Crown scope, and 4x32 Nikko Stirling Silver crown 
scope 30 40 26

1418 Box containing approx. 250 mini clays 40 60 10
1419 Birdmaster Maxi clay trap 40 60 4
1420 Clay Sport clay trap with seat 40 60 4
1421 Hand clay launcher in wooden box 20 30 34
1422 8mm, 9mm & .32S&W blank cartridges 10 20 8



1423
.303 Mk7 ammunition transport box dated 19.10.54 and two 
other ammunition tins (3) 30 40 26

1424 Barnett Lightning crossbow in bag with accessories 40 60 204

1425

Fleece lined canvas and leather gun slip, a Parsons fleece 
lined canvas gun slip, and Quality Gunslips canvas slip (3)

40 50 18

1426
Two wall mounted plastic coated metal gun racks, each to 
carry 7 guns 30 40 62

1427
(S1) .22 rifle barrel sleeve (unchambered), length 30 ins

10 20 42
1428 Guns Review back catalogue 1977-85, complete 20 30 22

1429

Two wooden ram rods, aluminium muzzle loaders ramrod, 
12/16 bore cleaning mop and two rifle cleaning rods (6)

20 30 22

1430
Reproduction cast iron advertising sign for Winchester, 12 ins 
x 6½ ins 20 30 34

1431 Three leather shoulder holsters 30 40 20

1432
Box containing approx. 15 air pistols for spares or repair, inc. 
Crosman 50 70 152

1433
Approx. 10 Sheridan Cowboy Co2 revolvers - parts only, for 
spares or repair 30 50 88

1434
Miniature crossbow, with 10 x 6½ins bolts, together with 
small wooden ammunition box 20 30 24

1435 Two Deben Tracer gunlights, boxed with accessories 30 50 20

1436
ATN DN4900 Night Vision scope, cased with batteries and 
accessories 50 70 114

1437
Green canvas game bag, together with Bisley 12 bore 
cleaning kit, and Parker Hale cleaning kit 30 50 38

1438
Boxed PAO Topaz Pre-Mount Duplex 2 x 20 long eye relief 
pistol scope with mounts 20 40 18

1439

Quantity of .22 air pellets together with a .22 Benjamin EB22 
air pistol (for spares or repair) and small quantity of collector 
pellets in part tins 40 60 82

1440
'The Competitor' clay trap, boxed, together with an Easy 
Throw double clay thrower, boxed 30 40 14

1441 Beretta clay shooting bag/belt, as new 20 40 12

1442
Box containing 6 various cartridge belts, inc. .410 and 12 
bore, and a leather cartridge bag 30 50 38

1443
'Hunting By Ear' book and 2-vinyl set by Michael Berry and 
D.W.E Brock 10 20 24

1444

Bag containing various shooting accessories inc. shooting 
glasses, optical centre punch, headnet, stock covers, Beretta 
12 bore mop/snapcaps, .22 brushes, forends etc.

20 40 12

1445
Bag containing powder and shot flask parts inc. nozzles, and 
brass decapper 30 40 82

1446 Bag containing 50 rabbit nets 30 50 4
1447 Large box of various string and paracord 30 40 18
1448 X3M1 telescopic tripod shooting stick 10 20 22



1449
Parker Hale PH-5C adjustable rear aperture sight & Wilkes 
Precision tunnel front sight 40 60 122

1450 Brocock air pump 20 30 12

1451
Four various gun slips, two cartridge bags and a 12 bore 
canvas cartridge belt 20 30 52

1452

Six mounted, framed & glazed reproduction trade labels E. J. 
Churchill, William Powell, Stephen Grant & Sons, and others 
(2 frames) 30 50 4

1453

Five Gunmakers trade labels: Holland & Holland, Westley 
Richards & Co., Adams's Patent Revolver, Williams & Powell, 
William Ling 40 60 14

1455 Crow trap 30 40 12
1456 An oak 8 gun rack 40 60 60

1457
Pigeon decoy set inc. 12V battery in case, motor, steel rods, 
and 2 pigeon decoys 30 50 32

1458 2-man woodland camouflage folding hide with seat 30 50 22
1459 Hills foot pump with filter 30 40 46

1460
Approx. 2300 x .25 air gun pellets inc. Bisley Super Field

30 40 38
1461 Approx. 1250 x .22 24gr LEM heads 10 20 2

1462
Three range or pistol cases and three steel ammunition tins

10 20 18

1463

Box containing shooting accessories to inc. Parker Hale slings, 
cartridge bag, butt pads, 12 bore cartridge belt, tape, 
headwear, and 2 x bipods 30 40 46

1464 Ten various air rifle moderators 20 30 80

1465
Three camo nets (2x8m; 2x4m; 2x2m), camo wear and two 
Hypa pigeon decoys 30 40 18

1466 Leather Hamilton slip stand 20 30 32
1467 Four horn handled walking sticks 30 50 12
1468 Fleece lined leather rifle slip with 2 other slips 30 40 32

1469
Wooden pistol case with key, and plastic pistol case (2)

20 30 30
1470 Quantity of brass shell cases inc. date stamped 1915 20 40 22

1471

Australian felt wool shooting hat by Mountcastle, NSRA 
shooting jacket, size 42ins, and a leather shooting sling

40 60 18
1551 Four various shotgun cases 40 60 102
1552 Four-gun security cabinet 80 120 44

1554
Wooden gun case, interior fitted for 30 ins barrels 
(unfinished) 30 50 4

1555
Vinyl gun case, faux fur line interior fitted for 30 ins barrels

30 40 16

1556

Wooden and leather gun case monogrammed W.L.M, red 
baize lined interior fitted for 30 ins barrels, James Woodward 
& Sons trade label (lock missing) 60 100 106

1557

Leather gun case with brass corners, green baize fitted 
interior for 30 ins barrels, E. J. Churchill trade label

40 60 30



1558

A mahogany gun case with brass corners and inset brass ring 
handle, blue baize fitted interior presently fitted for 28 ins 
barrels (max. internal length 31 ins), James Squires trade label

150 250 202

1559

A mahogany gun case with inset brass ring handle, part fitted 
interior, max internal length 41½ ins, brass latches, single lock 
with key 150 250 150

1561 Air gun steel security cabinet (1 key) 20 30 2

1562
Conway London modern canvas gun case, green baize fitted 
interior for up to 32 ins barrels, Beretta badges 50 80 48

1563

Canvas gun case, baize lined interior fitted for 30 ins barrels, 
with Edward Whistler trade label - for restoration

30 50 4

1564

Large steel security cabinet with internal racking for 16 guns 
plus ammo shelf (max. internal height 48 ins), twin Chubb 
locks with two sets of keys, h.60 ins x w.24 ins x d.18 ins

150 250 238

1565
Leather gun case with brass corners, green baize fitted 
interior for 30 ins barrels 30 50 6

1566

A vintage leather gun case with claret baize lined fitted 
interior for 29 ins barrels (will take 30 ins), Joseph Lang & Son 
trade label and additional paper instruction label for gun 
#14069 50 70 28

1567
Gun Guard eggshell lined rifle gun case, approx. 47 ins interior

40 60 20

1568

Leather gun case for restoration, interior fitted in green baize, 
max. barrel length 31 ins, Holland & Holland trade label

30 50 28

1569

Precision Metalcraft Ltd. 6 gun steel security cabinet with 
internal locking ammo compartment, twin Ingersoll locks with 
keys, h.55 ins x w.15¼ ins x d.12 ins

50 70 100

1570
3 gun air rifle security cabinet, twin locks with keys, h.53 ins x 
w.8 ins x d.8 ins 30 40 12

1571 Three wooden gun cases and one canvas gun case 40 60 4
1572 Hard shell rifle transport case 20 30 10

1573
10 gun steel security cabinet, 3 locks (keyed the same) with 
two keys, h.65 ins x w.24 ins x d.12 ins 70 100 156

1601
(S2) The stock action and forend of a 12 bore boxlock ejector 
by J & W Tolley, no. 9471 30 40 48

1602

(S2) The stock, action and forend of a 12 bore double 
hammer gun by E. Wilson, acanthus scroll an border engraved 
locks, rebounding hammers, 13¾ ins straight hand stock, no. 
570 40 60 24

1603

(S2) The stock, action, and forend of a 12 bore Belgian double 
hammer gun, scroll and hound engraved locks, 14 ins semi 
pistol grip stock, nvn 30 50 12

1604

(S2) The stock, action, and forend of a 16 bore Cogswell & 
Harrison, 13½ ins straight stock with vacant oval, no. 10150

30 50 40



1605
(S2) 12 bore Remington 1100, semi automatic, 3 shot, black 
receiver, 13¾ ins pistol grip stock, no.86141V 20 30 6

1606
(S2) The stock, action and forend of a 12 bore boxlock non 
ejector by Midland Gun Co., no. 13209 10 20 2

1607
(S2) The stock action and forend of a 14 bore back action 
sidelock by F. Williams, Birmingham, no. 93229 20 30 20

1608
(S2) The stock action and forend of a 12 bore bar-in-wood 
double hammer gun by T. Horsley, no. 2511 40 60 38

1609
(S2) The stock action and forend of a 12 bore double hammer 
gun by E. M. Reilly & Co., no. 14202 30 50 12

1610
(S2) The stock action and forend of a 12 bore Deeley's Patent 
boxlock ejector by A. Blair, no. 1332 10 20 2

1611
(S2) The stock action and forend of a 12 bore English double 
hammer gun, no. 27714 10 20 8

1613

(S2) The stock, action, and forend of three hammer guns: 14 
bore by W&J Davis, no. 88335; 12 bore by J.Blanch & Son, no. 
9091; 14 bore English, nvn (3) 40 60 20

2001

(S2) 68 x .410 Gamebore Traditional Hunting cartridges, 25 x 
12 bore Gamebore Blue Diamond, and 15 x 12 bore blank 
cartridges 0 0 22

2002

(S2) 200 x 12 bore 'Ben Hustwaite Special' 32g, No.7 shot 
fibre wad cartridges, plus some others (mixed), and two 
boxes 9mm Flobert & .410 3 ins cartridges 40 50 50

2003
(S2) 225 x 20 bore cartridges: Lyalvale Special 28g fibre wad & 
Three Crowns 25g fibre wad 40 60 36

2004
(S2) 11½ lbs mixed 20 bore cartridges, Lyalvale, Three 
Crowns, etc 30 50 26

2005
(S2) 400 (approx.) x 12 bore mixed cartridges by Lyalvale, 
Eley, and others 50 60 90

2006
(S2) 16 lbs mixed 12 bore cartridges, Eley, Lyalvale, 
Gamebore, and others 30 50 28

2007
(S2) 200 x 12 bore Mammoth Magnum Super Steel No.3 shot 
36g cartridges 40 60 82

2008
(S2) 200 x 12 bore Mammoth Magnum Super Steel No.3 & 4 
shot 36g cartridges 40 60 62

2009
(S2) 200 x 12 bore Mammoth Magnum Super Steel No. 4 shot 
36g cartridges 40 60 62

2010
(S2) 500 x 12 bore Gamebore Evo Sporting No.7.5 shot 28g 
cartridges 60 90 112

2011

(S2) 250 x 12 bore Lyalvale Supreme Game No.5 shot 32g 
fibre wad cartridges & 250 x 12 bore Lyalvale Super Game 
No.6 shot 32g plastic wad cartridges (500 total)

70 100 122
2012 (S2) 500 x 12 bore Gamebore Black Gold 28g cartridges 70 100 118
2013 (S2) 500 x 12 bore Gamebore Black Gold 28g cartridges 70 100 118

2014
(S2) 500 x 12 bore Gamebore Black Gold Competition No.7.5 
shot 28g cartridges 70 100 118

2015
(S2) 500 x 12 bore Gamebore Black Gold Competition No.7.5 
shot 28g cartridges 70 100 118



2016
(S2) 250 x 28 bore Lyalvale Express 'Supreme 28 Gauge' No.6 
shot 28g cartridges 40 60 52

2017
(S2) 250 x 28 bore Lyalvale Express 'Supreme 28 Gauge' No.6 
shot 28g cartridges 40 60 52

2018
(S2) 250 x 20 bore Gamebore Super Competition No.8 shot 
28g cartridges 50 70 42

2019
(S2) 250 x 20 bore Gamebore Super Competition No.8 shot 
28g cartridges 50 70 42

2020
(S2) 250 x 20 bore Lyalvale 'Supreme Twenty' No.8 shot 28g 
fibre wad cartridges 40 50 52

2021
(S2) 250 x 20 bore Lyalvale 'Supreme Twenty' No.7.5 shot 28g 
plastic wad cartridges 40 50 48

2022
(S2) 250 x 20 bore Gamebore Super Competition No.8 shot 
24g fibre wad cartridges 40 50 62

2023
(S2) 250 x 28 bore Gamebore Pure Gold No.6 shot 25g fibre 
wad cartridges 40 60 70

2024 (S2) 250 x 12 bore Lyalvale Special Game 30g cartridges 40 50 42

2025
(S2) 250 x 12 bore Gamebore Evo Sporting 28g cartridges

40 50 52
2026 (S2) 250 x 12 bore Gamebore Black Gold 24g cartridges 40 50 62

2027
(S2) 100 x 12 bore Mammoth Magnum 36g steel shot 
cartridges 30 40 36

2028
(S2) 500 x 12 bore Gamebore Black Gold 28g competition 
load cartridges 60 90 122

2029
(S2) 250 x 12 bore Gamebore Black Gold 28g competition 
load cartridges 40 50 62

2030
(S2) 250 x 12 bore Gamebore Black Gold 28g competition 
load cartridges 40 50 60

2031
(S2) A mixed Lot of 12, 16 & 28 bore modern cartridges, 
mostly Eley 40 60 48

2032
(S2) 250 x 12 bore Gamebore 28g black powder cartridges

50 80 202

2033
(S2) 250 x 20 bore Gamebore 24g black powder cartridges

40 60 62

2034
(S2) 250 x 20 bore Gamebore 24g black powder cartridges

40 60 52

2035
(S2) 250 x 20 bore Gamebore 24g black powder cartridges

40 60 52

2036

(S2) 350 (approx.) x 20 bore cartridges, Gamebore Black Gold, 
Eley Grand prix, Sipe, Lyalvale, etc (some part boxes)

40 60 74
2037 (S2) Quantity of various .410 cartridges 20 30 50

2038
(S2) 250 x 20 bore Eley Hushpower 24gr 7.5 shot cartridges in 
box 30 50 46

2039
(S2) 125 x 12 bore NSI Uno Prima 28gr 7.5 shot cartridges

20 40 22
2040 (S2) 125 x .410 Eley Trap 14gr 7.5 shot cartridges 20 40 32

2041

(S2) Approx. 500 x mixed 12 bore cartridges to inc. Hull 
Imperial Game, Eley VIP, Lyalvale Express, Eley Hi-Flyer, etc.

40 60 90



2042
(S2) 250 x 12 bore Fiocchi Pigeon 32 Evo 30gr 6 shot 
cartridges in box 30 40 46

2043
(S2) 250 x 12 bore Hull Superfast Pigeon 29gr 6 shot 
cartridges in box 30 40 62

2044
(S2) 250 x 12 bore Lyalvale Express Chasse Pigeon Special 
29gr 6 shot cartridges in box 30 40 62

2045
(S2) 250 x 12 bore Eley Pigeon Select 30gr 6 shot cartridges in 
box 30 40 60

2046
(S2) 250 x 12 bore Lyalvale Express English Sporter 28gr 7.5 
shot cartridges in box 30 40 50

2047
(S2) 750 x 12 bore Eley Donaldson's Jets 28gr 7.5 shot 
cartridges in boxes 60 100 150

2048
(S2) Leather cartridge bag containing approx. 80 x 12 bore 
cartridges 20 30 52

2049
(S2) 150 (approx.) x 12 & 20 bore various cartridges by Eley, 
Rio, etc 20 25 26

2050
(S2) Approx. 65 x 12 bore cartridges inc. Nike 32gr 7 shot

20 30 12
2051 (S2) Two .410 to 12 bore chamber adapters 30 50 44
2052 (S2) 100 x 9mm Flobert cartridges by Eley & RWS 10 20 30

2053
(S2) Quantity of mixed 12 bore and 20 bore cartridges, 
various makers 30 50 58

2054

(S2) 25 x 12 bore Eley Olympic Trap 32gr no.7 shot; 5 x 12 
bore Rio Target Load; 25 x .410 Eley Fourlong; with approx. 
37 x 28 bore Eley paper cased reloaded cartridges

20 30 8

2055
(S2) 300 (approx.) x 12 bore cartridges inc. Rottweil Special 
Mk2, John Rigby & Co. 40 60 46

2056
(S2) 250 x 12 bore Eley Impax 1oz No.6 shot 2½ ins paper 
case fibre wad cartridges 60 90 66

2057
(S1) 425 (approx.) x 12 bore Bioammo shotgun cartridges, 
32g, No.5 50 70 72

2058
(S2) 225 x 12 bore Lyalvale Express HV 'Pigeon Special' 30g 
No.6 shot cartridges 30 50 46

2059

(S2) 400 (approx.): 200 x 12 bore Gamebore Royale 'Special 
Load' cartridges, together with 200 (approx.) 12 bore 
cartridges Game Bore Clear Winner, Hull Three Crowns and 
High Pheasant 40 60 68

2060
(S2) 250 x 12 bore Lyalvale High Velocity Game 46g No.1 shot 
76mm cartridges 50 80 48

2061
(S2) 25 x 10 bore Remington Express Magnum 3½ ins No.4 
shot cartridges 20 30 26

2062
(S2) 125 x 16 bore Remington Nitro-Steel No.4 shot cartridges

30 50 28

2063
(S2) 250 x 12 bore Winchester Super XX 35g, No.8 shot 70mm 
cartridges 40 50 58

2064
(S2) 250 x 12 bore Winchester Super XX 35g, No.8 shot 70mm 
cartridges 40 50 58

2065
(S2) 25 x 4 bore 3½oz BB shot cartridges (4 ins) by Alan Myers

100 150 112



2066 (S2) 175 (approx.) x 24 bore cartridges by Fiocchi 40 60 154

2067
(S2) 25 x 8 bore 2½oz BB shot Magmax nickel cartridges (3¼ 
ins) by Ballistic Products 40 60 52

2068
(S2) 300 x 12 bore cartridges including Gamebore Black Gold 
30g No.6 & 32g No.5, FN 30g No.7 40 60 54

2069 (S2) 250 x 12 bore assorted cartridges 30 40 50

2070
(S2) Leather cartridge bag containing quantity of 16 bore 
cartridges (Winchester Ranger) 20 30 20

2071
(S2) 250 (approx.) x 12 bore cartridges: Winchester Upland, 
and others 40 50 42

2072

(S2) 275 X 16 bore cartridges comprising 200 mostly 
Winchester Ranger No. 7 shot and 75 Gamebore No.6 black 
powder, together with a 16 bore roll turnover tool

40 60 58

2073
(S2) 214 x .410 Remington ½oz No.9 shot Premier STS Target 
Load cartridges 40 60 62

2074
(S2) 220 (approx.) x 12 bore mixed cartridges: Eley Hymax, 
Rottweil Express, Viri, Spitfire, etc 30 50 56

2075
(S2) 160 x 16 bore game cartridges, Eley, Lyalvale, Falcon

30 40 36

2076
(S2) 200 x 12 bore assorted game cartridges, Eley Grand Prix 
and others 30 50 46

2077
(S2) 250 x 12 bore assorted cartridges, Winchester GB 
Standard, Baikal, and others 30 50 52

2078 (S2) 200 assorted 12 bore cartridges, Eley, etc 30 40 40

2079
(S2) 200 x 12 bore collector/game cartridges various paper 
and plastic cased 30 50 48

2080
(S2) Leather cartridge bag, and quantity of 20 bore cartridges 
in leather belt 30 40 42

2081

(S2) 16 bore handsewn leather cartridge belt with 25 
cartridges; 12 bore vintage leather cartridge belt with 25 
cartridges; canvas cartridge bag 20 30 32

2101
(S1) 115 x .25-06 Rem 85gr Nosler ballistic tip rifle cartridges 
by Federal Premium 30 50 62

2102
(S1) 175 x 7x57mm rifle cartridges comprising 96 x RWS 
123gr; 79 x Norma 154gr 30 40 142

2103
(S1) 88 x .243(Win) rifle cartridges by Federal, Sako, 
Remington & RWS 20 30 22

2104
(S1) 99 x .204(Ruger) 40gr V-Max rifle cartridges by Hornady

30 40 34

2105
(S1) 80 x .22(Hornet) Winchester Super-X 45gr rifle cartridges

10 20 26

2106
(S1) 76 x .30-06 rifle cartridges comprising 40 x Norma 150gr 
Nosler BST; 36 x RWS 150gr soft point 30 40 42

2107
(S1) 140 x .270(Win) rifle cartridges comprising 60 x Norma V-
Max 110gr; 80 x Federal 130gr soft point 30 50 82

2108
(S1) 80 x .243(Win) RWS 100gr performance rifle cartridges

30 50 62

2109
(S1) 80 x .243(Win) RWS 100gr performance rifle cartridges

30 50 54



2110 (S1) 40 x .222(Rem( Norma 50gr rifle cartridges 10 20 26
2111 (S1) 100 x 6.5x55mm Norma Oryx 156gr rifle cartridges 0 0 78

2112

(S1) 140 x .243(Win) rifle cartridges comprising 80 x RWS 
100gr soft point; 60 x Sako 100gr Game Head soft point

40 60 78

2113
(S1) 100 x .243(Win) RWS 100gr soft point rifle cartridges

0 0 54

2114
(S1) 100 x .243(Win) RWS 100gr soft point rifle cartridges

0 0 54

2115
(S1) 250 x .223 Winchester Super Short Magnum 55gr rifle 
cartridges in box 30 50 112

2116
(S1) 200 x .264 Win Mag 140gr rifle cartridges by Remington 
in box 30 50 42

2117 (S1) 100 x .22 Hornet RWS 46gr Spitzer rifle cartridges 20 30 60

2118
(S1) 100 x .223 Winchester Super Short Magnum 55gr rifle 
cartridges 30 40 10

2119
(S1) 100 x .243 Winchester Super Short Magnum 95gr rifle 
cartridges 30 40 10

2120
(S1) 587 x .17(Hmr) rifle cartridges by Winchester, Hornady & 
Federal 30 40 98

2121
(S1) 650 x .22 Winchester subsonic hollow point rifle 
cartridges 30 40 62

2122
(S1) 650 x .22 rifle cartridges: Winchester Super-X, Eley 
Subsonic , RWS Semi-Auto 30 40 32

2123
(S1) 100 x .243(Win) rifle cartridges by Fiocchi, Sako and 
Norma 30 40 26

2124
(S1) 200 x .17HMR cartridges (50 each Remington, Hornady, 
Winchester, Federal) 20 30 34

2125
(S1) 200 x .223 Remington 55gr rifle cartridges by 
Winchester; 10 x Federal (210 total) 40 60 112

2126 (S1) 161 x 7.92mm Mauser FNM FMJ rifle cartridges 30 40 62
2127 (S1) 140 x 5.56mm RORG FMJ rifle cartridges 20 30 46
2128 (S1) 200 x 7.62mm RG L2A2 ball/sniper rifle cartridges 30 40 98

2129
(S1) 100 x .303 Mk 7 RG in chargers; 64 x .303 Mk 7 RG in 
boxes (164 total) 40 60 66

2130
(S1) 92 X .243 rifle cartridges by Winchester, RWS & Magtech

20 30 28

2131
(S1) 450 x .17(Hmr) rifle cartridges by Federal & Hornady

30 40 58

2132
(S1) 450 x .17(Hmr) rifle cartridges by Remington, Federal & 
Hornady 30 40 52

2133

(S1) 111 x .30-06 rifle cartridges by Winchester, RWS, Federal 
& Norma, together with 60 once fired brass cases

50 60 38
2134 (S1) 60 x .223(Rem) Federal premium rifle cartridges 10 20 40
2135 (S1) 100 x .375 Winchester Big Bore 94 rifle cartridges 20 30 22
2136 (S1) 140 x .22(Hornet) 45gr rifle cartridges by Imperial 30 40 36
2137 (S1) 25 x 7x65R rifle cartridges by DWM 10 20 16
2138 (S1) 78 x 7x57R rifle cartridges by DWM & RWS 20 30 14



2139
(S1) 150 x 5.56mm RG 86 rifle cartridges in military green 
nylon bandolier 40 60 50

2140
(S1) 250 x .17(Hmr) rifle cartridges by Hornady & Winchester

20 30 46
2141 (S1) Mixed modern rifle ammunition, part boxes 30 50 15

2142
(S1) 60 x .264(Win Mag) 100gr rifle cartridges by Remington

20 40 32

2144
(S1) 40 x .460(Wby Mag) Ultra Velocity 500gr rifle cartridges 
by Weatherby 50 70 20

2145
(S1) 40 x .17(Rem) 25gr Hornady HP rifle cartridges by 
Remington 10 20 40

2146
(S1) 40 x 7x72R 139gr rifle cartridges by RWS in boxes of ten

20 30 26
2147 (S1) 20 x 9.3x74R 285gr rifle cartridges by RWS 40 60 38
2148 (S1) 60 x 9.3x62mm 285gr rifle cartridges by RWS 40 60 92

2149
Large quantity of various blank cartridges, some part boxes, 
various calibres 50 80 56

2150
(S1) 34 x .270 (Wby Mag) 150gr rifle cartridges by Wetherby 
and Norma 30 40 4

2151

(S1) 160 x .222(Rem) rifle cartridges comprising: 120 x 
Hornady 50gr V-Max; 60 x Remington 55gr hollow-point

40 50 106

2152
(S1) 116 x .243(Win) rifle cartridges by Norma, and others

30 50 60

2153
(S1) 170 x .303(British) rifle cartridges in their Kynoch boxes

70 100 70
2154 (S1) 214 x .303 L1A1 HXP ball cartridges 100 150 92
2155 (S1) 100 x .303 RG rifle cartridges in bandoliers 40 60 44
2156 (S1) 80 x .303(British) rifle cartridges 30 50 42

2157
(S1) 110 x 12 bore solid slug cartridges by Eley & Winchester

50 80 76
2158 (S1) 150 x 9mm Bergman pistol cartridges 30 40 42
2159 (S1) 80 x 7.5x55mm(Swiss) mixed rifle cartridges 30 40 42

2160
(S1) 40 x .250(Savage) 100gr rifle cartridges by Winchester

20 30 24
2161 (S1) 30 x 7x64mm rifle cartridges by RWS & Federal 10 20 4

2162
(S1) 200 x .308 rifle cartridges by Winchester, Federal and 
others 50 80 122

2163
(S1) 40 x .30-06(Sprg) 180gr Federal Premium rifle cartridges

30 40 16
2164 (S1) 100 x 8x68S RWS 224gr rifle cartridges 50 100 298

2165
(S1) 129 x .300(H&H Mag) Winchester Super-X 180gr sp rifle 
cartridges 50 70 6

2166
(S1) 69 x .300(H&H Mag) 180gr Federal Premium (Nosler 
Partition) rifle cartridges 40 60 36

2167
(S1) 90 x .275 Rigby High Velocity rifle cartridges in their 
boxes of ten 40 60 72

2168
(S1) 113 x .458(Win Mag) 510gr soft point rifle cartridges by 
Remington 50 100 52



2169

(S1) 120 x .458(Win Mag) rifle cartridges comprising: 40 x 
Winchester 500gr FMC; 80 x Remington 510gr soft point

50 100 112

2170
(S1) 100 x .300(Win Mag) 150gr soft point rifle cartridges by 
Remington 50 80 50

2171
(S1) 80 x .300(Win Mag) rifle cartridges by Federal, 
Remington & RWS 30 50 42

2172
(S1) 30 x .256 Gibbs 145gr rifle cartridges in their boxes of 10

20 30 28
2173 (S1) 13 x .244 H& H Magnum rifle cartridges 10 20 16

2174
(S1) 900 x .22 vintage rifle cartridges, Eley, war issue and 
others 30 40 28

2175
(S1) 100 x .270 130gr Winchester Super-X Power-Point rifle 
cartridges 20 40 64

2176 (S1) 17½ lbs mixed .22 rifle ammunition 30 50 44

2177
(S1) 100 x .243(Win) Sako Gamehead 90gr rifle cartridges

30 50 78

2178
(S1) 100 x .22-250 Sako Gamehead 55gr SP rifle cartridges

30 50 62

2179
(S1) 100 x .22-250 Sako Gamehead 55gr SP rifle cartridges

30 50 62

2180
(S1) 465 x .17(Hmr) rifle cartridges comprising: 200 x 
Remington; 265 Hornady 30 40 32

2181
(S1) 12 x .45-70(Govt.) 300gr jacketed hollow point rifle 
cartridges by Winchester 20 25 20

2182

(S1) 150 x .44(Winchester) 200gr smokeless rifle cartridges 
(for 1873 & 1892 models) by Kynoch and others in boxes of 
50 80 120 80

2183 (S1) 49 x .44-40(Wcf) soft nose rifle cartridges 30 40 32

2184
(S1) 900 x .22 rifle cartridges by Winchester, Eley, CCI, etc

40 60 42

2185
(S1) 120 x .30-06(Sprg) Federal Premium rifle cartridges

50 80 42

2186
(S1) 89 x .223(Rem) rifle cartridges by Norma, Federal & 
Remington 20 40 72

2187 (S1) 72 x .243(Win) 75gr rifle cartridges by Hornady 20 30 68

2188

(S1) 650 x .22 rifle cartridges comprising: 500 x Winchester 
Super-X Subsonic HP & 150 x Eley Subsonic HP

40 50 32

2189
(S1) 104 x .303 military issue rifle cartridges (2 x boxes Mk7 & 
1 bandolier) 40 60 44

2190 (S1) 42 x .45-70 black powder rifle cartridges 20 30 30

2191
(S1) 40 x .458(Win Mag) 500gr Winchester Super-X full metal 
case rifle cartridges 50 80 30

2192
(S1) 60 x .22-250 40gr HP Varmint Federal Premium rifle 
cartridges 20 30 40

2193
(S1) 381 x .22(Wmr) rifle cartridges by CCI & Remington

30 40 62
2194 (S1) 642 x .22 RWS HV rifle cartridges 30 40 32



2195
(S1) 800 x .22 mixed rifle cartridges by Golden Eagle, 
Winchester, Eley, Remington, etc 40 50 32

2196
(S1) 209 x .222(Rem) rifle cartridges by Norma, Winchester, 
Federal, etc 30 50 32

2197 (S1) 500 x .22 Remington subsonic HP rifle cartridges 30 40 36
2198 (S1) 500 x .22 Remington subsonic HP rifle cartridges 30 40 36
2199 (S1) 500 x .22 Remington subsonic HP rifle cartridges 30 40 52

2200
(S1) 1000 x .22 Fiocchi Standard Velocity rifle cartridges

40 60 52

2201
(S1) 1000 x .22 Fiocchi Standard Velocity rifle cartridges

40 60 52

2202
(S1) 1000 x .22 Fiocchi Standard Velocity rifle cartridges

40 60 54

2203
(S1) 1000 x .22 Fiocchi Standard Velocity rifle cartridges

40 60 42

2204
(S1) Quantity mixed modern rifle ammunition: .25-06; .243; 
.22 part boxes - RFD sale only 20 40 8

2205
(S1) 80 x .243(WSSM) 55gr rifle cartridges by Winchester

20 40 16

2206

(S1) 29 x 12 bore Remington Slugger rifled slug cartridges & 
25 x .410 Remington Express rifled slug cartridges

20 30 38

2207
(S1) 86 x .338 (Win Mag) rifle cartridges in Case-Gard ammo 
box 30 40 32

2208 (S1) 150 x .357(Mag) 158gr Privi Partizan cartridges 30 40 38

2209
(S1) 350 x .357(Mag) cartridges in plastic ammo boxes (some 
reloads) 30 50 62

2210 (S1) 26 x .45-70(Govt) rifle cartridges (reloaded) 10 20 24

2211
(S1) 80 x .30-06 150gr FMJ boat tail rifle cartridges by Samson

30 40 42

2212
(S1) 140 x .223 Remington Match 69gr rifle cartridges by 
Federal 30 40 112

2213
(S1) 60 x 5.6x52R 70gr rifle cartridges by Sellier & Bellot

30 40 36

2214
(S1) 17 x .450 No.1 black powder express rifle cartridges 
(reloaded) 10 20 22

2215
(S1) 4 x 4 bore solid slug heavy brass case cartridges (R. B. 
Rodda) 10 20 30

2216

(S1) 51 x .404(Jeffery) Big Game rifle cartridges, together with 
14 brass cases and Hornady 2 die set for reloading

40 60 162
2217 (S1) 109 x .308(Win) rifle cartridges 30 50 38

2218

(S1) 31lbs mixed rifle ammunition, some part boxes, some 
reloads, 7.62mm, .38(Spl), .22, .38(S&W), .223, .308, etc

40 60 14

2219
(S1) 100 x .308(Win) rifle cartridges, various makers including 
twenty of the NRA 'Pilot Series' 155gr target 40 60 34

2220
(S1) 48.6lbs mixed rifle and pistol ammunition - RFD sale only

30 50 24



2221
(S1) 225 x .223/5.56mm rifle cartridges (154 ball; 71 tracer)

40 60 74
2222 (S1) 60 x 7x65R ID Classic 162gr rifle cartridges by RWS 40 50 42
2223 (S1) 60 x 7x65R ID Classic 162gr rifle cartridges by RWS 40 50 38

2224
(S1) 548 x .22(Wmr) rifle cartridges Winchester Super-X, CCI

30 40 64

2225
(S1) 500 x .22 rifle cartridges Winchester T22, Subsonic & 
Super-X 30 40 44

2301
Quantity of reloading equipment to incl. plaque mounted 
Wamadet press, bullet lube, etc. 40 60 72

2302 150 x .338 Win Mag brass cases, as new 20 30 2
2303 Set of Redding .338 Lapua Mag Deluxe reloading dies 20 30 82
2304 RCBS .50 BMC full length die and trim set 30 40 82

2305
Bag of assorted loose reloading dies incl. .303, .44, .38, .22-
250 50 70 22

2306
Quantity of reloading die sets to include .38, 9mm, .222, .22-
250, .22 Hornet 50 80 64

2307 Boxed Silvercrest ultrasonic cleaner 20 30 30
2308 750 x 12 bore plastic wads 20 30 10
2309 3kg of Eley Bismuth No.5 shot 20 30 104

2310
8 bore resizer, together with 4 x 4 bore and 1 x 8 bore plastic 
case (1 primed) 30 40 32

2311 Falco hand crimp tool 20 30 2
2312 Approx. 130 x .17 Remington unprimed brass cases 20 30 66

2313

Cased .243 Lee Loader, cased .22/250 Remington Lee Loader, 
and wooden handled Winchester reloading tool

30 50 38

2314
Lee .17 Remington; Lee .22/250; Lee .222 reloading die sets, 
together with a Lyman .270 Winchester die set 50 70 38

2315
Tin containing mixed reloading equipment inc. shot melting 
pot, sieves, pump etc. 20 30 74

2316 Large bucket containing various sized felt wads 30 40 34

2317
Large bucket containing various size plastic wads inc. .410, 20 
bore, and 12 bore 30 50 4

2318 Large bucket containing various sized plastic wads 30 50 4

2319
Box containing 500 x 12 bore MKIII Plaswads and 250 x 12 
bore Winchester Super-Lite Pink wads 30 40 12

2320
Large bucket containing approx. 1500 x 12 bore Winchester 
AA plastic wads, boxed 30 50 26

2321
Large bucket containing quantity of various calibre once-fired 
shotgun cartridge shells 30 40 4

2322

Tray of various reloading equipment to incl. shot funnels, 
digital scales, grain measure, RCBS primer tray, once fired 
brass cases, etc. 40 60 44

2323 MEC 9000 Series shotshell reloader 100 200 182
2324 MEC 9000 Series shotshell reloader 100 200 182
2325 MEC reloading press 50 70 122
2326 Lee Load-All on wooden plinth 30 40 30
2327 MEC Case Conditioner 50 70 50
2328 Pacific DL-105 reloading press 30 50 28



2329 Box containing various sized lead shot (in part-tubs) 30 40 30

2330
Box containing approx. 10kg of BB lead shot, 10kg of no.6 
lead shot, and further tub of BB lead shot 50 70 52

2332 MEC reloading press accessories in wooden case 20 40 18
2333 Wooden ammunition/powder lockable storage box 20 40 54

2334
Box containing large quantity of shotgun cartridge primers 
inc. 12g lead/steel CX1000 30 50 70

2335
Box containing large quantity of shotgun cartridge primers 
inc. Mart 684, CX50, Fiocchi 615 etc. 30 50 52

2336 50 x .455 manstopper heads for reloading 20 30 12

2337
50 x .375 126gr heads & 50 x .495 370gr heads for reloading

20 30 6
2338 Quantity 9mm Browning new primed brass cases 20 30 24
2342 28 x .450x3¼ ins Basic brass cases for reloading 40 50 36

2343
350 (approx.) x .38 once fired cases for reloading, together 
with a quantity of empty ammunition boxes 20 40 16

2344
Wooden case containing Lee Load Fast shotgun cartridge 
reloader with instructions 50 100 36

2345
Lee Load-All II reloading machine, boxed with instructions

30 40 32

2346

Box of various reloading equipment inc. Lee Load-All II 20 
bore conversion kit, 100 x 12 bore VZero25 wads, 200 x 12 
bore B&P Z-24 wads, 500 x 12 bore Winchester AA wads

30 40 16
2347 Large quantity of primed 12 bore Fiocchi cases 20 40 28
2348 Various calibre heads for reloading 20 40 10
2349 Redding reloading press with some accessories 40 60 52
2350 Tin containing various size felt wads 20 40 24
2351 10kg Eley No.7 lead shot 20 30 44
2352 10kg Eley No.6 lead shot 30 40 52

2353

Reloading equipment to include roll turnover tool, gas checks, 
and Lee .30-06 Springfield die, and 0-25mm gauge

30 40 28
2354 Tin containing lead ingot bars 30 40 38
2355 Two boxes of 12 bore pinfire paper cases 20 30 152
2356 Four bullet moulds 40 60 54

2357

Box of reloading tools to include: Lee ball moulds: .500, .360, 
.380, .454; Lyman .45 bullet mould; mould handles, 
reproduction powder flask etc. 40 60 24

2358 36 x 14 bore Eley Gastight paper cases 20 30 14

2359
50 x 8 bore Eley 4¼ ins primed paper cases in factory box

30 40 62
2360 50 x 8 bore once fired plastic cases for reloading 20 30 28
2361 25 x 4 bore R.W.S. 4 ins primed paper cases for loading 30 40 62

2362
100 x 28 bore pinfire new paper cases by Gevelot for loading, 
in factory box 30 50 42

2363

100 x 24 bore pinfire paper cases for loading (75 Gevelot + 25 
other), together with 25 x 28 bore RWS pinfire primed paper 
cases 30 50 52



2364
Quantity of 4 bore once fired and re-primed paper cases, 
mostly Eley 20 40 58

2365
Quantity 8 bore new primed and once fired paper cases

20 30 8

2366
(S2) 1 x 1½ ins Eley paper case punt gun cartridge (loaded, 
only part way) 30 40 70

2367
Quantity of .300 Sherwood new primed cases by Kynoch in 
factory box 20 30 102

2368 Two boxes of .45 SP PB heads for reloading 20 30 20

2369
80 (approx.) x 423 cal Hornady DGS 400gr heads for reloading

20 30 38
2370 50 x .500 Nitro brass cases for reloading (Kynoch) 20 30 92

2371
Mixed heads for reloading, quantity small pistol primers

20 30 70
2372 Five various bullet moulds 20 30 52
2373 1000 x .410 Brenneke Slug heads for loading 40 60 202
2374 1000 x .410 Brenneke Slug heads for loading 40 60 202

2375
230 primed empty shotgun cases: 100 x 20 bore; 130 x 16 
bore, paper, plastic & brass cases 20 30 2

2376

RCBS Powder Pro digital scale & RCBS Powder Master 
electronic powder dispenser, with instructions and power 
adapters for both 50 80 132

2377
RCBS Partner Press with No.2 shell holder, boxed; Lee Safety 
Powder Scale, boxed (2) 40 60 80

2378

160 (approx.) x .25-06 once fired de-primed brass cases, 160 
(approx.) x 25 cal. heads, and 9 various ammo boxes. Also 50 
x .308 once fired de primed brass cases for reloading

30 40 14

2379
Quantity of various primers (some part boxes) for reloading

20 30 20
2380 7.5x55mm Swiss reloading die set by Redding 20 30 44
2381 .45 Acp Lee 3 die set 20 30 16
2382 Lyman 1000w lead melting pot with ingot mould 30 40 56
2383 95.5lbs lead ingots, 3.9lbs plumbers tin, for reloading 30 50 42

2481
(S1) 25 x .470 Nitro Express reloaded 500gr Holland & Holland 
rifle cartridges 20 40 8

2482 (S1) 50 collector pistol cartridges various - .22 to .50 20 30 24

2483
(S1) 17 assorted collector Metric Sporting rifle cartridges

10 20 18
2484 (S1) 11 Wildcat cartridges various: .338 JDJ, etc 10 20 46

2485
Maple & Co. 1916: A replica 6 ins Howitzer shell head. h. 22 
ins 80 120 132

2486

A scarce wooden box containing approx. 500 Eley Patent 16 
gauge Percussion Shells for conical bullets, packed in sawdust

30 60 46

2487
25mm Hotchkiss shell cartridge, headstamp CN 40 LM 1 
(inert) 20 30 24

2488
25mm Hotchkiss shell cartridge, headstamp MR 37 C 3 (inert)

20 30 22



2489
Framed and glazed print display of 37 various percussion cap 
tin labels 20 40 18

2490
200 x .320 & .32S&W blank cartridges, 100 of each in their 
original maker's boxes 10 20 12

2491
A scarce packet of 10 x .577 blanks for Martini Henry or 
Snider rifles, by R. L. Mk IV, dated 1880 20 30 24

2492
10 x .433 (10.6mm German rifle) blanks in original paper 
packet (overstamped), scarce 10 20 22

2493
450 x .22 Cash blank cartridges for their Cattle Killer, red, 
green, blue, yellow and buff loads 20 30 10

2494 Quantity of vintage 2mm blanks 10 20 4
2495 18 x vintage pinfire blanks: 12mm, 9mm, 7mm & 5mm 10 20 12

2496
200 assorted vintage and modern blank cartridges, centre fire 
and rim fire 30 50 8

2497

Five experimental blank cartridges by Kynoch, various head 
stamps L8, H10, 2, 4, M8, rumoured to be for forming sheet 
metal and plastics 20 30 6

2498
Three early factory dummy rounds: .577 x 2¾ ins nitro for 
black; .500 No.2 Express; .505 Gibbs 10 20 36

2499
.600 Kynoch Nitro Express factory dummy round, crimped, no 
primer, early bull round nosed 10 20 30

2500

A rare cased sample cartridge and head display set by The 
Birmingham Metal & Munitions Company Limited (inert)

200 300 290

2501

L64A1 Green Smoke signal hand grenade, SU26900II0 Orange 
smoke generator in carton, 2 x Para Red MK3 flares, 4 x red 
hand flares (expired) 30 40 32

2502
(S1) A tray of vintage collector rifle and pistol cartridges 
(some part boxes) 50 80 90

2503 (S1) 60 x 8mm Mannlicher rifle cartridges by Kynoch 20 30 22

2504
(S1) 66 x .318 rifle cartridges by Kynoch & Westley Richards

20 30 32

2505
(S1) .45 Auto Colt pistol cartridges by Kynoch, Winchester & 
Remington 20 30 14

2506 (S1) .455 Webley revolver cartridges various 20 30 22

2507
(S1) .22 collector and other rifle cartridges various, some part 
boxes 10 20 28

2508
(S1) 5 x .280/30 Kynoch 1949 pink tip experimental rifle 
cartridges 20 30 16

2509
(S1) 5 x 4.85mm RG77 tracer experimental rifle cartridges

20 30 102

2510
(S1) 6 x .32 Moore's Teat fire revolver cartridges, scarce

20 30 22
2511 (S1) 50 x .380 Long Eley rifle cartridges 20 30 22
2512 (S1) 10 x .577 Nitro Express big game rifle cartridges 30 40 32

2513
(S1) 120 x 7.9/8mm Mauser rifle cartridges in original Kynoch 
boxes of ten 40 60 68

2514
(S1) 20 x .30 flanged Kynoch cartridges for Purdey Express 
Rifles 20 30 20



2515
50 x .303 BPD drill cartridges in original box dated 10/1952

20 30 28

2516
(S1) 10 x .505 Gibbs Magnum 525gr rifle cartridges by Eley-
Kynoch in original box 30 40 28

2517
(S1) 50 x .286 Mannlicher–Schönauer cordite solid bullet rifle 
cartridges by William Evans in sealed tin 30 40 4

2518
(S1) 50 x .303 Streamline (Vickers machine gun) cartridges

30 40 24

2519

(S1) 31 x .244 Holland & Holland rifle cartridges; 19 x .240 
Kynoch rifle cartridges; 50 x .375 H&H Magnum rifle 
cartridges, in Case-Gard ammo boxes 20 30 24

2520
(S1) Quantity various slug cartridges, modern & vintage

20 30 10

2521
10 x 5.56mm RORG 1991 drill cartridges with clip and charger

10 20 6
2522 5000 x No.192 vintage percussion caps in Kynoch tin 20 30 32

2523
(S1) 100 x .303(British) 215gr soft nose rifle cartridges by 
Kynoch in original packaging 40 60 64

2524
(S1) 128 x .303(British) military issue rifle cartridges, various 
dates, marks and makers 40 60 56

2525
(S1) 128 x .303(British) military issue rifle cartridges, various 
dates, marks and makers 40 60 42

2526
(S1) 128 x .303(British) military issue rifle cartridges, various 
dates, marks and makers 40 60 50

2527
(S1) 128 x .303(British) military issue rifle cartridges, various 
dates, marks and makers 40 60 52

2528
(S1) 118 x .303(British) military issue rifle cartridges, various 
dates, marks and makers 40 50 50

2529
(S1) 130 x .303(British) rifle cartridges, military issue and 
home loads 30 50 50

2530
(S1) 9 x .450 Black Powder Express & 9 x .350/400 3¼ 250gr 
black powder rifle cartridges 30 40 30

2532

(S1) Collector cartridges: 27 X .303 Kings Norton in paper 
packets; 10 x .577 blanks in original packet; 100 x .22(short) 
Peters in boxes of 50; 50 x .22 Remington Kleanbore; 20 x 
.45A.C. (WRA Co.); 3 x French 8mm; 3 x .50 Browning; Tin 
various, 9mm pistol and others (Total 220 live) in .303 Mk7 
ammunition box 30 50 82

2533
(S1) 400 assorted rounds, modern and collector: .45Acp; 
.38S&W; .410, 9mm various 20 30 44

2534
12 bore Whale tagging dart from Royal Research Ship 
Discovery #S20306 - inert 10 20 18

2535 (S1) 7 various flare cartridges 10 20 20

2536
(S1) Five 1½ ins paper cased flare cartridges by James Pain & 
Sons (yellow) 20 30 24

2537 (S1) 13 x .577 Kynoch rifle cartridges 30 40 22
2538 (S1) 18 x .360 No.2 Nitro Express rifle cartridges 20 30 14
2539 (S1) 30 x .318 Kynoch Nitro express rifle cartridges 20 30 52
2540 (S1) 13½ lbs mixed collector cartridges 30 60 42



2541
(S1) 50 x .470 Kynoch Nitro Express 500grn rifle cartridges in 
original brown paper outer 40 60 24

2542

(S1) 50 x .244 Magnum 100gr rifle cartridges for Holland's 
Magazine Rifles, in original brown paper outer

40 60 42

2543
(S1) 10 x .577 Kynoch Nitro Express rifle cartridges (3 ins case)

30 40 14

2544
(S1) 28 x .500/465 Nitro Express rifle cartridges by Kynoch

20 30 6

2545
(S1) 50 x .380 Long central-fire cartridges by Eley in original 
tin with paper label 20 30 40

2546
(S1) 100 x .297/250 Rook Rifle cartridges by Kynoch in factory 
box 30 40 68

2547
(S1) 9 x .500/465 Nitro Express rifle cartridges by Westley 
Richards in box 20 30 4

2548

(S1) 10 x .500 Express Solid Metal rifle cartridges by Eley, in 
original brown paper packet (split) with paper label

20 30 30

2549

(S1) .700/577 Big Game rifle cartridge, Westley Richards head 
stamp; 2 x .700 Nitro Express cartridges headstamp Kynoch 
(3) 20 30 52

2550 (S1) 5 x .600 W.R. Big Game rifle cartridges 20 30 34

2551
(S1) 10 x .450 Nitro Express 3¼ ins 465gr rifle cartridges by A-
Square 10 20 18

2552

(S1) Collector rifle cartridges: 20 x .400 Purdey by Eley; 10 x 
.369 Purdey; 10 x .246 Purdey; 10 x .416 Nitro Rigby (total 50)

30 40 20

2553

(S1) 22 x .500/465 rifle cartridges by Kynoch and others, 
together with 13 empty brass cases for reloading

20 30 12

2554

(S1) 50 x .240 Magnum Rimless Nitro Express rifle cartridges 
(for Holland's Magazine Rifles), by Kynoch in their factory 
boxes of five 40 60 82

2555
(S1) 40 x .375 Flanged Nitro Express 2½ ins rifle cartridges by 
Kynoch in their boxes of five 20 40 34

2556
(S1) 39 x .360 Nitro Express 2¼ ins rifle cartridges by Kynoch

20 40 52
2557 (S1) 18 x .38/40 Winchester proof cartridges by Eley 20 30 4
2558 (S1) 100 (approx.) .22 proof cartridges (50 in packet) 10 20 4

2559
(S1) 15 x .35 Winchester proof cartridges (for model 1895) by 
Eley 20 30 6

2560
(S1) 15 x 6.5mm Mannlicher Schoenauer proof cartridges by 
Kynoch 10 20 2

2561
(S1) 20 x 7.65mm Mauser proof cartridges in original boxes (1 
unopened) 20 30 2

2562 (S1) A scarce 8mm B.S.A. proof cartridge by Kynoch 10 20 72

2563

(S1) 16 x 9mm Mannlicher Schoenauer proof cartridges (3 by 
Kynoch, 13 with DWM cases and heads, reloaded by Eley with 
cordite) 20 30 2



2564
(S1) 12 x .242 Vickers rifle proof test cartridges by Kynoch

10 20 24
2565 (S1) 30 x .22 Hornet proof cartridges by Kynoch 10 20 2

2566
(S1) 15 x .300 Sherwood proof test cartridges by Kynoch

20 30 30

2567
(S1) 8 x .425 Westley Richards proof cartridges by Kynoch

20 30 8

2568
(S1) 20 x .297/250 Rook Rifle proof cartridges by Kynoch

10 20 22

2569
(S1) 23 x .380 Long Rook Rifle proof test cartridges by Kynoch

10 20 14

2570

(S1) 5 x .500 x 3¼ ins Nitro Express proof test cartridges by 
Eley (headstamp with red ink 'X', denoting Tropical proof 
load) 20 30 38

2571
(S1) 9 x .333 Rimless Jeffery proof cartridges by Kynoch

20 30 8

2572
(S1) 15 x 9.5mm Mannlicher Schoenauer (or .375 Westley 
Richards) proof cartridges by Kynoch 20 30 6

2573 (S1) 10 x .400/360 Purdey proof cartridges by Kynoch 10 20 8

2574
(S1) 5 x .276 Pedersen (7 x 51mm) experimental proof 
cartridges by Kynoch, scarce 10 20 12

2575
(S1) 30 x .297/230 Long Rook Rifle proof cartridges by Kynoch

20 30 24

2576
(S1) 25 x 8mm Siamese (Mauser style) proof test cartridges 
by Kynoch 20 30 2

2577 (S1) 20 x .300 Rook proof test cartridges by Kynoch 10 20 34

2578
(S1) 7 x .476 3 ins Westley Richards proof cartridges by 
Kynoch 10 20 10

2579

(S1) 16 x .22 Savage High Power proof test cartridges from 
Eley (USC Co. cases and heads, loaded with cordite)

10 20 4

2580
(S1) 8 x .275 H&H Magnum rimless proof cartridges (Eley & 
Kynoch, four of each) 10 20 8

2581
(S1) 25 x assorted proof test cartridges: 6 x .45Auto; 15 x .38 
Colt Auto; 3 x .32S&W short; 1 x .360 No.5 Rook 20 30 8

2582
(S1) 4 x .500/450 No.1 Express Rifle proof cartridges by Eley, 
heavy lead 'plug' paper patched bullet, scarce 20 30 24

2583
(S1) 30 x .320 Long Rook Rifle proof test cartridges (20 by 
Kynoch; 10 by Eley) 20 30 24

2584
(S1) 4 x .475 3¼ ins Nitro Express proof cartridges by Eley

10 20 8

2585
(S1) 7 x .33(Wcf) proof cartridges (Winchester cases and 
heads, loaded with cordite by Eley) 10 20 6

2586

(S1) Ten assorted US calibre proof test cartridges: 5 x .303 
Savage by Eley; 3 x .38/55 Winchester by Eley; 1 x .32/20 by 
Eley; 1 x .219 Zipper; 1 x 6mm US Navy, reloaded by Eley with 
cordite 20 30 28



2587

(S1) 9 assorted British proof cartridges: 2 x .500/450 3¼ ins 
Nitro; .577 x 2¾ ins Nitro; .476 x 3 ins; .470 Nitro; .333 Jeffery 
rimless; .300 H& H Magnum flanged; .400 Purdey (spent 
primer); .240 H & H Magnum 20 30 30

2588
(S1) 10 x .360 2¼ ins Nitro Express 300gr Split head (Jeffery) 
cartridges in box 10 20 10

2589
(S1) 10 x .303 Mk IV (cordite) hollow point rifle cartridges by 
Royal Laboratories, scarce 10 20 6

2590
(S1) 50 x .300 Rook Rifle cartridges by Kynoch in original box

20 30 54

2591
(S1) 6 x 10.6mm German Ordnance revolver cartridges, 
scarce 10 20 12

2592
(S1) 32 x 9mm Para German pistol cartridges, in original 
packets of sixteen 20 30 28

2593
(S1) 10 x .577 3 ins Express Rifle (nitro for black powder) 
cartridges by Kynoch in original box 20 30 28

2594

(S1) 20 x Big Game rifle cartridges comprising: 10 x .470 
Rigby's 'Special' & 10 x .470 Kynoch Express in original boxes

20 30 12

2595
(S1) 74 x Early .303 220gr bulleted cartridges, vintage 1890 
onwards, headstamped K C II 30 50 40

2596
250 x assorted blank cartridges: .32S&W, .38Spl, .450, 9mm 
Para, etc 30 40 14

2597

A large steel military ammunition box dated 1966, for 660 x 
762mm L5A3 tracer cartridges, the two purple bands 
confirming that the rounds are experimental 30 50 24

2599
(S1) 200 x .30-06 vintage rifle cartridges, including 40 Kynoch 
Tracer in factory boxes 30 40 20

2600 (S2) 50 x .38(Wcf) cartridges by Eley 20 30 12

2601

(S2) 100 x 12 bore paper cased collector cartridges in display 
tray including Conyers, Dickson's, Coton's, Braddell, and 
Forrest 50 80 76

2602
(S2) Approx. 60 x .410 paper cased cartridges including 
Gallyon, Akrill, Venables, Saunders, and Gibbs 40 60 52

2603
(S2) 100 x 12 bore Purdey loaded paper cased cartridges

50 80 42

2604
(S2) 28 x 12 bore paper cased collector cartridges incl. 
Woodward, Monk, Turner, Akrill, and Hill 30 40 14

2605
(S2) Box containing approx. 45 collector cartridges incl. 
overseas examples 30 40 24

2606

(S2) Approx. 100 cartridges to incl. 3ins Eley cartridges , 
quantity of .410 cartridges, and other collector cartridges

40 60 30

2607
(S2) Small quantity of mostly 12 bore paper cased collector 
cartridges 10 20 10

2608
(S2) 25 x 12 bore Eley Orchard black powder cartridges 
together with 45 x .410 cartridges 20 30 62

2609 (S2) 5 x 8 bore 4 ins collector cartridges 30 40 24
2610 (S2) 3 x 4 bore collector cartridges 10 20 28
2611 (S2) 3 x 8 bore brass collector cartridges 30 40 12



2612 (S2) 10 x 8 bore collector cartridges 30 50 24
2613 (S2) 11 x 8 bore collector cartridges 30 50 20

2614
(S2) Approx. 130 x various calibre collector shotgun cartridges 
inc. Eley, Rigby, Kynoch, Radcliffe etc. 50 70 44

2615

(S2) 25 x 12 bore Sandringham cartridges by Gallyon & Sons; 
25 x 12 bore Sporta Weatherproof; 25 x 12 bore Game Fair 
souvenir cartridges 40 60 12

2616
(S2) 100 x 12 bore Shefford Rabbit Clearance Society Ltd. 
cartridges, loaded by Woods & Sons in box 50 70 34

2617

(S2) 25 x 12 bore Eley Alphamax; 25 x 12 bore John Dickson & 
Son cartridges; 10 x 12 bore 'Baikal' Record Game cartridges 
(60) 40 60 26

2618
(S2) 25 x 12 bore Eley 3ins No.4 shot Smokeless Diamond 
cartridges in box 20 30 18

2619 (S2) 15 x 10 bore Eley No.4 shot cartridges 20 30 38

2620
(S2) 25 x 8 bore Eley Eight Gauge BB shot cartridges in box

30 40 58

2621
(S2) 13 x 8 bore Eley Bismuth Shot Extreme Range cartridges 
(10 boxed) 20 30 36

2622
(S2) 22 x 24 bore FN metal lined No.8 shot cartridges in box

10 20 42

2623

(S2) 30 x 12 bore Eley Kynoch 'The Shamrock' paper cased 
cartridges, 12 bore leather cartridge belt and part box of Eley 
Fourlong .410 cartridges 10 20 22

2624
(S2) 25 x 8 bore Magmax nickel 3¼ ins No.1 shot cartridges, in 
box 30 40 54

2625
(S2) 25 x 8 bore Eley Eight Gauge 80mm No.3 shot cartridge, 
in box 30 40 46

2626
(S2) 13 x 4 bore cartridges, inc. Eley, with one primed 4 bore 
case 40 60 92

2627
(S2) 100 (approx.) x 12 bore Eley-Kynoch paper cased No. 6 
shot cartridges, Hand-loaded by Boss & Co. 30 40 46

2628
(S2) 25 x 8 bore Eley metal lined 2oz, AAA shot cartridges for 
3¼ ins chambers, in factory box 30 50 52

2629
(S2) 25 x 8 bore Eley metal lined 57g, No.4 shot cartridges for 
83mm chambers, in factory box 30 50 44

2630
(S2) 50 x 14 bore Eley Gastight metal lined paper cased 
cartridges in their factory boxes, No.5 & 6 shot 40 60 42

2631
(S2) 25 x 32 bore Eley Gastight metal lined No. 6 shot 
cartridges in factory box 20 30 28

2632 (S2) 1½ ins EC punt gun paper cased cartridge 30 40 134

2633
(S2) Three metal punt gun cases: Bland 12 x 1¼ ins; Steel 8 x 
1½ ins; Brass 6½ x 1,3/8 ins (3) 30 50 102

2634
(S2) 1¾ ins paper case punt gun cartridge by Charles Osborne 
(Birmingham), length 8 ins 60 80 100

2635

(S2) Four punt gun cartridges: 8½ x 1½ ins brass No.1; 6 x 
1,3/8 ins Royle & Son; 5 x 1 ins paper cased (all loaded); 4½ x 
1½ ins pinfire (primed only) 50 80 182

2636
(S2) Two punt gun cases (loaded): 9 x 1¼ ins paper cased; 8½ 
x 1¼ ins brass cased 40 60 142



2637
(S2) Two paper cased punt gun cartridges (loaded): 8½ x 1¼ 
ins & 8 x 1 ins 30 50 142

2638
(S2) Two punt gun cases (loaded): Eley Nobel 9½ x 1½ ins; 8 x 
1¾ ins paper cased 50 70 102

2639
(S2) 100 x 12 bore collector cartridges: Eley 3 ins No.1, No.5 & 
BB shot Smokeless Diamond in factory boxes 30 50 34

2640

(S2) Collector cartridges: 20 x 12 bore & 10 x 16 bore Eley 
French manufacture shotgun cartridges in their factory boxes 
of ten (total 30) 20 30 20

2641
(S2) 15 x .450/455 revolver shot cartridges by Eley & Kynoch

10 20 22

2642
(S2) 43 assorted pistol, Rook rifle, and other shot loaded 
collector cartridges 20 30 14

2643

(S2) 14 US shot loaded cartridges for pistols/rifles: 4 x .38/40; 
7 x .32/20; 1 x .44 American Revolver; 1 each of .38 S&W and 
.38 rim fire 20 40 10

2644
Eleven Eley Kynoch factory dummy cartridges (including 12 
bore window cartridge) .410 - 8 bore 20 30 28
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